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Joyce and Lawrence
Virtuous Immoralists
Jeffrey Meyers

ABSTRACT: Both Ulysses and Lady Chatterley’s Lover portray an incapacitated husband,
a sexy adulterous wife and an impressively potent seducer. Both novels describe unrestrained sexual desires in a woman. Molly Bloom has a promiscuous sexual appetite, the
comparatively repressed Connie Chatterley has to be gradually liberated from her sexual
frustrations and inhibitions. But Joyce and Lawrence had sharply divergent ideas, style,
and portrayal of sex. Shortly before Lawrence died, he realized that his influential novel
(like Joyce’s) had broken the old taboos and become triumphantly absorbed into modern
culture.
KEYWORDS: Joyce, Lawrence, Ulysses, Chatterley, sex

The competitive and jealous rivals, James Joyce and D. H. Lawrence, hated
each other’s style, characters and challenging portrayal of sex in Ulysses
(1922) and in Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928). But their lives had striking
parallels. Joyce, born in 1882 in Catholic Ireland, rebelled against his Jesuit
education. Lawrence, born in 1885 in Protestant England, rebelled against
his puritan background. They came from poor families and struggled financially for most of their lives—though Joyce was later supported by patrons
and Lawrence was not. Both men set their novels in the locales of their childhood: Joyce in Dublin and Lawrence in the industrial Midlands. They graduated from provincial universities and began their careers as school teachers.
Nora Barnacle and Frieda Weekley, barmaid and baroness not yet married to
their impoverished but brilliant young consorts, provoked scandal by eloping with them to the Continent and later inspired their fictional heroines.
The linguistically talented, self-exiled writers—who both loved and hated
their native lands—spent most of their lives abroad and frequently moved
from country to country. Both men had serious health problems: Joyce was
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half-blind; Lawrence had tuberculosis and almost died from hemorrhages
while trying to complete his novel.
The structure of Joyce’s book was based on the Odyssey, the style was
experimental and calculated. Lawrence’s novel had a traditional framework, but its spontaneous style ranged from the vulgar to the ornate, from
the down-to-earth to the poetically rhapsodic. Joyce slowly wrote one version from 1914 to 1921; Lawrence, starting again from the beginning, rapidly wrote three distinct versions from 1926 to 1928. But Ulysses and Lady
Chatterley’s Lover also had a great deal in common. Joyce wrote his novel in
Trieste, Zurich and Paris; Lawrence wrote his book near Florence. The novels
were printed in foreign countries, France and Italy, by workers who did not
know English, and were privately published by Sylvia Beach in Paris and by
Pino Orioli in Florence. Lawrence, who offered Beach his novel, thought her
edition of Joyce could be a model for Orioli’s sales and distribution. When
Lawrence told his printer that the novel contained obscene words in English,
described sexual acts and warned him not to print it if it would get him into
trouble, “he said, with the short indifference of a Florentine: ‘O! ma! But we
do it every day!’”
Both men had to smuggle their suppressed books into England and
America. Lawrence’s friend Enid Hilton told me that when entering England,
she hid copies of Lady Chatterley in her knickers. The authors had a profound belief in the truth of their own convictions and considerable moral
courage in opposing the prevailing puritanical views about how sexual relations should be portrayed in art. Joyce and Lawrence, who suffered vilification and endured legal threats, had their work attacked by the Society for the
Suppression of Vice and pirated by the rogue publisher Samuel Roth. Ulysses
and Lady Chatterley were tried for obscenity—Joyce in 1933, Lawrence (with
Joyce paving the way) posthumously in 1960—and both were acquitted.
Rebecca West testified for the authors in both trials and Edmund Wilson
defended them in print. Their bold novels, which transformed pornography
into art, had a tremendous social, cultural and literary impact, and were
made into serious films.
Lawrence was more concerned with Ulysses—his precursor, model and
warning—than Joyce was with Lady Chatterley. He wanted to transcend and
surpass his competitor, repeatedly asked his American publisher, Thomas
Seltzer, to send him a copy of the banned book, and wrote letters and essays
in the 1920s that were consistently critical of Joyce. He saw that his rival
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had blasphemously reacted against his religious education and called him,
“a preacher, a Jesuit preacher who believes in the cross upside-down.” He
could not plough through Ulysses, and accused Joyce of didacticism (one
of his own faults), grudgingly praised parts of the novel but thought he suffered from that modern malady—sex in the head: “Ulysses wearied me: so
like a schoolmaster with dirt and stuff in his head: sometimes good, though,
but too mental.” In “Surgery for the Novel—Or a Bomb,” Lawrence satirized Joyce’s mental self-absorption: “‘Did I feel a twinge in my little toe, or
didn’t I?’ asks every character of Mr. Joyce.”
Though sympathetic readers thought Joyce celebrated the female body,
Lawrence felt he expressed “the repulsiveness, the intimate physical repulsiveness of human flesh.” He recognized but also denied his connection to
Joyce, and used irony to distance himself from the notorious reputation of
his rival. He also correctly guessed that Joyce would dislike Lady Chatterley:
“I am one of the people who can’t read Ulysses. Only bits. But I am glad I have
seen the book, since in Europe they usually mention us together—James
Joyce and D. H. Lawrence—and I feel I ought to know in what company
I creep to immortality. I guess Joyce would look as much askance on me as I
on him.”
When an excerpt of Finnegans Wake appeared in transition in August
1928, Lawrence thought it was just as dirty and much harder to read than
Ulysses, and used a culinary metaphor to suggest the labored muddle of
the book: “What a stupid olla podrida of the Bible and so forth James Joyce
is: just stewed-up fragments of quotation in the sauce of a would-be dirty
mind. Such effort! Such exertion!” Contrasting Joyce’s deliberate contrivance with his own emotional vividness, he harshly exclaimed, “James Joyce
bores me stiff—too terribly would-be and done-on-purpose, utterly without
spontaneity or real life.” Comparing Joyce to Giovanni Verga, whose works
Lawrence had translated, he stated that the Italian novelist “is doing, as a
great artist, what men like James Joyce do out of contrariness and desire for
a sensation.”
Lawrence thought Joyce lacked warmth and liveliness, fussed about with
trivial details, sought sensation, and was repelled by human flesh. He felt
Joyce debased rather than exalted sex and described the sexual act rather
than the passionate feelings that inspired it. He was especially revolted by
Molly’s final speech in Ulysses and called it “the dirtiest, most indecent,
obscene thing ever written. . . . It is filthy. . . . This Ulysses muck is more
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disgusting than Casanova. I must show that it can be done without muck.”
He believed that Giacomo Casanova and Joyce emphasized the physical;
he wanted to add the spiritual content. Though Lawrence was revolted by
the contents of Ulysses, it inspired him in a strange way to write what Joyce
called Lady Chatterbox’s Lover. He may have first planned his controversial
novel while condemning Joyce?
Though Lawrence might have hoped for an enlightened response from
the author of Ulysses, who shared his own daring sexual frankness, Joyce
harshly criticized both the style and inverted puritanism of Lady Chatterley.
Joyce, also struggling to escape his repressive heritage, thought Lawrence’s
novel was too reverential, rapturous and overwritten. Richard Ellmann
reported that Joyce was consistently disdainful and told a friend, who suggested they solicit a contribution from the bohemian, bearded and didactic
Lawrence:
“That man really writes very badly. You might ask instead for something from his
friend Aldous Huxley, who at least dresses decently.” When Lady Chatterley’s Lover
began to vie with Ulysses as a book for tourists in Paris to buy, Joyce asked Stuart
Gilbert to read him some pages from it. He listened carefully, then pronounced only
one word: “Lush!” On December 17, 1931, he wrote Miss [Harriet] Weaver. . . “I read
the first 2 pages of the usual sloppy English and S.G. read me a lyrical bit about nudism in a wood and the end which is a piece of propaganda in favour of something
which, outside of D.H.L.’s country at any rate, makes all the propaganda for itself.”

The last clause was an Irish version of the Italian “we do it every day!” When
Harry Crosby tried to introduce Joyce to Lawrence in the spring of 1929,
Joyce was unwilling to confront his preeminent English rival: “he didn’t want
to meet Lawrence—said his eye hurt him—he is very timid.” (When Joyce
met Proust they had nothing to say to each other.)
Both novels portray an incapacitated husband, a sexy adulterous wife and
an impressively potent lover. Molly and Connie, unlike Emma Bovary and
Anna Karenina, are not punished for their adultery. But in Ulysses Leopold
Bloom is mocked and humiliated; Molly Bloom finds sex dirty and amusing.
There’s no intimate talk or tenderness—a dominant theme in Lawrence—
between Molly and her lover Blazes Boylan. Clifford Chatterley wants an
heir to his title and estate, accepts a sexual stand-in and is a willing cuckold;
Bloom is unwilling but complaisant. Joyce is deliberately funny; Lawrence
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is unintentionally funny when Oliver Mellors ceremoniously decorates
Connie’s pubic hair with flowers. Joyce attributes obscene words and crude
lust to a female; Lawrence gives these qualities only to the male. Joyce suggests several sexual perversions, including cunnilingus. Like Birkin with
Ursula in Women in Love, Mellors sodomizes Connie and glorifies anal intercourse. Joyce emphasizes the physical and erotic aspects of sex; Lawrence,
in Our Lady of the Chatterleys, tries to attain a religious and ecstatic ideal
through sex.
Ulysses has an urban setting (with a pastoral flashback to Bloom and
Molly’s lovemaking on Howth Head), Lawrence’s locale is a rural retreat
from the collieries (with a chapter on Connie’s brief trip to Venice). Ulysses
has a prewar date, June 16, 1904; Lawrence’s novel takes place soon after
the war in 1920. Both Bloom and Mellors are 38 years old; and the titles
of both novels identify the heroes indirectly: Ulysses is Bloom, Lady
Chatterley’s Lover is Mellors. The backgrounds of their main characters are
very different. The important class conflict in Lawrence is absent in Joyce.
Bloom is an Irish-Jewish, middle-class advertising salesman, married to
a Catholic professional singer, daughter of a soldier, born in Gibraltar.
Mellors is an earthy, working-class gamekeeper, Connie an aristocratic
lady of the manor.
Clifford is physically incapacitated by his war wound, Bloom is psychologically incapacitated by the early death of his infant son Rudy and fears
another child might also die. Joyce is more sympathetic to Bloom than
Lawrence is to the paralyzed Clifford. Boylan wants immediate gratification and has no real feeling for Molly; Mellors, who loves and wants to
please Connie, slowly seduces and frees her from her unsatisfying sexual
experiences with young Germans in Dresden and with the Irish playwright
Michaelis. Molly loves her husband more than her lover, Connie loves her
lover more than her husband. Clifford, a willing vicarious father, encourages
Connie to have a child with a suitable man; Bloom is frightened and jealous of Boylan. Clifford cannot have children and Bloom does not want to
have them. Both women are sex starved, though Molly is feisty and Connie
submissive. Molly, who has a daughter, forces Boylan to withdraw before
ejaculating. Connie’s sexual relations change from secular, adulterous and
contraceptive with her previous lovers to sacramental, marital and procreative with Mellors. Her maternal longing coincides with her sexual rebirth
and she deliberately gets pregnant.
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Both novels, most unusually, describe unrestrained sexual desires in
a woman. Frieda shocked Lawrence on their disastrous wedding night by
boldly undressing, climbing on top of a cupboard and waiting to be carried
down to bed by him. Molly has a promiscuous sexual appetite, the comparatively repressed Connie has to be gradually liberated from her sexual frustrations and inhibitions. Molly—sensual, lazy and foolish—expresses her own
sexual feelings. Connie, first reluctant, then eager, has her innermost feelings
described by the narrator. Molly spends the whole day in bed and remains
unchanged; Connie, who roams the woods, is idyllically transformed. The
writers portray sexual intercourse in contrasting ways. Joyce is crude and
comic, Lawrence solemn and sacred. Sex is a minor theme in Joyce, a major
theme in Lawrence. Lawrence, more propagandistic than Joyce, tries to
break taboos and destroy shame. The novels have indeterminate endings.
Will Ulysses-Bloom drive out the suitors and resume sexual relations with
Molly or will she begin a liaison with the young Stephen Dedalus, the subject of her sexual fantasies? Will Connie get a divorce and begin a new life
with Mellors and their child?
Crucial passages from Ulysses and Lady Chatterley reveal Molly’s recollection of Bloom’s proposal on a scenic peninsula east of Dublin—a breathless sentence punctuated by six repetitions of the affirmative “yes”—is the
most romantic description of lovemaking in the novel. Molly’s intimate
caraway-seed communion, followed by Bloom’s kisses, as stimulating as
complete sexual union, his sensual adoration of her body, his mental and
physical comprehension of Molly’s most intimate feelings and through her
of all women, make her fall in love and want to marry him:
we were lying among the rhododendrons on Howth head in the grey tweed suit and
his straw hat the day I got him to propose to me yes first I gave him the bit of seedcake out of my mouth and it was leapyear like now yes 16 years ago my God after
that long kiss I near lost my breath yes he said I was the flower of the mountain yes
so we are flowers all a womans body yes that was the one true thing he said in his
life and the sun shines for you today yes that was why I liked him because I saw he
understood or felt what a woman is.

Molly’s more earthy and sensual memory-and-dream of sex with Bloom
recalls his childish oral pleasure with every part of her body and cunning
ability to give her intense satisfaction. Though she shouts the most obscene
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words, they are purified in the cauldron of her prolonged and continuous
orgasm:
like some kind of a big infant I had at me they want everything in their mouth all the
pleasure those men get out of a woman I can feel his mouth O Lord I must stretch
myself I wished he was here or somebody to let myself go with and come again like
that I feel all fire inside me or if I could dream it when he made me spend the 2nd
time tickling me behind with his finger I was coming for about 5 minutes with my
legs round him I had to hug him after O Lord I wanted to shout all sorts of things
fuck or shit or anything at all only not to look ugly.

Molly’s passionate yet loving sex with Bloom provides a striking contrast
to her brutal hothouse coupling with “jogjaunty jingled Blazes Boylan,
bachelor, in sun in heat . . . warmseated, Boylan impatience, ardentbold.”
Molly first appears with Boylan during Bloom’s comic and pathetic fantasy
in the dramatized Nighttown chapter and then through Molly’s thrilling
remembrance. The head of the cuckolded Bloom is appropriately antlered
and Molly is addressed by her maiden name, which recalls Bloom’s tweed
suit on Howth Head. Naked in and out of her bath, and splashing like
Bloom’s drink, she acts out the fantasies of Raoul, the hero of the cheap
erotic romances she likes to read in bed while masturbating. Boylan’s suggestion that Bloom masturbate during this voyeuristic episode recalls his
onanism while watching Gerty MacDowell seductively reveal her underwear on the beach. Boylan’s sexual offer—safe, humiliating and exciting—is the best one Bloom has had during his frustrating day. Aroused by
jealousy, he wildly encourages Boylan to do with the naked Molly exactly
what he himself wants to do—and cannot do—with her. In this episode
he’s more excited by watching Boylan’s private arrangement than by actually sleeping with Molly:
Boylan
(tosses him sixpence) Here, to buy yourself a gin and splash. (he hangs his hat
smartly on a peg of Bloom’s antlered head) Show me in. I have a little private
business with your wife, you understand?
Bloom
Thank you, sir. Yes, sir. Madam Tweedy is in her bath, sir.
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Marion
He ought to feel himself highly honoured. (she plops splashing out of the
water) Raoul darling, come and dry me. I’m in my pelt. Only my new hat and
a [coarse] carriage sponge.
Boylan
(a merry twinkle in his eye) Topping! . . .
Boylan
(to Bloom, over his shoulder) You can apply your eye to the keyhole and play
with yourself while I just go through her a few times. . . .
Bloom
(his eyes wildly dilated, clasps himself) Show! Hide! Show! Plough her! More!
Shoot!

After Molly’s actual encounter with Boylan, she contrasts his potency and
haste, which excite and alarm her, with her own careful cosmetic preparations. She then compares his formidable equipment to those of her past lovers, and entertains the fanciful notions that the size of a man’s nose suggests
the size of his cock and that oysters are aphrodisiacs. Finally, she wonders in
a comically sexy way why she was built to accommodate his giant member:
he must have come 3 or 4 times with that tremendous big red brute of a thing he has
I thought the vein . . . was going to burst though his nose is not so big after I took off
all my things the blinds down after my hours dressing and perfuming and combing
it like iron or some kind of a thick crowbar standing all the time he must have eaten
oysters I think a few dozen . . . no I never in all my life felt anyone had one the size
of that to make you feel full up . . . whats the idea of making us like that with a big
hole in the middle of us or like a Stallion driving it up into you because thats all they
want out of you.

Thinking of these bold passages in the 1933 obscenity trial of Ulysses, Judge
John Woolsey wittily concluded that the novel did not tend to deprave readers and had significant literary merit: “whilst in many places the effect of
Ulysses on the reader undoubtedly is somewhat emetic, nowhere does it
tend to be aphrodisiac.”
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Six years after the publication of Ulysses, Lady Chatterley also achieved
notoriety by its acknowledgment of Connie’s sexual desires, approval of her
immoral encounters with a social inferior and explicit sexual descriptions.
As J. M. Coetzee explained in Giving Offence, “the intercourse of Connie
Chatterley with the gamekeeper transgresses as least three rules: it is adulterous; it crosses caste boundaries; and it is sometimes ‘unnatural,’ i.e.,
anal. . . . Besides these three transgressions, there is a fourth. Mellors, in the
language of the day, pollutes Connie’s mind in the use of taboo words.” (The
novel could have been called Scrotum and Taboo.) Yet in three characteristic
passages Lawrence’s novel portrays the vital connection between men and
women, the need for a radical change in consciousness, and the triumph
of life in opposition to the destructive forces of the war and the modern
industrial world.
In the first passage, described entirely from Mellors’ point of view, his
hand seems to have a will of its own while Connie remains passive and still.
He is fascinated by her expensive silk underwear and silky skin, undresses
her slowly (Molly undresses herself while Boylan watches) but enters her
quickly. Lawrence then repeats “touched,” “soft” and “body,” and uses the
Christian “on earth peace” from Luke 2:14 to sacramentalize their first sexual
union: “the hand knew, too, how to unclothe her where it wanted. He drew
down the thin silk sheath, slowly, carefully right down and over her feet.
Then with a quiver of exquisite pleasure he touched the warm soft body,
and touched her navel for a moment in a kiss. And he had to come into her
at once, to enter the peace on earth of her soft, quiescent body. It was the
moment of pure peace for him, the entry into the body of the woman.”
Lawrence shifts the emphasis in the next passage to Connie’s point of
view as she experiences her first orgasm and new sexual experience. He
excessively repeats “rippling,” (five times), “soft,” “exquisite” and “up,” (these
words twice), and indulges in the unfortunate “flapping overlapping.” But
the jewel-like “points of brilliance,” volcanic “all molten inside” and “wild
little cries” of her animal nature are sensually effective: “as he began to move,
in the sudden helpless orgasm, there awoke in her new strange trills rippling inside her. Rippling, rippling, rippling, like a flapping overlapping of
soft flames, soft as feathers, running to points of brilliance, exquisite, exquisite and melting her all molten inside. It was like bells rippling up and up
to a culmination. She lay unconscious of the wild little cries she uttered to
the last.”
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For Lawrence, who ignores the smell and the pain, sodomy goes beyond
all sexual boundaries and—in hunt and jungle metaphors—provides what
he considers the deepest and most extreme sexual experience. By denying
Connie’s female sexual organ, and by penetrating her anus, Mellors uses her
as a woman while sodomizing her as if she were a man. As Lawrence risks
a crude pun on “bottom” and “fundament,” Mellors, transcending Connie’s
fears and burning out her shame, claims to satisfy her most ambivalent
and secret wish while giving her what he really wants. This scene allows
Lawrence to portray through Connie his own repressed homosexual desires:
“it took some getting at, the core of the physical jungle, the last and deepest
recess of organic shame. The phallus alone could explore it. And how he had
pressed in on her! And how, in fear, she had hated it. But how she had really
wanted it! She knew now. At the bottom of her soul, fundamentally, she had
needed this phallic hunting out, she had secretly wanted it, and she had
believed that she would never get it. Now suddenly there it was, and a man
was sharing her last and final nakedness, she was shameless.” Joyce’s letter to
Nora of December 2, 1909 comes close to Mellors’ behavior with Connie: “[I
have] a wild beast-like craving for every inch of your body, for every secret
and shameful part of it, for every odour and act of it.”
Lawrence forcefully defended his novel in “A Propos of Lady Chatterley’s
Lover” (1930) by insisting: “this is the real point of this book. I want men and
women to be able to think sex, fully, completely, honestly, and cleanly,” to recognize, recreate and value “the warm blood-sex that establishes the living and
re-vitalizing connection between man and woman.” In a letter of December
1928—written as he became incapacitated by illness and approached death—
he echoed Ecclesiastes 3:2, “a time to be born, and a time to die,” refined his
concept of the stages of sex, and implicitly contrasted his ideas to Joyce’s
portrayal of Molly’s indiscriminate appetite: “About Lady C.—you mustn’t
think I advocate perpetual sex. Far from it. Nothing nauseates me more than
promiscuous sex in and out of season. But I want, with Lady C., to make an
adjustment in consciousness to the basic physical realities. . . . God forbid that
I should be taken as urging loose sex activity. There is a brief time for sex,
and a long time when sex is out of place. But when it is out of place as an
activity there still should be the large and quiet space in the consciousness
where it lives quiescent.” Shortly before he died, he realized that his influential novel (like Joyce’s) had broken the old taboos and become triumphantly
absorbed into modern culture: “I don’t suppose it’ll have any effect any more.
The book is becoming, like Ulysses, an accepted fact.”
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Stories and Emails and
Response-Times
Poetics of Textual Gift-Exchange in Sally
Rooney’s Normal People
Kazunari Miyahara
Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan

ABSTRACT: This article attempts to explain the alternate use of narrative tenses in
Sally Rooney’s 2018 novel Normal People by contrasting the novel’s frequent reference
to the use of contemporary online communication tools with the act of producing and
receiving literary writings—the act whose value this novel clearly advocates—in terms
of temporal difference in eliciting a response. I propose utilizing the anthropological
concept of gift reciprocation and Bourdieu’s idea of the relationship between the nature
of gift/exchange and the length of lag time until a response is received. My contention is
that in Normal People the past tense, the established tense for storytelling and literature,
represents a metaphorical invitation to a deferential and time-consuming gift exchange
of texts, whereas the present tense is related unfavorably to instantaneous online interchanges of texts as mundane and quickly consumable commodities.
KEYWORDS: gift exchange, online exchange, literary text, response times, narrative
tenses, Sally Rooney

A TOO FOR MU LAI C TENSE-A LTERATION S C H E ME
Sally Rooney’s Normal People was dubbed by one reviewer as the “literary
phenomenon of the decade” (Cain). However, the novel does not immediately strike readers as phenomenal in terms of stylistic experimentation.
Its omission of quotation marks in speech representations, for instance,
follows an already-established tradition traceable at least to Rooney’s compatriot James Joyce. The novel’s systematic alternation of narrative tenses,
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although conspicuous, appears too formulaic and is not enough affirmation
of inventiveness.
Every chapter of Normal People begins with a present-tense sequence
narrating the activities of one or both protagonists at the point of time
designated in the chapter title. Subsequently, the story switches to a

past-tense narration recounting of transpired events involving the two characters before the current chapter began. For example, the chapter titled
“Three Months Later (February 2012)” initially briefly locates the two protagonists Marianne Sheridan and Connell Waldron in the present, that is,
on one morning of the month inscribed in the chapter title:1 “Marianne gets
in the front seat of Connell’s car and closes the door. Her hair is unwashed
and she pulls her feet up onto the seat to tie her shoelaces. . . . Sorry about
last night, she says” (Rooney 82). Fifteen lines later, the narrative reverts to
a past-tense report of the occurrences of “last night”: “This is the thing that
happened. Connell drove Marianne to a mutual friend’s house for a birthday
party. They had arranged to stay the night there and Connell would drive
her back the next morning. On the way . . . Marianne drank from a silver flask
of gin . . . . You’re getting drunk, Connell told her in the car” (83). In many
chapters the narrative returns to the present tense as it draws toward the
end to resume the description of contemporaneous circumstances. Thus, the
concluding section of the abovementioned chapter reads: “When they get
to her apartment now she asks if he wants to come in. He says he needs to
eat something and she says there are breakfast things in the fridge. They go
upstairs together” (92).
Describing nonhabitual activities using action verbs in the present tense
(“Marianne gets in the front seat”) is not a very noteworthy practice: it is a
common feature of live sport commentaries and passages rendered in the
historical present tense.2
Normal People is also not really groundbreaking in terms of its past/
present tense vacillation, either. A number of scholars have reported and
expounded atemporal usages of narrative tenses ingeniously deployed in
modern literature: tense patterning for signaling the changes in modes of
speech and thought representation (see Sophie Marnette cited in Carruthers
322–23); for indicating shifts in narrative points of view (Fludernik,
“Narratology”); and for implying transitions in planes of fictionality or
factivity (Fludernik “Narratology”; Avanessian and Hennig). However, the
depiction of Marianne entering Connell’s car and the description of Connell
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driving her to a mutual friend’s home in the above-quoted segments display
no discernible difference in any of these facets.
In sum, the tense scheme of Normal People is unfashionably pragmatic:
the present tense for current reporting and the past tense for recalled events.
The narration modulates from one tense to the other in a transparently predictable way. Stylistically speaking, Normal People appears quite normal.
But does the normalcy of Normal People imply the absence of an authorial
design behind its tense shifting scheme? As Fludernik rightly argues, the
interpretation of the tense alternation scheme of a novel depends on the
way individual authors use “the dissolution of the concept of narrative tense
in order to produce very text-specific meanings for their individual novels”
(“Chronology” 132). The very ostentatiousness of a tense-alternation scheme
may serve as an emphatic signpost meant to alert the reader to the specific
authorial intention.
This article proposes to demonstrate that Rooney’s selection of narrative
tenses is also very “text-specific” and is designed to serve her unique purpose. First, I argue that every exchange of written texts of personal significance and value can and should be viewed as a form of gift exchange, which,
in the anthropological sense, is significantly different from an act of trading
commodities. Next, the present study reports that the vacillation of narrative
tenses in Normal People works in Harald Weinrich’s sense of “the tense metaphor.” In so doing, it highlights the versatile applicability of his “tense metaphor” approach to contemporary texts that use tense shifting narratives. My
point is that the combination of two narrative tenses can function as a metaphorical entrance signpost that alludes to the existence and the possibility of
selecting two different treatments of received texts: as gifts of special importance or as quickly consumable commodities. The key differentiator of the
two treatments is the time a reader is expected to expend in formulating a
reciprocal response in the two types of textual exchange.
TH E F EAR OF TH E INSTANTANEITY O F D I G ITA L
COMMUNI CATIO N TOOL S
Normal People is a campus romance set in the twenty-first century. As
such, most of its characters are digital natives. Thus, the novel encompasses numerous scenes in which the young male and female protagonists
exchange messages using digital media such as email, texts, or Skype. The
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novel occasionally offers verbatim representations of such interchanges. For
example, in the chapter titled “One Month Later (March 2011),” Marianne
sends a covert text message to Connell from a dance hall crowded with their
classmates:
Marianne takes her phone from her bag and writes Connell a text message: Lively
discussion here on the subject of your absence. Are you planning to come at all?
Within thirty seconds he replies: yeah jack got sick everywhere so we had to put him
in a taxi etc. on our way soon though. how are you getting on socialising with people.
Marianne writes back: I’m the new popular girl in school now. Everyone’s carrying
me around the dance floor chanting my name. She puts her phone back in her bag.
(Rooney 31)

Connell’s style in this excerpt is congruent with the attributes of the common
practice of texting. Patricia Friedrich and Eduardo Diniz de Figueiredo have
noted that texting generally includes language variations and evinces features such as “capital letters disappearing in certain contexts, and prescribed
punctuation ignored” and “lesser focus on the use of standard, well-accepted
writing in favor of fast writing” (38, 34). In turn, such variances direct the
reader’s attention toward stylistic distinctions between the texting styles of
the two protagonists and help the reader discern aspects of their individual
personalities. Marianne’s unfashionable formality and conservatism have
purportedly exacerbated her isolation from her classmates, and she alludes
ironically to this fact. Connell is more inclined to sacrifice accuracy in his
digital communication to conserve time. Their text exchange also demonstrates the instantaneous nature of digital communication: it takes just half
a minute to receive a response.
Some may consider the inclusion of such interchanges as additional
proof of the aptness of the nickname given to Rooney by her editor at Faber
and Faber: “a Salinger for the Snapchat generation.” Like their predecessor
Holden Caulfield, Rooney’s digital-native protagonists are acutely sensitive
but resigned to the phoniness of the world (and, more often than not, the
insincerity they sense in themselves). Rooney often represents her characters’ awareness of pervasive phoniness in a digitally tuned manner. For
example, Connell admits that digital conversations—especially those on
Skype—sometimes elicit a deeply uneasy feeling in him because of the
video/audio mismatch: “a sense of Marianne as a moving image, a thing to
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be looked at” rather than someone to talk to (215). More significantly, his
unease coincides with his episode of suicidal depression because of the
phoniness and artificiality of his world: “Things begin to look and sound
different, slower, artificial, unreal” (206) because Marianne is not available
at that juncture to assuage his deadly despair.
The author’s dismissive attitude to digital communication is even
more remarkable in Rooney’s juxtaposition of new media against the old-
fashioned text medium preferred by the two protagonists. Both Connell and
Marianne love books in their traditional, printed avatar, especially literary
fiction. This love is testified by in-text references to the canonical novels they
are reading or have read: Swann’s Way, The Golden Notebook, Emma, “Morte
Darthur,” and so on (see 25, 26, 68, 99). Rooney’s firm vindication of the
virtues of reading and writing literary texts is obvious not just in the form
of these literary references but also in the way she develops the plot. The
novel’s nearly happy ending shows Connell at the threshold of an academic
and authorial career as “his life opens out before him in all directions” (266).
Connell’s bright prospects are attributable to his continuous dedication to
literature, spurred by Marianne. In high school Marianne calls attention to
his innate appreciation of literary texts and recommends that he major in
English at Trinity College. From this juncture, Connell becomes gradually
and assuredly engrossed in the attractions of literature. Besides, he begins
to write his own literature. Finally, one of his short stories is published in the
university’s literary journal. His work elicits an enthusiastic reaction from
the chief editor, through whom he is offered a place in a Masters in Fine Arts
program in a university in New York.
The first scene describing Connell’s attempts to write a literary text
appears in the chapter “Six Months Later (July 2013).” The medium he uses
for his writing is clearly juxtaposed against two other digital media. As he
travels around Europe, “he calls Helen [his current girlfriend who is temporarily staying in Chicago] on Skype, he sends his mother [who lives in his
hometown in Sligo] a free text message from his phone network’s website,
and he writes Marianne [who is now spending the summer in Trieste] an
email” (154). It is through this last medium that Connell attempts to write
something of literary merit that would impress Marianne deeply. Inspired
by an accidental encounter with a deer whose “elegant” demeanor reminded
him of Marianne, he includes in the email message a “line about thoughtful
faces and sleek bodies” of deer (195, 185–88).
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Skype, the first digital communication instrument on the abovementioned list, is a non-textual device and is thus excluded from the scope of
the present study. However, the temporal aspect of Skype is foregrounded in
this novel and requires some contemplation before we discard the platform.
Skype provides Connell with simultaneous and pseudo-direct communication abilities. The very instantaneity of this communication tool evokes in
him a sense of unease and intimidation. He would prefer a time lapse for
retrospection or reminiscence. He admits that during Skype conversations
“he finds himself rushing to the end of the conversation so they can hang up,
and then he can retrospectively savor how much he likes seeing her [Helen]
without the moment-to-moment pressure of having to produce the right
expressions and say the right things” (154).
The short messaging service (SMS) or text messaging represents the
second form of digital media used by Connell, primarily to correspond
with his mother Lorraine. These messages are described as “businesslike” (155) and are categorically proper in their briskness. The novel showcases one verbatim sample: “hey from vienna. stephen’s cathedral fairly
overrated to be honest but the art history museum was good. hope things
are ok at home” (155). Here, too, Connell’s text reveals the lack of punctuation, the ubiquitous use of lower-case letters and other features typical of
text-messages in the interests of time-saving instantaneity. He still receives
a quick response, albeit a bit delayed and perhaps a bit less intimidating
than the on-the-spot responses Skype offers and requires. The principal
characteristics of both Skype and SMS communication relate to their speed
and the expectation of prompt responses. For Connell, this instantaneity
is both an objective and a threat. Marshall McLuhan famously aphorized,
“The medium is the message,” as a way of expressing the inevitable way the
nature of media which people use to communicate—rather than the content
of the communication—shapes societies. His intention was to prod us to
acclimatize ourselves to the current “global village” of “instant communication [which] insures that all factors of the environment and of experience
coexist in a state of active interplay” (63). According to McLuhan, “[b]ecause
of electric speed, we can no longer wait and see” in this “brand-new world
of allatonceness” (63). Yet Connell, albeit a digital native, is indisposed to
join this “global village,” being more congenial to the “older, traditional ideas
[which] are very seriously threatened by new methods of instantaneous
electric information retrieval” (McLuhan 12).
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The email demands the least haste in this novel, in comparison to Skyping
and SMSing. Connell takes more time to produce his email messages even
when they are meant for people other than Marianne, as illustrated by his
reply to the editor of the university literary journal to which he has submitted
one of his short stories for publication. After “ha[ving] to lie down and stare
at the white ceiling” for a while, Connell completes his short response: “I’m
glad you liked it but I don’t think it’s good enough to be published yet, thanks
though” (245). The nearly normal punctuation and capitalization attest to
his deliberate and relatively time-consuming commitment to the writing of
this message. These characteristics manifest Connell’s subconscious inclination to distinguish between emails drafted on personal computers and other
online communication tools. An interesting point emerges here about the
configuration of the abovementioned list of the three digital communication
tools, Skype, text messaging, and email. It evinces Connell’s preferences in
descending order while it simultaneously classifies the three instruments
in incremental order in terms of the length of the lag which is expected to be
placed before reception and eventual response.
TH E RECIPROC ITY OF TEX TUAL E XCH AN GES : H YD E AN D
NYSTRAND
At this point, this article applies the frameworks of anthropological and
sociological theories of gift-giving and reciprocity to its analysis of the act
of sending and receiving written texts and the temporal differences between
the abovementioned digital communication media. Poet and cultural critic
Lewis Hyde maintains that the reading of literary texts written by gifted
poets should be considered as the receipt of special gifts rather than as the
consumption of daily commodities: “a work of art is a gift, not a commodity” and “the primary commerce of art is a gift exchange” (356). In fact, a
“work of art can survive without the market, but where there is no gift there
is no art” and the “daily commerce of our lives—‘sugar for sugar and salt
for salt,’ as the blues singers say—proceeds at its own constant level, but a
gift revives the soul” (xvi, xvii). To borrow from Hildegard Hoeller’s succinct
summary, “Hyde defines gifts against commodities: one functions through
social bonds, the other through alienation; one always leaves a residue, the
other squares the account” (134). Hyde bases this thesis on the gift theory of
Marcel Mauss, who envisions the system of exchange of goods, deeds, and
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services as a broadly binary classification: the purely economic exchange of
ordinary commodities vis-à-vis the disinterested and deferential act of gift
giving.
Another critical point in Hyde’s argument stems from Mauss’s three
basic principles of the gift: “the obligation to give, the obligation to accept,
and the obligation to reciprocate” (Hyde xxi). Among them, Mauss places
special emphasis on the obligation to return presents: “in theory these [gift
exchanges] are voluntary, in reality they are given and reciprocated obligatorily” (Mauss 3). The obligation to reciprocate is not deemed to be fulfilled
until “the equivalent or something of even greater value” (15) is returned
as a gift. According to Hyde, when artistically oriented individuals read a
literary text written by a gifted poet, they “feel gifted for a while” and become
impregnated with creative inspiration through the poet’s talent and the text’s
power of “reproduc[ing] the gifted state in the audience that receives it” (251,
195) and, as a result, feel driven to produce another work of art in return.
Hyde believes that this driving force is fueled by the obligatory sense of
Maussian reciprocity. The gift of art obliges and inspires receivers to “return”
the offering, or to “respond by creating new work (not art, perhaps, but with
the artist’s work at hand we suddenly find we can make sense of our own
experience)” (251).
Educational theorist Martin Nystrand also believes that the act of reading carefully produced texts is governed by “the reciprocity principle.”
However, he does not limit his discussion to the treatment of artistic texts.
He considers the act of exchanging texts as being executed in hopes of a
“communicative homeostasis,” which is “the normal condition of grammatical
texts” (55, 71, italics as in the original text). The producer and the receiver of
written texts share a “joint expectations . . . that they should understand one
another” (48). Therefore, normally, both parties endeavor to meet the “essential requirement that the text must strike a balance between the expressive
needs of the writer and the comprehension needs of the reader” because of
“the Reciprocity Principle, which is the foundation of all social acts, including discourse” (47, 48). That is why, as Nystrand explains, “we write on the
premises of the reader and read on the premises of the writer” (49). On
receiving a text, sincere readers try to decode what Nystrand calls the “context of production,” or the circumstances of the writing, which include the
writer’s state of mind (45–46). Likewise, sincere writers frequently pause in
the process of producing a text to “review and frequently to repair what they
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have already composed [and] survey the results from the vantage point of
their intended reader or readers” (46). They try to surmise the circumstances
of the reading—the “context of use” as Nystrand terms it. Then, they include
the results of this estimation in the final product of writing as the “context
of eventual use.” All this is executed on the principle of reciprocity of gift
exchange.
Rooney’s novel foregrounds the difficulty of correctly understanding the
“context of production” and incorporating an apropos “context of eventual
use” in the texting of digital messages, partly due to problems pertaining
to the writer’s ability to convey information within the allotted time. The
failure to properly receive and understand this critical information, according to Nystrand, will result in serious damage to the ethics of reciprocity
in the exchange of written texts. One scene in Normal People depicts an
agitated Marianne sending a message to Connell as she heads to his house
after being bullied harshly by her hostile brother Alan: “She takes her phone
from a pocket and composes a text, repeatedly hitting the wrong key, deleting and retyping. Finally she sends it: On my way. Before she puts the phone
back, she receives a reply: cool see you soon” (Rooney 10). Connell is utterly
incapable of imagining Marianne’s terrible mental state as she p
 roduces
the sentence fragment. The time required for the act of careful probing
Marianne’s “context of production” is depreciated by the need for speed
inherent in the medium in the form of a mandate for a prompt response.
M AKIN G A TEX TUAL E XCHAN GE INTO G IFT E XC H ANG E
Like Hyde’s, Nystrand’s postulations of the reciprocity principle and
“communicative homeostasis” are heavily influenced by Mauss’s rules of
gift exchange. I make the case that acts of exchanging written texts may be
classified within the Maussian binary according to their depth of insight into
the “context of production” and the “context of (eventual) use.” Some texts
would thus find their places in the realm of disinterested and c eremonial
acts of gift-giving and counter-gift-giving, while others would belong to the
category of the economic exchange of mundane commodities.
Connell’s brisk, “businesslike” SMS texting belongs to the realm of
commercial exchange; thus, the speed of response or reciprocation matters
most. However, the speed of the exchange occurs at the cost of the deferential and careful envisioning of the text’s “context of production” or “context of
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(eventual) use,” which is the distinct attitudinal feature of textual exchanges
clustered in the other realm of gift exchange.
As Connell’s email messages to Marianne become more oriented to his
literary inclinations, his writing is drawn into the realm opposite to that of
his Skype and SMS exchanges. At one point, Connell wonders about the
nature of his email addressed to Marianne, mulling: “idea for a story told
through emails?” (Rooney 156). The resultant texts are remarkable snippets
of written art. Book-loving Marianne lavishes praise on the literary quality
of his email messages, referring to the stories which Connell claims to be
secretly writing: “If they’re as good as your emails they must be superb” (157).
The email correspondence between Connell and Marianne is far from
being offhand or “businesslike.” Connell’s literary email messages are products of careful and time-consuming preparation: “He . . . draft[s] them on his
phone in idle moments, . . . [and] reads over these drafts repeatedly, reviewing all the elements of prose, moving clauses around to make the sentences
fit together correctly” (156). In fact, writing these texts to Marianne absorbs
him so completely that he feels that “[t]ime softens out while he types, feeling
slow and dilated while actually passing very rapidly, and more than once
he’s looked up to find that hours have gone by” (156). Furthermore, Connell
never begrudges the time he expends on the production of these messages:
“The experience of writing them feels like an expression of a broader and
more fundamental principle, something in his identity, or something even
more abstract, to do with life itself ” (156). Connell even prefers emailing to
face-to-face conversation for these literary exchanges just because an instant
response is possible and is considered desirable in the latter: once, when
Connell invents an outstanding literary phrase and wants to share it with
Marianne, he feels frustrated because he wants to email it to her even “when
she’s downstairs” in the same house (164).
A further point of note is that Connell’s literary texts in emails are responsive in nature; they are written in reaction or response to the emotional
influence and stimulation he receives from Marianne. Since his last year at
high school Connell habitually jots texts about Marianne “down on paper” in
an attempt “to describe in words exactly how she looks and speaks . . . as if he
wants to recreate a precise Marianne in print” (25). All his endeavors occur
in response to Marianne’s unspoken “desire for total communication, a sense
that anything unsaid is an unwelcome interruption between them” (25).
The unhurried and sincere attempt at precision is his way of answering her
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request for “total communication.” Thus, Connell’s literary email texts are
return gifts, or counter-gifts, to Marianne.
An appropriate counter-gift requires a considerable amount of time to be
processed. Hyde details the gift receiver’s psychology: “[the receiver] does
feel something being roused within him and he gets to work. Once a gift has
stirred within us, it is up to us to develop it. There is a reciprocal labor in the
maturation of a talent. The gift will continue to discharge its energy so long
as we attend to it in return” (62–63). In Hyde’s concept of receiving a gift,
responses to the gift of literary texts are supposed to take time: the “reciprocal labor” takes time to achieve “maturation,” or “ripening” (64): “we cannot
receive the gift until we can meet it as an equal. We therefore submit ourselves to the labor of becoming like the gift. . . . [T]here is an interim period
during which the person labors to become sufficiently empowered to hold
and to give the gift [i.e., in this context, the counter-gift]” (65). Put differently,
the length of time taken for a response to come to fruition can function as a
token of the reciprocator’s intentions of turning the textual transaction into
gift and counter-gift exchange.
A M ATTER OF TIM E AND CO NNELL’S L ITERARY E M AI LS
The above discussion has indicated a decisive factor that differentiates a
gift from an ordinary economic exchange. The key is vested in the “interim
period” that lapses before reciprocation. Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu has
asserted that “[t]o betray one’s haste to be free of an obligation [of reciprocation] one has incurred, and thus to reveal too overtly one’s desire to
pay off services rendered or gifts received, so as to be quits, is to denounce
the initial gift retrospectively as motivated by the intention of obliging
one” (6). It is the agents’ “manipulation of time” that counts, because gift
exchange is a “scheme which works itself out only in and through time”
(6, emphasis in original). The “manipulation” and extension of time before
reciprocal giving initiates a “collectively maintained and approved self-
deception” (6)—“misrecognition (méconnaissance)” or “sincere fiction,” as
Bourdieu terms elsewhere (5, 171)—on both the giving and receiving sides,
according an appearance of impartiality to the practice of the exchange in
question, as if it were a totally voluntary and spontaneous act of gift-giving.
Otherwise the transaction is experienced either as a “swapping, which . . .
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telescopes gift and counter-gift into the same instant” or as a “lending, in
which the return of the loan is explicitly guaranteed by a juridical act and
is thus already accomplished” (5, emphases in original). Simply speaking,
the exchange acquires a greater semblance of spontaneity and disinterestedness characteristic of pure gift-giving as the interval between the act
of giving and reciprocating is stretched. Thus, the time taken to respond
is the decisive factor in this covert social stipulation—Bourdieu uses the
term “habitus” elsewhere to describe it—concerning the special exchange
of goods and deeds. To draw on Marshall Sahlin’s constructive critique of
the Maussian notion of the gift, where there is “tolerance of delays or even
of complete failure to reciprocate” the transaction is regarded as “putatively
altruistic,” whereas economic exchange is characterized by the “simultaneous exchange” of things (193, 127).
This “temporal structure of gift exchange” (Bourdieu 5) is pivotal to the
positioning of each act of textual exchange in Normal People within the
Maussian framework. The temporal difference mandated for responses
between the exchange of online everyday communication and that of literary texts interlocks with the distinctions between attributes which turn texts
into commodities or gifts. The instantaneity and time-saving propensities
of online communications function as signs of insignificance and emphasizes their non-ritual quality as economic commodity exchanges. Connell’s
style of texting short messages, for instance, reflects the general i nclination
of minimizing lags in such correspondence. It thus strikes the reader as a
proclamation of the preference to respond with speed and spotlights the
non-ritual and non-gift nature of the medium of texting. Conversely, the
actions of sending and receiving literary texts, whose time-consuming attribute is considered as an articulation of the mandatory sincerity, are accorded
the elevated status of gift-giving in this novel.
Marianne’s attitude towards Connell’s literary emails is the very opposite of perfunctory, as is evident in the chapter titled “Five Months Later
(December 2013).” Marianne does not begin her reply immediately after
reading Connell’s ruminative passage about an “elegant” deer that reminds
him of her in some manner (see Rooney 185–88). Instead she takes time
to respond to his literary email messages: she first writes an answer to
another friend’s email, and, in the longish meantime, she mulls with r elish
over Connell’s “line about thoughtful faces and sleek bodies.” Connell feels
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likewise about his email-based transactions with Marianne. He writes from
Trieste in a text message to Marianne: “should be there by tomorrow afternoon, won’t have time to reply to your email properly before then” (158). He
senses the need for ample time to respond to her email message “properly.”
Such a need for propriety and the obligation of an adequate maturing time
before tendering a response elevates Connell’s literary emails from the realm
of the ordinary exchange of commodities to the extraordinary dimension of
gift exchange.
TH E LITERARY PAST TENSE AS A M ETAP H OR F OR TE XTUA L
GIFT EXCHANGE
The temporal stipulation of textual gift exchanges is not irrelevant to
Rooney’s apparently run-of-the-mill technique of tense switching. The use
of the present tense in narratives has often been considered the writer’s way
of asking the reader to join a game of make-belief and to assume that the
narrated event is occurring concurrently with the act of narrating, as if the
narrator were present at the event, making an instantaneous, unmediated
report of the unfolding event to the reader. Christian Paul Casparis’s postulation of the “camera-eye technique” and “current report narration” (see
Casparis 82) and Deborah Schiffrin’s positing of Casparis’s concept of “performing narration” are two generally accepted interpretive frameworks concerning the present-tense narration. According to Schiffrin, the present-tense
narration signals to the reader that the narrative is now on an “expressive
and interpersonal plane,” engaged in “interaction” with the audience (9).
To extend this discussion, I posit the assumption that the use of the
present tense can function not only as a sentence-specific sign of the simultaneity of the event–narration per se but also as an umbrella sign that
reflects the author’s intention to convey a general sense of immediacy and
instantaneity. Hopefully, Harald Weinrich’s notion of the “tense metaphor
(Tempus-Metaphorik)” will bolster this presumption. Weinrich proposed
the persuasive conceptual construct of the tense as a metaphor in 1964. He
suggests that the use of narrative tenses should be considered in terms of
the reader’s collective impression of a piece of text instead of a sentenceby-
sentence analysis. Weinrich’s argument about the “tense metaphor”
asserts that a section of text in which present-tense sentences are dominantly distributed signals to the reader that it should be read as a discursive
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(Besprachen) passage. Conversely, if the “leading tense” (Leit-Tempus) of a
passage is the preterit, the text beckons its reader to switch to the “narrative”
(Erzählen), or the receptive mode of story-reading (see Weinrich 190–95).
Fludernik has elucidated this notion to Anglophone academics several times
(see Fludernik, “Chronology” 81–82). She labels the foundations of narratives as “experientiality” because “the point of the story is not merely ‘what
happened’ but, especially, what the experience meant to the narrator and
what [is] the purpose of telling the story to the interlocutor” (120). Thus, the
“tense metaphor” is, broadly speaking, a vehicle that conveys the “context of
production” in Nystrand’s terms.
Taking certain liberties with Weinrich’s formula,3 I contend that the
present–past combinations of Rooney’s narrative function as a “tense-
metaphorical” reminder of the two distinct options of giving and receiving
written texts in the contexts of their production and use: one insinuates a
preference for instantaneous responses; the other indicates the need for
extended time and effort. Rooney colors the first option with the feeling
of immediacy or a “present tense”-ness laden with negative implications
such as intimidation, oppression, or the feeling of phoniness. In so doing,
she associates the present tense with present-day digital communication
tools which demand immediate, lapse-less interactions with the text. As
previously noted, Connell’s Skype conversation with Helen and his text
exchanges with Marianne are both unsatisfactory, if not unnerving: these
instantaneous, lapse-less exchanges lack a sense of reverence for his partner
of the exchange despite, ironically, her immediate presence.
On the other hand, the novel’s plot repeatedly attempts to convince readers of the greater importance of time-consuming but rewarding interchanges
of literary texts that use the second option of communication. This choice
can potentially facilitate a deferential and mutual intensifying of the understanding between the writer and the reader. Rooney invites us to associate
this beneficent literary “gift exchange” with the narrative preterit, which
is customarily considered as the default tense for storytelling and literary
prose on account of the putative deferral or time lapse between the occurrence of the event to be told and the telling of the event. Normal People gives
precedence to past-tense storytelling. We can surmise this by Rooney’s rigid
framing of every chapter into a persistent pattern which keeps returning
the reader to a past-tense narrative to better apprehend present occurrences
outlined at the beginning of each chapter.
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Rooney’s usage of two narrative tenses in Normal People is not altogether
linguistically coherent when it is placed under inter-sectional or intra-sectional scrutiny. Rooney does not always assign the present-tense sections of
this novel to descriptions of online communication; nor are the past-tense
passages always about the writing and reading of literary texts. Rather, the
novel’s tense usage should be considered collectively symbolic. Rooney’s
ostentatiously formulaic use of the two narrative tenses may manifest her
design to renew the reader’s cognition that textual exchanges offer options
that are not speedy, non-reverential, or businesslike in their modes. This signaling capability of the two narrative tenses is only expected to work at the
initial stage in the manner in which a roadmap legend familiarizes the readers with its symbol system before they can actually begin to use the map.
Perhaps the functions of the masks of Thalia and Melpomene printed on a
stage curtain may represent a better analogy. Once the cue is taken, the job
is done.
Weinrich’s “tense metaphor” testifies to two contrasting modes of textual
delivery, the discursive and narrative. In a similar manner Normal People
invites readers to register two selectable and contrasting modes of textual
exchange. Rooney’s narrative present tense works as a tense metaphor for
the non-ritual, cursory, and utilitarian exchange of everyday texts. On the
other hand, her past tense metaphorically represents a non-utilitarian, deferential, and deliberative gift exchange—in particular, the gift-return—that
acquires greater significance and requires deeper deliberation which naturally demands an adequate length of time to lapse before the reciprocation
can occur.
Earlier in this article I mentioned the discussion by Avanessian and
Hennig about the relationship between the degrees of fictionality and the
choice of narrative tense. Perhaps it is less pertinent for the examination
of the tense scheme of Normal People than their argument about the role
the reader is endowed in making the reported event “contemporaneous”
with the act of reporting, integrated with Nystrand’s concept of the “context
of eventual use.” On the grounds that in contemporary literature the narrated events are considered “an asynchronous moment of an always-present reading,” Avanessian and Hennig maintain that it is up to the reader’s
discretion whether to make the event and the telling “contemporaneous” by
deciding how much time should be expended before reacting/responding
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to the given text (4, 88). According to the “habitus” of gift exchange, a
reader/recipient wishing to turn a textual transaction into a non-ritual
everyday exchange of commodities can choose to react to the text immediately. Conversely, a reader can elevate a textual transaction to the status
of a special gift exchange by deliberately setting ample time lapse before
responding. Such a lag is expected to testify to the reader’s desire to make
the transaction appear to be a gift exchange. To quote Bourdieu: “even in
the most strictly ritualized exchanges . . . the agents remain in command
of the interval between the obligatory moments and can therefore act on
their opponents by playing with the tempo of the exchange” (15, emphases
in original). In a sense, Rooney’s narrative past tense is a metaphorical sign
evincing a careful construction of “context of eventual use” is underway.
The past tense points to the expectations on the writer’s/giver’s side that
the designated “interval” will prod the reader/recipient to opt likewise to
abide by the “habitus” of non-economical gift exchange when the sent text
is eventually read.
By showcasing the two types of “tense metaphor” side by side, Rooney
appears to reassert the importance and necessity of the literary, deferential,
and deliberative mode of textual exchange, which is often undervalued in a
contemporary world that is obsessed with time-saving.
CONCLUD ING REM ARK S
In her analysis of contemporary present-tense narratives, Huber draws our
attention to “the rapid turnover and almost pathological need for up-to-
dateness of contemporary Western societies,” which are often expressed
in the form of the popularity of “new media and our contemporary communication-saturated culture,” and then wonders why these obsessions
are “rarely translated directly into present-tense narration” (106). If so, we
should view Normal People as a “rare” attempt to do just that: it endeavors
to metaphorically translate the “pathological need for up-to-dateness” into
the use of present-tense narration. It aims to rehabilitate the value of time-
consuming acts of producing and reading literature—despite the current
vogue of instantaneous online communication. To achieve this o bjective,
Normal People juxtaposes literary texts which have conventionally been
associated with past-tense narration against the immediacy of texts
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exchanged via d
 igital media, which can often be superficial, cursory, or at
worst, insincere.
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1. The chapters of this novel are devoid of chapter numbers.
2. Besides, nowadays many works of fiction are narrated wholly in the present tense
with the intent to “mak[e] fuzzy the distinction between habituality and singularity”
(Fludernik, “Chronology” 129). As Irmtraud Huber points out, in contemporary literature, narratives using the present tense have become “of similar or equal weight as the
past-tense narrative” (23).
3. Kazunari Miyahara’s argument is a prior example of “taking the liberty” with
Weinrich’s concept of “tense metaphor”; it views the use of narrative present tense as
the author’s declaration of sympathy towards the social minorities and so-called history
from below.
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Doing Hard Time
Narrative Order in Detective Fiction
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ABSTRACT: Detective fiction has long served as a rich source of examples for illustrating myriad ways of disordering narrative time. But while theorists have routinely made
detective stories their go-to genre for discussing temporal inversions such as flashbacks,
flashforwards, and delayed exposition, none of them has done a full study of narrative
order for any specific detective story. We have developed a method for tracking narrative order throughout complete narratives with simple graphs displaying the relation
between story order (fabula) and text order (syuzhet). Our present purpose is to utilize
a series of such “time maps” for the detective stories most often cited by critics in order
to test and refine the theoretical claims commonly made about time in detective fiction.
We close by applying our observations about detective fiction to a brief examination of
order in Jane Austen’s Emma and William Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom!, both frequently
compared to detective fiction.
KEYWORDS: narrative order, temporal inversion, detective genre

Eyal Segal begins his discussion of detective fiction by remarking that “as the
history of narratology testifies, the detective genre, regardless of its aesthetic
merits according to prevailing criteria, is quite often perceived and treated
as a paradigm case of various narrative phenomena” (153). His focus is specifically on narrative closure, but the genre also stands in what Segal calls
“a kind of primal relation to many basic narrative elements” (154). Critics
have long recognized that detective fiction is a rich source of examples for
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illustrating myriad ways of disordering narrative time. For Brian McHale,
“It is not too much of an exaggeration to call the disparity between fabula
and sjužet the cornerstone of all narrative poetics. The paradigmatic instance
of such disparity is the systematic chronological disorder that defines the
detective-story genre” (186).
As early as 1880, T. H. Huxley, discussing the parallel between the
principles of detection and the scientific method, defined their common
feature as “retrospective prophecy” (128); in mystery writer Ellery Queen’s
adaptation of this axiom, “The detective is a prophet looking backwards”
([7]). For fellow mystery writer R. A. Knox, “the essence of the detective story
is that in it the action takes place before the story begins” (183); “Ordinary
fiction works forwards from the conditions of the plot to its consummation,
detective fiction works backwards from its consummation to its conditions”
(185). As David Lehman describes this backwards temporality, “There is
the sense of beginning not in the middle of things, as Homeric epics do,
but after they have run their course” (26). He concludes that “The detective
story is unique among literary forms in that the narrative line flows backward, from effect to cause. . .” (xviii). Dennis Porter makes the same point:
“detective novels are constructed backward” (33). Ford Madox Ford has also
commented on the distorted chronology of detective fiction. Responding to
a reviewer’s suggestion that his frequent use of anachronies alienated readers, Ford countered that “It is me they dislike, not the time-shift which is
a thing that delights everybody. It is in fact indispensable to the detective
writer” (212–13). Viktor Shklovsky relied on detective fiction to explore the
topic of “temporal transposition” (101) and concluded that in “the detective
novel . . . inversion is mandatory” (124).
But while theorists have routinely made detective stories their go-to genre
for discussing such “temporal inversions” as flashbacks, flashforwards, and
delayed or omitted exposition, none of them has done an extended study of
narrative order for any specific detective story. Their interest lay primarily in
finding examples of this or that technical feature, rather than in tracing out
the overall temporal arc of entire narratives.
We have developed a method for tracking narrative order throughout
complete narratives with simple graphs displaying the relation between
story order (fabula) and text order (syuzhet). Gérard Genette suggested
representing temporal order by assigning letters to events in the plot
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“according to the order of their appearance in the narrative” (37)—text
order—and assigning each event a number to indicate its position in the
chronological sequence of those events—story order. A perfectly chronological narrative would thus yield the formula A1–B2–C3; a narrative told backwards, A3–B2–C1; a narrative beginning in medias res, A2–B1–C3. When
we enter the letters on the X-axis and the numbers on the Y-axis, these three
formulae yield these graphs (Figure 1).
Our present purpose is to utilize a series of time maps to test and
refine these theoretical claims about order in detective fiction. Producing
time maps for a popular genre like detective fiction presents some obvious problems, not least that the genre includes a literally unenumerable
quantity of works written by countless writers over a period of nearly
two centuries. On the other hand, the enabling premise of genre criticism is that these innumerable examples may all be described quite parsimoniously if one focuses on the common core of elements that make
them members of their genre, ignoring variations among other peripheral elements. In this case, McHale notes, “Detective stories are defined
by their plot type” (192). As Tzvetan Todorov remarked in his classic
essay on “The Typology of Detective Fiction,” these narratives contain
“not one but two stories, the story of the crime and the story of the investigation” (44). Shklovsky’s analysis specifically cites narrative order as a
key element: “Characteristic of the mystery type is its kinship with the
device of inversion, that is, rearrangement. This type of mystery novel
is usually represented by a story in reverse (i.e., in which the exposition
of the present state of affairs is followed by an account of what had preceded it” (123).

Figure 1
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McHale offers a classroom exercise that comes close to previewing our
method for constructing time maps:
Instructors should choose a relatively conventional detective story, for instance one
of Sherlock Holmes’s cases. Chalk up a timeline capturing the main steps in what
Todorov calls the story of the investigation, starting from the point where Holmes
accepts the case and ending when he reveals “who done it”; this, roughly, corresponds
to the sjužet. Then, to the left of the beginning point . . . chalk up the sequence that
precedes Holmes’s intervention—the story of the crime. Then indicate with an arrow
where, in the course of the story of the investigation, the story of the crime is told—
namely, just before the end, when Holmes explains everything. There on the board
one has illustrated just what the displacement of sjužet relative to fabula means in
a conventional detective story: the occlusion of part of the fabula (the backstory of
the crime itself ) and the backstory’s withholding until the latest possible moment
of the sjužet. (186)

We will be following McHale’s advice and turning to a Sherlock Holmes
story presently, but we turn first to a simpler story that will help prepare us
to parse the more complex ones we shall be encountering. The vertical axis
provides a coordinate for each event in its story order, from earliest to latest
(bottom to top), and the horizontal axis provides a coordinate for each event
in its text order, from first page to last page (left to right). Poe’s “The Tell-Tale
Heart,” though not a traditional detective story, offers a fairly clean example
of the dual temporality that Todorov and other theorists have posited as the
defining characteristic of detective fiction: in Lehman’s phrase, “The narrative occurs in two different time zones” (31). The upper series of points take
place at the present time of the narrating, and the lower series of points mark
the past events during the period of the crime (Figure 2).
The discourse proceeds in a zigzag manner, alternating present-tense
events focusing on the narrating situation (at the top of the graph)—“How,
then, am I mad? Hearken! and observe how healthily—how calmly I can tell
you the whole story”; “Now this is the point. You fancy me mad”—with pasttense events focusing on the events of the murder (toward the bottom of the
graph)—“I made up my mind to take the life of the old man, and thus rid
myself of the eye forever”; “I was never kinder to the old man than during
the whole week before I killed him” (2.792).
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Figure 2

Figure 3

By separating these two series of current and past events, we can readily
see the double temporality at work in the next chart, which also points up
another distinctive aspect of time that we shall find in detective fiction: its
strong reliance on repetition, as key plot points are usually narrated multiple
times. The enlarged dots here indicate the three references to the old man’s
shriek as the narrator attacks him (“He shrieked once,” “A shriek had been
heard by a neighbor,” “The shriek, I said, was my own”) (Figure 3).
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We begin consideration of the detective story proper with Poe’s “Murders
in the Rue Morgue,” widely regarded as the progenitor of the genre (Figure 4).
As the map makes clear, even relatively short detective stories generate
remarkably complicated time maps. But with a little tweaking, even so convoluted a graph can be made fairly legible. By separating the “prequel” from
the current events of the investigation (the upper line) and the past events of
the murders (the lower line) we get a more easily digestible chart (Figure 5).

Figure 4

Figure 5
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Figure 6

The prequel (Figure 6) to this earliest of Poe’s detective stories offers a
particularly clear example of one of the characteristic temporal features of
much detective fiction.
The tale begins with a set piece establishing Dupin’s unique deductive
skills, a scene that will be rehearsed several times in the Sherlock Holmes
series. In the first section, he and the narrator stroll through the streets of
Paris; in the second section, Dupin tells the narrator what he is thinking at the
moment; and in the third section he reveals the intermediate events that led
him to that mind-reading trick. The order is thus 1-3-2, beginning-end-middle (i.e., problem–solution–analysis), a simple temporal structure designed
to generate a detailed explanation of the analysis (by means of a completing
analepsis) in the final section, quite common in detective fiction but seldom
found in other genres.
As we can see on this next map (Figure 7), all of the background events
prior to the killings (everything below the box labelled “Murder Events”)
turn out to have been so many red herrings, and none feature in the final
summation of the real story of the murders.
And while the twelve events making up the murders proper are narrated a
total of forty-six times, they are presented to the reader achronologically. The
events are finally assembled in chronological order only at the end of the
narrative—marked by the string of data points in bold to the right—together
with the previously occluded elements that immediately preceded and
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Figure 7

Figure 8

triggered the killings. In this case, the events are recapitulated in an orderly
sequence in the penultimate scene of the story in (the narrator’s summary
of ) the sailor’s eyewitness account, though in subsequent stories this closing
précis will usually be delivered by the detective in a type scene.
Isolating the boxed murder events from our previous map, we can then
remove the connecting lines, leaving only the murder events data points
(Figure 8).
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Figure 9

The repetitive narration of the earlier and final arrangement of the
 urder events is now easily understood by quite literally connecting those
m
dots (Figure 9).
The dozen events making up the murder sequence have all been touched
upon earlier—indeed, the series of unintelligible voices and the grisly death
of Madame L’Espanaye have been mentioned seven times each—but always
out of order, and thus out of context, unmoored from their position in the
chain of causes and effects.
If Poe’s “Murders in the Rue Morgue,” the first detective story, represents
the foundation of the classic detective genre, Arthur Conan Doyle’s “The
Speckled Band,” widely regarded as the finest of the Holmes stories, represents that genre’s pinnacle.
This map (Figure 10), having forty fewer data points than the map for
“Murders in the Rue Morgue” (partly because Poe’s tale is more than four
thousand words longer than Doyle’s), is somewhat simpler to follow, allowing us to more clearly discern the main threads of the pattern, with the
narratives of the murder, the investigation process, the solution, and the
analysis that led to the solution. Todorov argued that the literary devices
structuring the whodunit are “of essentially two types, temporal inversions
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Figure 10

Figure 11

and individual ‘points of view’” (46), and we can enhance the chart to add
this additional device of multiple character-narrators to the information
addressing the inversions of time (Figure 11).
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Here we see the two devices working in tandem, with the temporal shifts
accompanied by shifts in narrative voice, as the client narrates the past
events of the murder in an extended completing analepsis; Dr. Watson narrates the investigation, which carries us to the exposure and, in this case,
death of the criminal; and finally Holmes himself recapitulates the events
that led up to that exposure in an extended repeating analepsis.
As Peter Brooks has observed, it is “a condition of all classic detective
fiction, that the detective repeat, go over again, the ground that has been
covered by his predecessor, the murderer” (24). The next map (Figure 12)
provides connecting lines to highlight some of the repetitive components of
Holmes’s narration.
Every event he narrates, with a single exception (he notes in passing that
Dr. Roylott “had trained” the snake, an event not previously mentioned), has
already been narrated earlier. Notice too that he restricts his review almost
exclusively to the events of the investigation, with very little recapitulation
of the events of the original crime, thus eschewing the usual linear abstract
of the murder in closing provided by the “Sailor’s Tale” in “The Murders in
the Rue Morgue,” since after all the reader can fill in the missing details of
the murder sequence easily enough once the key elements of the investigation are understood.

Figure 12
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Thus far we have limited our scope to what critics usually call the “classic”
or “conventional” detective story, but of course there are other types of detective fiction that complicate matters in different ways. Todorov’s analysis, as
summarized by McHale, conveniently distinguishes among three subgenres: “the whodunit proper, or mystery story, exemplified by Conan Doyle’s
Sherlock Holmes stories, Agatha Christie, Dorothy Sayers, and many others; the hard-boiled detective story; and what we might call the crime story,
which is animated not by curiosity (the desire to discover what happened
in the past) but by suspense (the desire to learn what happens next). Crime
fictions . . . do not necessarily (i.e., not generically) involve disparity between
fabula and sjužet, so examples of crime fiction could function as a foil to the
subgenres that do” (188).
To follow McHale’s outline (albeit out of order), one distinctive feature of
temporal order in some crime fiction is the “inverted” story, in which every
detail of the crime, including the identity of the criminal, is narrated first,
followed by the story of the investigation and then the exposure of the criminal. As R. Austin Freeman puts it, “the usual conditions are reversed: the
reader knows everything, the detective knows nothing” (viii). In such cases,
as McHale notes, there is no necessity for distorting the narrative order or
leaving gaps, and we shall use Freeman’s own “The Case of Oscar Brodski”
(1912), generally regarded as being the earliest example of the type, as a
potential “foil” to our examples from the other two subgenres. Freeman’s
story is divided into two sections. In “Part I: The Mechanism of Crime,” Silas
Hickler encounters Brodski and murders him; in “Part II: The Mechanism of
Detection,” Freeman’s detective, Dr. Thorndyke, providentially chances upon
the scene with his portable laboratory in hand and begins his investigation,
interpreting the clues and eventually identifying the killer. We have seen
that in the classic detective story the narrating of the crime often entails a
shift in point of view, and we find a version of that device in this inverted
story: Part I is narrated by an extradiegetic “omniscient” narrator (primarily
with internal focus through Hickler’s point of view), while Part II is narrated
intradiegetically by Dr. Thorndyke’s Watsonian sidekick, Christopher Jervis,
M. D. (Figure 13).
Segal remarks of such narratives—he specifically cites this example—that
“in the inverted form the story of the crime is narrated in an orderly manner
before the text moves on to the ensuing investigation. Thus chronological
order, whose radical deformation is crucial to the manipulation of curiosity
gaps in the standard form of the detective story, is restored to the narration
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Figure 13

(at least on a global scale) in the inverted form” (185). His point, which is
well-taken, is that this structure shifts the reader’s attention “from the ‘what’
to the ‘how’” as “suspense displaces curiosity as the dominant form of narrative interest: the focus shifts from the curiosity gaps, which the investigation aims to resolve, to the suspense gaps relating to the manner in which
the investigation will evolve. . .” (185). But while the two sections do proceed
chronologically for stretches, there are numerous anachronies in each. The
extradiegetic narrator of Part 1 flashes back to provide background information on the killer and the victim: “In early life Silas had been connected with
the diamond industry” (2); “it was well known to be [Brodski’s] custom, when
he had accumulated a sufficient stock, to carry them himself to Amsterdam”
(5–6). There are also numerous prolepses in Part I, primarily motivated by
the movement of the narration from omniscience to internal focus after the
opening pages. The prolepses include his thinking about a range of future
events, some distant, as he imagines the possible results of his crime, from
living “the remainder of his life in comfort and security” (7) to being sent “to
the gallows” (18); some intermediate, like his housekeeper’s expected return
later that night and his imminent train trip; and some near at hand, as when
he thinks through “Detail by detail . . . the parts of the imagined crime” he is
about to commit (10).
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Segal notes that “Since the story of the crime acquires an autonomous
status in the inverted form, its narration can produce its own kind of narrative interest independently of how this story is later reconstructed by the
investigation” (185), and Freeman takes advantage of this opportunity to
explore criminal psychology in depth with a detailed rendering of Hickler’s
consciousness, which is of course taboo in the classic detective story. Ronald
A. Knox prohibits it in the very first rule in his “Detective Story Decalogue”:
“The criminal . . . must not be anyone whose thoughts the reader has been
allowed to follow” (194). The inverted structure also enables Freeman to skirt
another of the rules of classic detective fiction—number ten in S. S. Dine’s
“Twenty Rules for Writing Detective Stories”—which stipulates that “The culprit must turn out to be a person who had played a more or less prominent
part in the story—that is, a person with whom the reader is familiar and in
whom he takes an interest” (191). But Hickler has run into Brodski entirely
by accident after not having met him for many years—Brodski himself never
even recognizes him—and he commits the crime within an hour of that
chance meeting: Thorndyke must deduce not only the killer’s identity, but
his very existence from the clues alone, as the crime scene is staged to make
it look like an accident or suicide.
As for the intradiegetic narrative of Part 2, inverted chronology seems to
increase rather than decrease the number of subsequent flashbacks, perhaps
because the murder scene has been fully dramatized rather than merely
being summarized from a distance by the client at the beginning or by the
detective in his closing speech. In describing this first experiment with “an
inverted detective story,” Freeman explains that “The first part was a minute
and detailed description of a crime, setting forth the antecedents, motives,
and all attendant circumstances” (15). The quantity of detail included in the
initial account of the murder sequence may have made Freeman feel obliged
to rehearse every one of those minute details as clues are discovered and analyzed in Thorndyke’s reconstruction of the murder. As Norman Donaldson
has commented on the story, “Here is detection in its purest form, with more
inferences per page than in any story up to that time or probably since”
(80–81). Indeed, there are actually far more anachronies than even this 260point map can represent. When they approach the crime scene, for example, Thorndyke says “we had better have a look inside the house. I expect
to find there a cigarette—or possibly a cigar—which has been trodden on,
some whole-meal biscuits, possibly a wooden vesta, and perhaps even the
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missing hat” (55). The latter sentence is obviously crammed with multiple
prolepses and analepses: he will indeed find each of these four items in the
next three pages, and they have all been introduced in five previous scenes
in Part I, as the biscuits were offered and eaten (5), the cigarette rolled (11),
lit with a wooden vesta (12), and trodden flat (15), and the hat imperfectly
disposed of (18–19). But the ten different temporal points specified in that
single sentence—the present time of the statement, four prolepses, and five
analepses—are represented in the map as a single brief prolepsis to the discovery of the items listed.
An unusual temporal feature entailed by the two-part, two-narrator
structure is that it provides two “in ultimas res” beginnings, as each narrator opens his section in the narrating present after the events of the story
have transpired. Furthermore, the two sections do not simply succeed one
another, but “the two halves of the tale overlap,” as Donaldson observes:
“we see Thorndyke first through the murderer’s eyes, as a stranger in the
excited throng on the railway platform, and later as Jervis describes him,”
producing “a striking unity of time and place” (81). On the second page
of Part I we are told that Hickler “strolled around his garden in the dusk
of an October evening” (2) before encountering Brodski and killing him,
which action transpires simultaneously with the beginning of Part II,
which tells us on its first page that “The dusk of an October evening was
closing in as Thorndyke and I, the sole occupants of a smoking compartment, found ourselves approaching the little station of Ludham” (24), the
scene of the crime. The discovery of the body occurs near the end of Part
I, narrated from Hickler’s point of view, and is repeated almost verbatim
near the beginning of Part II, narrated from Jervis’s point of view, as the
two temporalities come into synch: “‘My God!’ ejaculated the passenger;
then, turning sharply to a tall man who stood close by, he said excitedly:
‘That’s Brodski’s umbrella’” (21); “‘My God’ ejaculated Boscovitch; then,
turning sharply to Thorndyke, he exclaimed: ‘That’s Brodski’s umbrella’”
(28) (Figure 14).
But as unusual as many of the inverted story’s features are, the standard
critical claim that “chronological order . . . is restored to the narration . . .
in the inverted form” (Segal 185) is not accurate even if one discounts the
numerous local anachronies and the overlapping time frames. It is true that
“in the inverted form the story of the crime is narrated in an orderly manner
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Figure 14

Figure 15

before the text moves on to the ensuing investigation” (Segal 185). But in the
traditional whodunit the story of the crime is also narrated (usually by the
client) in an orderly manner before the investigation begins.
Helen Stoner’s narrative (Figure 15) of the circumstances surrounding
her sister Julia’s death, for example, is presented in just as orderly a manner
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as is Part I in the inverted “The Case of Oscar Brodski”: she traces the h
 istory
of her family, “one of the oldest Saxon families in England,” through “four
successive heirs” “in the last century,” and then “a gambler in the days of
the Regency” to “The last squire” and “his only son, my stepfather,” who
“went out to Calcutta,” and “married my mother,” followed by “our return
to England” where her mother “was killed eight years ago”; her sister “died
just two years ago.” The events of “the fatal night” are also presented in
order, as are the events of the subsequent investigation, and she closes by
relating to Holmes events from “A month ago,” “Two days ago,” “last night,”
at “daylight,” and “this morning,” leading right up to “seeing you and asking your advice” in the present moment (112–23). Holmes encourages his
clients to follow that procedure—“Please arrange your thoughts and let me
know, in due sequence, exactly what those events are that have sent you
out . . . in search of advice and assistance” (372)—and he follows it himself
in cases in which he rather than the client explains the situation to Watson
(and us): “‘I will do so myself,’ said Holmes, ‘in order to show that I have
the events in their due order’” (458). The murderer’s identity and precise
method are unknown to Helen Stoner, but the withholding of these details
is primarily due to factors related to point of view, not a matter of narrative order per se. Indeed, in “The Case of Oscar Brodski” the literal identity of the criminal—his name—is not among the detective’s discoveries;
Thorndyke figures out precisely what must have happened but has no idea
of the existence of any person named Silas Hickler, and in fact, the narrator
only learns that his “Christian name turned out to be Silas” after the case
is closed (62).
The third and final subgenre of detective fiction in Todorov’s anatomy
is the hard-boiled mystery story perfected by Dashiell Hammett, in which
action overshadows the gathering and analysis of clues. Todorov argues
that this newer genre abandons the double time scheme and “fuses the two
stories . . . We are no longer told about a crime anterior to the moment of
the narrative; the narrative coincides with the action. . .” (47). By way of
testing this claim, we chose more or less at random Agatha Christie’s “The
Mystery of Hunter’s Lodge” (1923) (they were written about the same time
and run about the same length), a typical whodunit of the classic school,
and Dashiell Hammett’s hard-boiled “One Hour” (1924). As its title promises, the latter squeezes most of its primary narrative into precisely 1 hour
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Figure 16

of time, during which the Continental Op investigates an apparent hit-andrun accident. “One Hour” should make it a perfect candidate, both to represent Todorov’s model in which the narrative coincides with the action,
and to contrast with the traditional time scheme of the Christie whodunit
(Figure 16).
At first glance, the maps might seem to confirm Todorov’s prediction that
“Prospection takes the place of retrospection” (47) in hard-boiled fiction, as
“Hour” features a series of prolepses (marked by enlarged data points) projecting future events in Hammett’s story. “Lodge,” on the other hand, features
only one prolepsis, and that one quite minor: “When they have extracted the
bullet, I suppose they will know for certain” (58), a supposition soon confirmed, as “before night it was proved to be the one we were in search of ”
(60). But the prolepses in “Hour” turn out to be of negligible consequence for
the narrative. The Op’s client’s car was stolen and used in a fatal hit-and-run
“accident,” a “really insignificant fact” (109) that his lawyer expects will be
used against him in his upcoming traffic court appearance for an unrelated
reckless driving charge: “we are to appear in court next Monday”; “Think you
can find them [the car thieves] before Monday?” (109). These flashforwards
to the trial all turn out to be red herrings with no relevance for the story of
the real crime. The Op cracks the case, which turns out to have been a vehicular homicide committed to conceal a counterfeiting operation, within the
hour, and the flashforwards to Monday are never realized or repeated. Once
we trim these prolepses from the data the two maps begin to converge more
closely. (Figure 17).
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Figure 17

The similarities between the two maps are striking in several regards.
Each has the same number of story events, sixty-four for “Lodge” and
sixty-six for “Hour,” and each begins firmly in medias res, “Lodge” at
story event twenty-six, “Hour” at story event twenty-five. Contrary to
Todorov’s prediction, the whodunit and the hard-boiled story have the
same number of retrospections—twenty-five flashbacks (“Lodge”) versus twenty-four (“Hour”), and neither engages in prolepsis in any significant way. The spectacularly condensed time frame promised by the title
of “One Hour” would seem to fit Todorov’s sense that in hard-boiled
fiction “We are no longer told about a crime anterior to the moment
of the narrative; the narrative coincides with the action” (47), as in this
case the murder was committed “Yesterday, at about two forty-five in
the afternoon” (108) and solved by “four o’clock” the next day (115). But
Christie’s genteel classic story takes place in very nearly as restricted
a span, as the investigation of a murder committed “last night” (53) is
begun the next morning and solved the day after. While the reach of the
earliest flashback in “Hour” is shallower than the earliest in “Lodge”—8
years versus 20 years—neither gets more than a sentence or two of attention in the text. We can identify further similarities between the two
stories by separating the timeline of the investigation from the timeline
of the murder, as we have done before, which gives us this rendering of
“Lodge” (Figure 18).
We note again the heavy reliance on repetition, as the events immediately adjacent to the murder itself (with enlarged data points) are narrated
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Figure 18

multiple times from a series of four functionally different narrative positions: the client (the function is split here between Mr. and Mrs. Havering),
the killer (Mrs. Middleton), the police (Inspector Japp), and the detective
(split between Captain Hastings and Hercule Poirot). Christie gives a final
twist to the splitting of functions when it is revealed that Mrs. Havering,
who had been an actress, was herself the murderer, adopting a disguise to
masquerade as the (nonexistent) Mrs. Middleton by way of creating a false
lure for the police.
Processing Hammett’s story (Figure 19) in the same way gives us a
nearly identical chart, with the event of the murder again narrated multiple times from exactly the same four narrating roles: the client (in this
case, his lawyer, Vance Richmond), the police (Officer Coffee), the killer
(Ben Soules), and the detective (the Continental Op). While everyone
knows that these two writers could not be more different in many ways,
including point of view—homodiegetic witness versus autodiegetic
narration (Genette, Narrative Discourse 245 for the terminology)—their
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Figure 19

handling of order, duration, and frequency are not among those
differences.
Segal has identified as one of the characteristic features of detective fiction “the special density of the retrospective patterning that typically occurs
at its end” (170). Porter explains the motivating principle that generates the
narrative order characteristically imposed upon the final stages of these
texts: “The detective encounters effects without causes, events in a jumbled
chronological order” and “his role is to reestablish sequence and causality”
(29, 30). Albert D. Hutter puts it even more succinctly: “the detective story
reorders our perception of the past” (191). The detectives themselves often
show their self-consciousness of this ubiquitous element when they commence their own closing statements, as when Holmes lays the method bare
in “The Naval Treaty”: “Of all the facts which were presented to us we had
to pick just those which we deemed to be essential, and then piece them
together in their order, so as to reconstruct this very remarkable chain
of events” (198). Hammett’s story offers a particularly tidy and compact
example of such terminal patterning, when the Op recapitulates a series
of previously-narrated events (Figure 20), all of which have been narrated
in disordered fragments, and arranges them in a chronological sequence
(shown with enlarged data points).
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Figure 20

Figure 21

Just as we did with “The Murders in the Rue Morgue,” here we link the Op’s
chronological narration back to previous iterations of those same events,
shown here with dotted lines (Figure 21).
Analysts of detective fiction have long claimed that the essence of the
genre boils down to two key elements: a crime, which creates a threat to
the established social order, and a solution, which restores that social order.
Northrup Frye, for instance, in The Secular Scripture, notes that “the detective
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story operates, for the most part, in a deeply conservative social area, where
the emphasis is on reintegrating the existing order” (138). Stephen Knight,
in his Form and Ideology in Crime Fiction, specifically discussing Christie’s
work, says of her most famous detective, “It is Poirot who conducts the inquiries that reveal ways in which the murderer distorts order, and by extension,
reality” (120). These time maps suggest, among other things, that the detective restores that distorted social order precisely by rectifying a distorted
narrative order.
Coda
McHale makes the interesting point that “Historically, narrative theorists
have often developed their basic theoretical insights by turning to ‘formula
fiction’ for models and examples, using popular genres such as the detective
story or the thriller as farm clubs wherein to hone the tools and methods that
could then be applied in the major leagues of literature” (181). Few writers
can lay better claim to major league status than Jane Austen and William
Faulkner, and both, as it happens, have been frequently discussed in relation
to detective fiction. Does the structure of detective fiction offer any insights
into the structures of Austen’s and Faulkner’s novels? There has certainly
been no shortage of critics making a version of that claim for each writer.
“But perhaps the most interesting example of a mainstream novel which is also a
detective story is the brilliantly structured Emma by Jane Austen”. (James 6)
“. . .the very structure of [Emma] itself [is] a grand mystery story or puzzle-text
that continually forces us to read clues and guess at the hidden truths that lie behind
them”. (Deresiewicz 9)
“Emma is among other things a detective story”. (Chambers 205)
“The inventor of detective fiction is usually taken to be Edgar Allan Poe with his
short story “Murders in the rue Morgue.”. . .In Pride and Prejudice—well before Edgar
Allan Poe—Austen invents a storyline of this kind in the domain of the social rather
than the forensic”. (Oatley 105–6)
“. . .the climactic linear plot comes into being only with . . . the novels of the age
of Jane Austen. . . . The climactic linear plot reaches a plenary form in the detective
story”. (Ong 144)
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“Absalom, Absalom! and Light in August are structured by a narrative enigma pursued in the manner of a detective novel. . . . Faulkner writes modernist detective
novels”. (Puxan-Oliva 53)
“Absalom, Absalom! is indeed from one point of view a wonderful detective
story—by far the best of Faulkner’s several flirtations with this particular genre . . . a
magnificent detective story”. (Cleanth Brooks 311, 315)
“The narrative of Absalom, Absalom! . . . becomes a kind of detective story where
the object of investigation—the mystery—is the narrative design, or plot, itself ”.
(Peter Brooks 294)
“Faulkner’s technique of withholding information was probably adapted from the
detective story”. (Volpe 405 n. 10)
“. . .William Faulkner had anticipated [T. S. Eliot and Graham Greene] both by
the tensions he created between the superficial confusions of his serious fictions
and the tightly reasoned structure of a detective story into which so many of his
novels are ultimately to be resolved once the scattered clues have been followed
and rearranged in the developing process of understanding . . . one can hardly
enter a novel by William Faulkner except in the spirit of exploring a whodunit. . .”.
(Pearson 3)
“Absalom, if it is a kind of detective novel, belongs to the genre of hardboiled
detective fiction”. (Koichi)1

While these claims are made for many reasons involving many aspects of literary style, and neither Austen’s work, nor, especially, Faulkner’s, is entirely
homogenous, the general relationship of order in detective fiction to order
in Faulkner and Austen may be laid out in broad strokes. The temporal structure of detective fiction does resemble both of the structures developed by
those two writers, but in very different ways. Segal formulates the temporal
distinction between the “two stories” of a detective narrative by contrasting
“the radical chronological deformation of the story of the crime” with “the
apparently orderly flow of the investigation story” (176). Faulkner’s primary
method shares with detective fiction the typical chronological deformations
of the story of the crime, usually beginning in medias res or in ultimas res, and
followed by a series of completing external analepses as a series of significant prior events gradually becomes illuminated. Yet while Faulkner focuses
on exploring the story of the antecedent “crime,” he omits the solution, as he
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rarely definitively resolves the primary narrative. The primary narrative of
Light in August, for example, the story of Lena and Byron, ends long before
any narrative closure: “it’s already Tennessee!” (378), and few readers of
Absalom, Absalom! would uncritically accept Quentin and Shreve’s various
“resolutions” of that novel’s central mysteries.
Austen, on the other hand, shares with detective fiction the linear progress of the investigation, as the primary narrative begins more or less at
the beginning and rolls along more or less chronologically, culminating
in a series of internal repeating analepses as the previously unconnected
events encountered during the course of the investigation are properly
understood and resolved. But these complex “investigations” are of characters’ ethical and moral natures rather than of actual crimes (although
most of her characters have committed some faux pas or other). And while
there are “mysteries” to be pondered or revealed in Austen, they are either
quickly resolved (e.g., Wickham’s character in Pride and Prejudice, which
Elizabeth fully understands by the middle of the text) or are surprises
that were never the explicit subject of the narrative’s “investigations”
(e.g., Frank Churchill’s secret engagement to Jane Fairfax in Emma). For
Keith Oatley, “The deeper point is that the character of others, and even
of ourselves, is always imperfectly known. The fact that in some genres of
fiction the character of one or more characters is hidden, needing to be
discovered by a detective, is an allegory of the situation we always are in.
Austen, more than writers of detective fiction, situates this issue where it
properly belongs, in the world of coming to know others, and ourselves”
(105–6).
In short, Faulkner’s novels resemble the first half of a detective story,
Austen’s the second half. Fortunately, scholars have produced detailed
chronologies for several of Faulkner’s works and all of Austen’s novels, and
we can repurpose those lists to generate time maps. Here we stitch together
maps of Absalom, Absalom! and Emma built up from data compiled in
chronologies by Connolly and Ellen Moody (Figure 22).
For the “Speckled Band” map we have erased the prolepses to the time of
Watson’s narrating (as an element not available in the heterodiegetic narratives of Faulkner and Austen) and “reset” the flashbacks in the “Austen”
half so they are mixed analepses with regard to that part of the map, which
makes the resemblance clearer (Figure 23).
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Figure 22

Figure 23

And, finally, we juxtapose these two maps by way of illustrating the pattern and facilitating the comparison (Figure 24).
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Figure 24
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N ote
1. The observation that Faulkner’s novels resemble detective fiction is especially ubiquitous: McHale himself includes Faulkner in his list of writers producing “modernist
novels that are organized around central mysteries” (188). The mere titles of other articles suffice to establish the connection: Mark Gidley’s “Elements of the Detective Story
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in William Faulkner’s Fiction,” Hugh C. Holman’s “Absalom, Absalom!: The Historian as
Detective,” and Randall Wilhelm’s “Framing Joe Christmas: Vision and Detection in Light
in August.”
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Gerald, Prince. “Narratology Redux.” Review Essay of Brian
Richardson, A Poetics of Plot for the Twenty-first Century: Theorizing
Unruly Narratives.” Style, vol. 54, no. 3, 2020, pp. 267–75.

I wish to address two points in Gerald Prince’s review essay of my book; one
of the points is factual, the other raises some interesting questions about the
definition of narrative. Prince claims that I tend “to use terms like ‘narrative,’
‘text,’ ‘work,’ ‘literature,’ and ‘novel’ interchangeably (see, e.g., 8, 27, 31, et passim)” (268). I have always admired Prince’s rigorous definitions and careful
applications of those definitions and have tried to follow his example in my
own work. I sometimes vary my terms so as not to repeat a word like “narrative” or “novel” too often; I will substitute “text” or “work” on occasion where
its denotation is clear, since all narratives and novels are also texts and
works (though these are obviously not symmetrical relations—not all texts
are narratives). Readers should have no trouble determining what I mean by
each term and what each term refers to. I am confident that they will find no
false equivalences on the pages indicated or elsewhere in the book.
I will say almost nothing about matters that are primarily differences
of interpretation, however broad, narrow, or self-evident, though surely
B. S. Johnson’s novel-in-a-box, The Unfortunates, is a narrative by any definition since it narrates the activities and memories of an individual who
travels to and reports on a soccer match while being overwhelmed by memories of a good friend who had died young. This is incontrovertibly both a
novel and a narrative with a fixed fabula and a variable sjužet. Instead, I will
take up Prince’s most interesting and consequential critique, concerning
the definition—and nature—of narrative itself. Prince is the only theorist
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I know of who explicitly insists that a represented sequence of events
must, among other features, be noncontradictory in order to be a narrative. My book rejects this criterion; it is designed to discuss and theorize
novels with numerous contradictions like Robbe-Grillet’s La Jalousie, Anna
Kavan’s Ice, Kate Atkinson’s Life after Life and many other similar works of
fiction. I thus needed a more capacious definition of narrative than those
usually employed, and clarified that my definition did not preclude the
existence of contradictory narratives. Prince disputes this and offers the
following reductio ad absurdum of my position: “It would apply to representations like ‘The king died and then the queen died,’ ‘The king died and
then the queen died and then he did not die,’ ‘The king died in 1967 and
then he died in 1956’ (cf. 109), ‘The king died and yet the king died,’ or ‘The
king died though the king will die.’ Indeed, it would pertain to all kinds of
representation” (269).
This claim raises two questions: first, using Prince’s criterion, how much
contradiction is necessary for a text to cease to be a narrative? There are
many minor contradictions and inconsistencies in numerous novels; in
Thomas Hardy’s The Mayor of Casterbridge, Susan is both said to have written important correspondence and to be essentially illiterate. This contradiction, along with many other inconsistencies in the book, should certainly
not negate its status as a narrative. But where does one draw the line? Is the
Moran narrative in Molloy not a narrative because Moran avows at its end,
“Then I went back into the house and wrote, It is midnight. The rain is beating on the windows. It was not midnight. It was not raining” (170). Are metaleptic fictions not narratives because they violate ontological boundaries?
Are narratives that present two or three different endings, like O. Henry’s
“Roads of Destiny,” actually not narratives because of their implied self-
contradictions? Is The French Lieutenant’s Woman not a narrative because
its first ending is contradicted by a second ending? If one major contradiction is allowed, why not five, as occurs in Jenny Erpenbeck’s Aller Tage
abend (The End of Days), where the protagonist dies five times at different
stages of her life (or lives)? It is then a short step to the over twenty deaths
of Atkinson’s Ursula Todd, and the even greater contradictions of Coover’s
“The Babysitter” or Robbe-Grillet’s La Jalousie. I do not see what convincing
criterion could be devised to divide this group of texts into genuine and
false narratives; neither do I see how one can throw out the entire group
of texts and say that none are narratives. Furthermore, I don’t see what the
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problem would be with narratives that contain contradictions, especially
those that are deliberately placed there to produce specific effects.
The second question is what do we do with narrative texts that contain
contradictions if we do not call them narratives? How can a text be a novel
if it is not a narrative? In such a case, we will have to come up with a new
definition of novel instead of the standard “an extended fictional narrative
in prose.” Finally, let us consider this depiction of a sequence of events in a
comparatively recent work of fiction: “1she kills her father, and her father
comes back, and she kills him again, and the book goes on for a bit, and
then he’s there again. So it’s a different kind of game, an anti-realistic kind
of game” (atd. in Penner 57). This brief summary sounds very much like
some of Prince’s proffered contradictory mini stories. It is in fact the author’s
account of part of his novel, The Heart of the Country, by Nobel Prize winner,
J. M. Coetzee. Surely we don’t want to deny narrative status to this brilliantly
composed and extremely compelling work.
It appears that we must either reject contradictory narratives as narratives because they could produce some of the sillier possibilities that Prince
adduces, or we reject Prince’s position and remain able to refer to significant contradictory novels as narratives. It seems to me evident that if we
allow Prince’s criterion then we must throw out far too many narratives for
the sake of a principle that many authors refuse to follow. Here I believe
we should theorize what major authors of fiction actually do, rather than
construct artificial critical boundaries. Neither should we dismiss fictions
because they employ constructs only possible in fiction, such as impossible worlds, metalepsis, inversions of time, illogical spaces, and impossible
acts of narration. All these strategies contradict real world possibilities, but
this only means that such fictions are doing their job by being inventive; we
should do ours and formulate narratological models that do justice to these
often strange yet compelling works.
I thank Gerald Prince for raising these important issues and thereby establishing a formal debate over the very intriguing and significant question of
narrative and contradiction.
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ABSTRACT: This study is a stylometric analysis of the works authored by Ælfric, a wellknown Old English (OE) writer and translator. While the basic aim of the investigation
is to identify the most typical linguistic features of his texts, the general idea behind
the study is to show the extent of inter-textual variation of OE prose works. Ælfric, a
very prolific writer, is responsible for ca. 25% of all prose records of this language. We
employ stylometric techniques to show that Ælfric’s style involves relatively frequent
use of specific phrases initiated by function words (e.g., the prepositions mid and on) and
grammatical constructions (e.g., adverbial clauses of reason). Our analysis demonstrates
that there are some striking discrepancies between Ælfric and other (mostly anonymous)
OE authors. This finding leads to the more general conclusion that individual stylistic
preferences are an important aspect of research on Old English syntax and phraseology.
Keywords: Ælfric, style markers, stylometry, Old English

INTROD UC TION
Even though numerous stylometric techniques have been developed over
the recent years, Old English (OE) is hardly ever an object of such studies.
To the best of our knowledge, so far, only OE verse (Neidorf et al.) and King
Alfred’s translations (Gill et al.) have been analysed by means of stylometric methods. In this study, we focus on the linguistic output of Ælfric, the
most prolific OE writer and translator, who seems to be a highly suitable
candidate for a stylometric study. First of all, the overall length of his texts
in the Toronto-York-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English Prose (YCOE)
(Taylor et al.), the most widely-used electronic tool for the study of OE prose,
amounts to over 400,000 words, which means that his texts constitute ca.
25% of the prose corpus, and ca. 15% of all OE textual records, including
Style, Vol. 55, No. 2, 2021. Copyright © 2021 The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
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poetry (Scheil 1). This is an exceptional situation since most texts written
in the early Middle Ages are anonymous and the style of their authors is
significantly less represented. What is more, the texts written by Ælfric
are relatively varied since he is the author of homilies, letters, lives of
saints, biblical translations, prefaces, and scientific treatises. This variety
provides researchers with an opportunity to investigate domain- and topic-
independent markers of his style.
The aim of this study is to identify a set of distinctive markers of Ælfric’s
style by means of quantitative stylometric methods complemented with a
more qualitative assessment. We believe that apart from its primary goal of
exploring the style of an Old English author, such a study has very important implications for general research on OE syntax, phraseology, and lexis.
This is largely because the predominance of Ælfric in OE textual records
means that potential stylistic idiosyncrasies of this single author could easily be misinterpreted as general features of OE. Identifying such traits in
Ælfric’s texts may therefore shed more light on the internal variation of
OE prose.
The article is divided into five sections. Section 2 presents Ælfric’s most
famous works and summarises the state of research on his style. In Section 3,
we describe the stylometric techniques applied in our analysis of Ælfric’s
works. Results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
the study.
ÆLFRIC: H IS WOR K S A ND LA N GUAGE
Being a well-disciplined and prolific writer, Ælfric (955–1010 AD) produced
a huge body of pastoral and educational texts: more than 160 homilies and
saints’ lives are attributed to him (Scheil 3). His most famous works are two
series of Catholic Homilies, which he composed initially for his own use as a
priest of Cerne Abbas, and later on revised and edited them “to provide clergy
with orthodox preaching material in the vernacular” (Kleist 114). Another
great collection are his Lives of Saints, comprising ca. 40 lives, most of them
devoted to particular Christian saints, but some focused on Old Testament
figures (Scheil 4).1 Both Catholic Homilies and Lives of Saints are classified in
YCOE as non-translated prose, but it is certain that Ælfric based his compositions on Latin authors such as Augustine, Bede, Ambrose, Jerome, Gregory
the Great, Sulpicius Severus, and Gregory of Tour (Bethurum 518, Scheil 3),
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though his translations are free, full of paraphrases, summaries, and additions to the Latin sources.
Ælfric’s next area of activity was scriptural translation. He was involved in
the project which aimed to produce an OE translation of the Old Testament,
leading to the creation of the so-called Old English Heptateuch (Marsden).
Ælfric was quite reluctant to translate the Bible into OE, but, urged by his
patron Æthelweard, he finally agreed to get involved in this endeavour.2 It
is now generally agreed that Ælfric translated Genesis up to chapter 24, a
part of Numbers (13–26) and Joshua (Fox and Sharma 7), though there are
some striking inconsistencies between surviving manuscripts, which suggests that Ælfric left some gaps in his translation, and these gaps may have
been filled by anonymous scribes (Raith 309–10).
In addition to the abovementioned texts, the YCOE corpus contains also
Ælfric’s Supplemental Homilies (a collection of miscellaneous compositions,
coming from “the whole span of Ælfric’s career” [Kleist 116]), his pastoral
letters, prefaces to his works, his epilogue to Genesis, as well as De temporibus anni, a scientific treatise on chronology, creation and world history, time
and natural phenomena such as astronomy and the seasons, based mainly
on Bede’s Latin De temporum ratione (Scheil 5) and classified as a translation
in YCOE. All in all, the total length of Ælfric’s texts in YCOE amounts to
the impressive 404,200 words (excluding the Old Testament, which is also
partially ascribed to him).
Quite a lot of scholarly effort has been devoted to the analysis of Ælfric’s
literary style. Ælfric himself aspired to write in a simple and clear way, drawing the attention of the recipient to the content of the text rather than its form
(Lipp 599). At the same time, however, Ælfric was consistently worried about
the possibility of boring his audience, and in the preface to Catholic Homilies
II he expressed his wish to write them læsse aðryt to gehyrenne (“less boring/
tedious to hear”) (Davis 321). As a result, his writings are rich in rhetorical
and stylistic devices. As summarised by Lipp (690–94), Ælfric’s works are
characterised by the consistent use of rhythmic units and alliteration, which
led many scholars to speculate whether Ælfric’s prose is not in fact Ælfric’s
verse (Magennis, “Ælfric Scholarship” 25; Scheil 8). The rhythm of Ælfric’s
texts is the result of “the regular repetition of syntactic units,” which are
“loosely structured rhythmical phrases that usually consist of two stressed
words and an unspecified number of unstressed words” (Momma 255). As
a result, Ælfric’s rhythmical units resemble the half-lines of OE poetry, and
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with the proper layout, Ælfric’s compositions are indistinguishable from a
typical OE poem. His works are generally treated as prose composition, but
it is clear that his style was inspired by Anglo-Saxon verse (Corona 170) and
it was not an imitation of his Latin sources (Bethurum).
Interestingly, the syntactic, phraseological and lexical aspects of Ælfric’s
style are not that clear. Ælfric’s language has attracted quite a lot scholarly attention, focussing mostly on morphology, phonology, syntax, and
alliterative style (summarised in Magennis, “Ælfric Scholarship” 19), but
according to Scheil “Ælfric is arguably both a central and a neglected author,”
with works devoted to him “centred on relatively few areas of inquiry” (1).
We know that his texts have their characteristic rhythm as he employed
alliteration and made use of the Winchester vocabulary, that is, specific
words preferred over their synonyms in late OE texts associated with
Winchester, used to render “key concepts of the Christian religion” (Gretch
125). Nonetheless, apart from some early descriptive works such as Barret,
there are no large-scale corpus studies that would systematically examine
Ælfric’s language, so we do not know how his literary style translates into
syntactic, phraseological, and lexical differences between Ælfric and OE
prose in general.
M ET HODO LO GY
The choice of the corpus analysis method used in this study was determined by its specific goal of identifying a range of words, expressions, and
grammatical constructions which can be regarded as linguistically interpretable markers of Ælfric’s style. More specifically, our focus is on lexico-grammatical markers of style, which can be defined for our purposes as
self-contained lexical or grammatical units used by a given author in a distinctive and consistent manner.3 While distinctiveness can be associated with
a relatively high frequency of a potential style marker in a representative
sample of an author’s writing, consistency is the tendency for that marker
to be used across different texts of the same author, possibly representing
more than one narrative context, genre, and topic.4 The linguistic interpretability of a style marker pertains to the possibility of explaining its lexical,
grammatical, and/or discursive functions. Such an explanation should allow
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one to demonstrate how a marker of style constitutes a regular paradigmatic
choice made by a given author and how it contributes to the distinctiveness
of his or her style.
The emphasis on the interpretability of style markers precludes the use of
stylometric methods which offer little or no insight into the linguistic exponents of an author’s style. To illustrate the problem of explainability in computational stylometry, let us consider a highly popular method of attributing
disputed texts to their authors proposed by Burrows (“Delta”). The approach
starts from the assumption that an author’s unique style of writing is distinctly reflected in the relative frequencies of N-most frequent word forms
(NMFWs) found in a reference corpus of texts. By calculating differences or
“deltas” between such frequency vectors, it is possible to cluster or classify
a disputed text as a close “neighbour” of a set of texts whose authorship is
well established. A hypothetical advantage of delta measures stems from the
premise that authors are unable to consciously control the relative frequencies of very frequent word forms, which are mostly function words in almost
any sufficiently large corpus. The distribution patterns of such words are
therefore more difficult to “fake” than the more sporadic use of conceptually
salient content words or phrases preferred by a given author.
Figure 1 shows how this stylometric technique can be applied to OE
texts. The labels on the horizontal axis show the 20 most frequent words in
YCOE. The vertical axis represents the relative frequencies of those words
calculated for three texts: Ælfric’s Supplemental Homilies and Lives of Saints
and the OE translation of Boethius attributed to King Alfred. The relative
frequencies are normalised as standard deviations (z-scores) above or below
the corpus mean (z=0). Although these 20 most frequent words can all be
expected to rank high in any sufficiently long Old English text, their exact
relative frequencies seem to be similar in the two texts written by Ælfric
and somewhat different in Boethius. Using vectors of the 100 most frequent
forms to compute distances between all the texts in the corpus, we were
able to recall Ælfric as one of the three most probable authors with a 68%
success rate.
Despite the efficacy of this approach, the value of looking at function words isolated from their context in order to understand how they
reflect the style of Ælfric is very limited. The most frequent words in any
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Figure 1 · Normalised relative frequencies of the 20 most frequent
word forms calculated for three texts from the YCOE corpus.

language have multiple grammatical functions and they tend to form
hundreds of recurrent multiword constructions. To an extent, such items
can be regarded as “superpositions” of an author’s lexical and grammatical stylistic preferences, but they are also determined by variables such as
topic, genre, or even editorial interventions. In the example above, King
Alfred’s usage of the conjunction and in Boethius is lower than the corpus average, while the two texts written by Ælfric seem to exhibit a clear
preference for and over & as its obvious variant. However, rather than
signalling some latent stylistic pattern, this difference seems to merely
reflect individual decisions of the editors of the manuscripts of these
texts. Interpreting the relative frequencies of prepositions such as on, to,
mid or pronouns such as he, his, him in isolation from the totality of their
contexts is even more problematic due to the fact that their meaning is
mostly synsemantic and coreferential.
Because of such interpretability considerations, in this paper we use a keyword extraction technique known as Burrows’s Zeta (“All the Way Through”).
We apply it recursively to YCOE texts in order to identify words, set phrases,
and more general constructions which are more distinctly and consistently
distributed in Ælfric’s texts than in the rest of YOCE. To compute Burrows’s
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Zeta, we first divided the corpus into two separate sets: the texts known to
have been written by Ælfric and the remaining texts of YCOE. Next, the
two components are divided into segments of 100 n-grams, which in this
case are sequences of 1–4 consecutive lemmas. The zeta score is the simple
difference between the proportions of segments in the two components in
which a given n-gram was found. Its value is positive for words and phrases
which are more frequent and evenly distributed in Ælfric’s texts than in the
rest of the corpus. Negative values of zeta indicate the opposite tendency. It
should be noted that there are numerous variants of zeta which may produce
somewhat varying results for different segment sizes and frequency bands
(Schöch et al.) and a wider variety of keyness and dispersion measures used
in corpus linguistic studies. Our choice of Burrows’s Zeta is motivated by the
fact that it implements the intuitions of distinctiveness (keyness) and consistency (dispersion) in an easily interpretable manner. The variant we use
prioritises relatively large differences in the distribution of high frequency
n-grams, which we also consider to be good entry points for cross-domain
stylistic analyses. Once the zeta score is calculated for shorter n-grams, we
attempt to explain the disproportions between single word frequencies in
terms of the frequencies of more interpretable multiword expressions (longer n-grams) of which they are regular constituents. The details of this procedure are illustrated in the subsequent section. We additionally measure the
significance of the top-scoring style markers in terms of p-values calculated
for the log-likelihood formula (LL), which is widely used in corpus-based
studies (Cressie and Read, Rayson, and Garside).
RESULTS
In the following sections we identify a set of linguistically interpretable
units whose consistent use both within and across Ælfric’s texts from YCOE
makes them possible markers of his style in the sense defined above. The
starting point for our analysis is the list of base forms of words (lemmas5)
with the highest zeta score computed for Ælfric’s texts. The list of 25 such
lemmas is shown in Table 1. For each lemma the table shows its translation,
the number and proportion of 100 word segments in which the lemma was
found in the Ælfrican versus non-Ælfrican texts of YCOE, and the difference
between these proportions (the zeta).
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Table 1 . Function Words and Phrases with the Highest Zeta Score6

lemma

translation

Ælfric

other texts

segments prop.

segments prop.

zeta

surplus

God

God/good

3,132

0.584

3,468

0.314

0.27

1,450

for

for

2,204

0.411

2,760

0.249

0.162

865

crist

Christ

1,334

0.249

1,038

0.094

0.155

830

his/hire/
hira

his/her/
their

4,211

0.785

7,114

0.644

0.141

760

þurh

through

1,518

0.283

1,726

0.156

0.127

681

we

we

1,849

0.345

2,441

0.221

0.124

665

swa

so

2,960

0.552

4770

0.431

0.12

646

halig

holy

1,363

0.254

1,533

0.138

0.115

619

þe

that (rel.)

4,322

0.806

7,671

0.694

0.112

601

cweþan

say

2,340

0.436

3,636

0.329

0.107

576

hælend

Saviour

843

0.157

671

0.060

0.096

517

mid

with

3,391

0.632

5,940

0.537

0.095

509

on

on

4,549

0.849

8,439

0.764

0.085

455

ure

our

938

0.175

1,003

0.090

0.084

451

1,135

0.211

1,430

0.129

0.082

441

868

0.162

890

0.080

0.081

436

weorþan become
folc

folk

to

to

4,240

0.791

7,847

0.710

0.08

433

ac

but

1,991

0.371

3,217

0.291

0.08

430

eallmihtig

almighty

607

0.113

370

0.033

0.079

428

dryhten

Lord

831

0.155

843

0.076

0.078

422

geleafa

faith

632

0.118

441

0.039

0.078

418

apostol

apostle

539

0.101

304

0.027

0.073

392
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lemma

translation

Ælfric

other texts

segments prop.

segments prop.

zeta

surplus

soþ

true

636

0.118

514

0.046

0.072

387

ge

you

1,270

0.237

1,827

0.165

0.071

384

nan

none

1,052

0.196

1,402

0.126

0.069

372

For example, the preposition for is found in 2,204 of the 5,358 unigram
segments (41.1%) into which Ælfric’s texts were partitioned. Its zeta score is
0.414 − 0.249 = 0.162, which is a considerable difference for such a highly
frequent word. For a zeta value of 0 (indicating the same proportions in both
components of the corpus) the number of segments containing this preposition in Ælfric’s texts would have to equal 0.249 of the total of 5,358 segments
≈ 1,334 segments. The difference between the observed and expected value
is shown in the last column of the table. In the case of for the difference
is roughly 865 “surplus” segments7 containing this preposition in the texts
authored by Ælfric. However distinctive this may sound, it is hardly useful
to conclude that for is a self-contained marker of Ælfric’s style. Intuitively, it
makes sense to look at longer n-grams initiated by this preposition as they
are more likely interpretable markers of style than function words which
merely reflect a whole range of smaller stylistic preferences and referential
expressions.
In the remaining part of this section we focus on interpreting the zeta
scores obtained for the prepositions for, þurh, mid, on, and to, the adverbial
conjunction swa, the auxiliary verb weorþan, the coordinating conjunction
ac, and the negative quantifier nan. We leave out the top-scoring content
words, because they are more likely to be correlated with the topic and genre
of Ælfric’s writing than with more general markers of his style. Because of
space limitations, we also leave the possessive pronouns from the list above
for future research.
Finally, it should be noted that the YCOE corpus (Taylor et al.) that we use
in our analysis has some obvious limitations. The approach of its compilers
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was very inclusive in order to achieve maximum coverage of the existing
prose records of OE, and one copy of every text except glosses from Latin
was included in the corpus. As a result, the corpus is not balanced for genre,
dialect, or subperiod. In our study Ælfric’s texts are therefore compared
with a heterogenous collection of non-Ælfrican compositions. The heterogeneity of the sample used for comparison is not necessarily a problem for
a stylometric study, but in order to make sure that the lexemes shown in
Table 1 are not simply dialectal features of the late West Saxon variety of OE,
we extracted a list of top-scoring lexemes from texts authored by Wulfstan,
another representative of late West Saxon and Ælfric’s contemporary in
the YCOE corpus. As a result, we identified a rather small overlap between
Wulfstan’s and Ælfric’s key vocabulary. Among the 50 lemmas with the highest zeta-score in Wulfstan’s texts there is God (zeta 0.318), þurh (zeta 0.163),
we (zeta 0.143), weorþan (zeta 0.090), and ac (zeta 0.081). We will address
these observations in the relevant fragments of the analysis presented below.
Prepositional phrases

Table 1 shows a number of prepositions which are consistently more common in Ælfric’s texts than in the rest of YCOE: for, þurh, mid, on, and to.
As further shown below, the driving force behind the frequent use of these
prepositions is a set of completely or partially lexicalised prepositional
phrases and regular use of some recurrent structures initiated by one of
those prepositions.
for (for)

The preposition with the greatest number of surplus occurrences in the list
introduced above is for (for). A close analysis revealed its regular use in the
recurrent trigram for þam þe, which is enough to explain the overrepresentation of for in Ælfric’s texts. The basic meaning of for þam þe (literally “for that
which”) is “because” and it functions as a subordinating conjunction introducing adverbial clauses of reason. It turns out that Ælfric used such clauses
with a relatively high frequency: the lemmatised trigram occurs in ca. 25%
of segments of Ælfric’s texts, while in the rest of the whole YCOE it is only
found in approx. 3% of the segments. The zeta score for this item is therefore
0.2177. We also observe 883 more segments containing for þam þe in the
texts authored by Ælfric than could be expected from its distribution in the
rest of YCOE. In other words, this complex conjunction alone accounts for
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more than the 865 surplus segment occurrences of for reported in Table 1.
This also means that there are some regular phrases containing for which are
used less regularly by Ælfric than by the other authors in YCOE. However,
they are much more sporadic and diverse. For example, although Ælfric’s
shows a reluctance to use the other variant of this conjunction, forþam þe,
its zeta score in non-Ælfrican texts is (only) 0.06.8 A concordance analysis
reveals not only that Ælfric preferred the 3-word variant of the conjunction,
but also that his prose style involved highly regular use of adverbial clauses
of reason as in (1).
(1)

He
is
ordfruma
for ði þe
he
he
is
beginning
because
he
“He
is
the
beginning
because
he
(cocathom1,ÆCHom_I,_1:178.6.6)

wæs
was
has

æfre
always
always
existed”

It seems that the highly instructive and explanatory character of Ælfric’s
writings is the main source of this phenomenon. His texts are meant to help
the audience understand the words of God, and clauses of reason are grammatical devices which directly serve such a rhetorical purpose.
þurh (through)

As shown in Table 2, the noun co-occurring with the proposition þurh is in
most cases either an animate human subject (usually a saint, prophet, or
Table 2 . Recurrent Phrases with the Preposition þurh10

phrase9

translation

Ælfric

other texts

zeta

surplus

seg.

prop.

seg.

prop.

187

0.0403

104

0.0110

0.0293

136

þurh god/
godes N

through
God/
God’s N

þurh þone
halgan N

through the
holy N

81

0.0200

24

0.0029

0.0170

69

þurh crist/
cristes N

through
Christ/
Christ’s N

48

0.0103

10

0.0011

0.0093

43

(Continued )
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Table 2 . Recurrent Phrases with the Preposition þurh9 (Continued)

phrase9

translation

Ælfric

other texts

seg.

prop.

seg.

þurh þæs
Hælendes
N

through the
Saviour’s N

25

0.0062

0

þurh hine
sylfne

through
himself

40

0.0099

þurh godes
mihte

through
God’s
power

30

þurh
geleafan

through
faith

þurh þone
ilcan N

zeta

surplus

prop.
0.0000 0.0062

25

34

0.0042

0.0057

23

0.0074

16

0.0020

0.0054

22

23

0.0050

3

0.0003 0.0046

22

through the
same N

19

0.0047

8

0.0010

0.0037

15

þurh þone
soþan N

through the
true N

15

0.0037

3

0.0004

0.0033

14

þurh godes
gast

through
God’s spirit

15

0.0037

5

0.0006

0.0031

13

þurh his
gife

through his
grace

15

0.0037

5

0.0006

0.0031

13

þurh his
witegan

through his
prophets

14

0.0034

4

0.0005

0.0030

13

þurh his
mihte

through his
power

12

0.0030

1

0.0001

0.0028

12

þurh þæs
deofles N

through the
devil’s N

12

0.0030

2

0.0002

0.0027

11

þurh his
drihtenlic
N

through his
divine N

11

0.0027

0

0.0000

0.0027

11

þurh þone
ælmihtigan

through the
almighty

12

0.0030

3

0.0004 0.0026

11
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phrase9

translation

Ælfric

other texts

seg.

prop.

seg.

zeta

surplus

prop.

þurh his
halgan N

through his
holy N

11

0.0027

1

0.0001 0.0026

11

þurh þone
micclan N

through the
great N

14

0.0034

8

0.0010

0.0025

10

þurh drihten/drihtnes N

through
Lord/Lord’s
N

15

0.0032

10

0.0011

0.0022

10

484

Total

God himself ) as in (2) or an abstract noun describing the power of God and
the Christian faith as in (3). The recurrent phrases explain 484 out of 681
(71%) surplus occurrences of þurh in Ælfric’s texts.
(2)

(3)

and wearþ
gehæled
þurh
þæt
halige
mæden
and becomes healed
through the
holy
maiden
“And is healed by the holy maiden” (coaelive,ÆLS_[Eugenia]:138.273)

and þu
swa
þurh
and you
so
through
“And
you
will
yourself
(coaelive,ÆLS_[Swithun]:356.4448)

Godes mihte
God’s
might
be
healed

sylf bist gehæled
self be
healed
by
God’s
power”

What is more, a considerable part of clauses with þurh represent a passive
construction. In (2) and (3) the þurh-phrase is agentive and refers to the
person or entity responsible for the action described in the clause. In the
OE period the passive was not fully grammaticalised yet (Mailhammer and
Smirnova), and there was a number of prepositions that could appear in this
context, most frequently fram (“from”), þurh (“through”), and mid (“with”)
(Traugott). It seems that such a regular use of passive clauses with þurh in
Ælfric’s text is the reason for the overrepresentation of the preposition in
his texts. An additional search in YCOE11 revealed that out of 299 passive
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constructions with þurh as many as 145 come from Ælfric and in most texts
there are only single instances of this structure.12 The difference between the
number of passive constructions with þurh and passive constructions with
other prepositions13 in Ælfrican and non-Ælfrican texts is also significant at
p < .0001 for the LL test: a passive construction with þurh is much more likely
to appear in a text written by Ælfric. Interestingly, þurh ranked relatively
high in our analysis of Wulfstan’s texts. However, the high frequency of this
preposition in Wulfstan is not related to passive uses: out of 305 occurrences
of þurh only 14 appear in passive-like constructions, and therefore this particular use of þurh is more likely a feature of Ælfric’s style than a general late
West Saxon development.
mid (with)

In the case of mid, there is a number of lexically recurrent prepositional
phrases functioning as adverbials of manner, some of which (marked in
bold) are unique to Ælfric. A small number of such recurrent expressions
such as mid micclum + noun or mid soðum + noun explain most of the general

Table 3 . Recurrent Phrases with the Preposition mid14

phrase

translation

Ælfric
seg.

mid micclum
N

with great
N

mid soðum N with true N

other texts

zeta

surplus

prop.

seg. prop.

243

0.0524

331

0.0350

0.0174

81

90

0.0194

21

0.0022

0.0172

80

(mid soðum
geleafan)

with true
faith

26

0.0064

0

0.0000

0.0064

(26)

(mid soðre
dædbote)

with true
repentance

14

0.0034

0

0.0000

0.0034

(14)

mid geleafan

with faith

85

0.0183

11

0.0012

0.0172

80

mid gode/
godes N

with God/
God’s N

115

0.0248 104

0.0110

0.0138

64

66

0.0142

0.0020

0.0122

57

mid weorcum with deeds

19
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phrase

translation

Ælfric
seg.

prop.

other texts

zeta

surplus

seg. prop.

mid wope

with
weeping

44

0.0095

10

0.0011

0.0084

39

mid þam
halgan N

with the
holy N

51

0.0126

36

0.0044

0.0082

33

mid mislicum with variN
ous N

38

0.0082

10

0.0011

0.0071

33

mid swiðlicum N

with great
N

39

0.0084

14

0.0015

0.0069

32

mid þysum
wordum

with these
words

34

0.0084

12

0.0015

0.0069

32

mid ormætum N

with excessive N

32

0.0069

4

0.0004

0.0065

30

mid eallum
his/heora N

with all
his/their N

53

0.0131

63

0.0077

0.0054

22

mid wordum

with words

53

0.0114

60

0.0063

0.0051

24

mid
manegum N

with many
N

43

0.0093

40

0.0042

0.0050

23

mid lufe

with love

28

0.0060

11

0.0012

0.0049

23

mid godum
weorcum

with good
deeds

25

0.0062

16

0.0020

0.0042

17

mid his
haligum N

with his
holy N

15

0.0037

2

0.0002

0.0035

14

mid fullum
geleafan

with full
faith

14

0.0034

0

0.0000

0.0034

14

Total

698

overrepresentation of this preposition in Ælfric (509). The most frequent
noun appearing in these recurrent phrases (with some adjectival modification or on its own) is geleafa (“faith”), as illustrated in (4).
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(4)

ac
we
sceolon behealdan
ðæs
hælendes
þrowunge
but
we
should regard
the
saviour’s
suffering
mid soðum geleafan
with true
faith
“But we should regard Christ’s suffering with true faith”
(coaelhom,ÆHom_21:343.3250)

The results show clearly that the phrases with mid are highly lexicalised;
Ælfric tended to use them freely and sometimes accumulate numerous
recurrent combinations within one sentence as in (5).
(5)

He genealæhte
mid
micclum
geleafan &
mid soþre
he
approached with
great
faith
and with true
eadmodnysse
&
snoternysse &
soðre lufe
humility
and
prudence
and
true love
“He approached with great faith and with true humility and prudence and true
love”
(cocathom1,ÆCHom_I,_8:245.105.1474)

on (on, in)

Some uses of the preposition on shown in Table 4 are spatial and therefore clearly topic-dependent: on egypta lande, on heofonum, on þam lande.
Table 4 . Recurrent Phrases with the Preposition on15

phrase

translation

Ælfric
seg.

prop.

other texts

zeta

sur-plus

seg. prop.

on ecnysse

on eternity

158

0.0341

75

0.0079

0.0261

121

(a on
ecnysse)

always on
eternity

44

0.0108

6

0.0010

0.0099

(40)

on eallum N

on all N

209

0.0451

182

0.0192

0.0258

120

on criste/
cristes N

on Christ/
Christ’s N

123

0.0265

33

0.0035

0.0230

107
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phrase

translation

Ælfric
seg.

prop.

other texts

zeta

sur-plus

seg. prop.

on englisc

on English

129

0.0278

52

0.0055

0.0223

104

on life

on life

126

0.0272

47

0.0050

0.0222

103

on sumum N

on some N

144

0.0310

100

0.0106

0.0205

95

on egypta
lande

on the land
of Egypt

60

0.0148

5

0.0006

0.0142

58

on þisum life

on this life

67

0.0165

25

0.0031

0.0135

55

on heofonum

on heaven

152

0.0328

191

0.0202

0.0126

58

on þisum
dæge

on this day

58

0.0143

22

0.0027

0.0116

47

on bocum

on books

66

0.0142

27

0.0029

0.0114

53

on þære
ealdan æ

on the old
law

44

0.0125

10

0.0014

0.0111

39

on þone
lifiendum N

on the living N

44

0.0108

1

0.0001

0.0107

44

on godes
gelaþunge

on God’s
summoning

40

0.0099

1

0.0001

0.0097

40

on þam
timan

on the hour

49

0.0121

20

0.0024

0.0096

39

on þam ecan
N

on the
eternal N

54

0.0133

33

0.0040

0.0093

38

71

0.0175

68

0.0083

0.0092

37

on þam lande on the land
on mode

on mind

57

0.0123

32

0.0034

0.0089

41

on ealra worulda woruld

on all
worlds’
world

34

0.0096

7

0.0010

0.0087

30

Total

1229
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Nevertheless, there are also some more generic phrases, including one
extremely interesting case, namely on ecnysse, whose overrepresentation
explains 121 out of 455 (27%) surplus uses of on by Ælfric, cf. (6). The phrase
appears in all of his long texts and most of the short ones, and in one-third
of the cases it is a part of a longer formula “let there be glory and praise to
God, always and forever” shown in (7).
(6)

Se
ðe
et
ðisne hlaf.
he
leofað
on
this who eats this
bread he
lives
on
who
eats
this
bread
will
“Anyone
(cocathom2,ÆCHom_II,_15:152.76.3369)

ecnysse
eternity
live
forever”

(7) Sy
wuldor
and
lof.
ðam
welwillendum Gode. A.
be
glory
and
praise
the
benevolent
God
always
on ecnysse
on eternity
“Let there be glory and praise for the benevolent God, always and forever”
(cocathom2,ÆCHom_II,_23:203.136.4513)
Interestingly, there is a competing phrase in ecnysse used in the same context in
other texts, but never in Ælfric, cf. (8).
(8)

gif
hi
ne
becumað her
to
rihtingce,
hi
if
they not
become here
to
correction
they
byrnað þær
aa
in
ecnesse
there always in
eternity
burn
“If they do not correct themselves here, they will burn there, always and forever”
(cogregdC,GDPref_and_4_[C]:46.335.8.5045)

In addition, there are also some interesting formulas in the data. For example, most uses of the bigram on sumum is within a longer formula “someone
said somewhere” illustrated in (9) and partially overlapping with the swa
swa formula discussed in section 4.2 below.
(9) . . . swa <swa> he sylf sæde on
sumum oðrum godspelle
he
self said on
some other
gospel
so as
“. . .as he himself said in some other gospel” (coaelhom,ÆHom_9:201.1394)
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Moreover, an interesting example of an instructive formula used by Ælfric
is on englisc, which is employed to explain a Latin term to an Anglo-Saxon
reader as in (10):
(10)

Se feorða leahtor is ira, þæt
is
the fourth sin
is ira which is
sin
is
ira,
which
“The
fourth
(coaelive,ÆLS_[Memory_of_Saints]:286.3482)

on
on
in

englisc weamodnyss
English wrath
English
is
wrath”

All in all, the data reveal no single schematic construction considerably
increasing the frequency of on in Ælfric’s texts, and its high frequency and
dispersion in his texts are a direct outcome of his frequent use of lexically
fixed prepositional phrases with on, some of which form regularly recurrent
4-grams as in (11) and (12).
(11)

Sy him
wuldor &
lof
on
ealra
worulda
be him praise and
love on
all
worlds’
“Let he be praised and loved in the world of
(cocathom1,ÆCHom_I,_31:450.334.6340)

woruld
world
all worlds”

(12)

Hit is þus awriten on þære ealdan æ
lufa
þinne
it
is thus written
on the
old
law
love
your
freond
friend
“It is written in the old law: Love your friend” (cocathom1,ÆCHo
m_I,_35:478.56.6945)

to (to)

The recurrent phrases introduced by to involve some spatial uses (to
heofonum, to þære byrig, to þæt land), and there are some fully lexicalised
phases with adverbial functions such as to lofe, to geleafan and to wyrðmynte.
Nonetheless, there is one basic regularity visible in the data: the nouns in
the prepositional phrases with to are very frequently animate and human,
and there are many personal pronouns. A closer analysis reveals that many
of these uses co-occur with the basic OE quoting verb, that is, cweþan (“say”).
The difference between Ælfric and the rest of the corpus in the use of the
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Table 5 . Recurrent Phrases with the Preposition to16

phrase

to
heofonum

translation

to heaven

to þam ecan to the eterN
nal N

Ælfric

other texts

zeta

surplus

seg.

prop.

seg.

prop.

175

0.0377

112

0.0118

0.0259

120

104

0.0256

49

0.0060

0.0196

80

to criste/
cristes N

to Christ/
Christ’s N

133

0.0287

97

0.0102

0.0184

85

to þam
halgan N

to the holy
N

91

0.0224

47

0.0057

0.0167

68

to moyse

to Moses

78

0.0168

16

0.0017

0.0151

70

to mannum

to men

70

0.0151

20

0.0021

0.0130

60

to geleafan

to faith

54

0.0116

9

0.0010

0.0107

50

to
wyrðmynte

to honour

49

0.0106

6

0.0006

0.0099

46

to soðum N

to true N

68

0.0147

57

0.0060

0.0086

40

to þære
byrig

to the city

47

0.0116

24

0.0029

0.0086

35

to anum N

to one N

61

0.0132

45

0.0048

0.0084

39

to lofe

to glory

45

0.0097

22

0.0023

0.0074

34

to þam
foresædan
N

to the
predicted/
aforementioned N

30

0.0074

1

0.0001

0.0073

30

to þæt land

to the land

34

0.0084

13

0.0016

0.0068

28

32

0.0079

9

0.0011

0.0068

28

48

0.0103

35

0.0037

0.0067

31

to þam
to the
ælmihtigum almighty
to life

to life
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phrase

translation

Ælfric

other texts

seg.

prop.

seg.

prop.

zeta

surplus

to þam
apostolum

to the
apostle

28

0.0069

4

0.0005

0.0064

26

a to
worulde

always to
world

27

0.0067

3

0.0004

0.0063

26

to us

to us

48

0.0103

39

0.0041

0.0062

29

to me

to me

103

0.0222

152

0.0161

0.0062

29

to eow

to you

44

0.0095

34

0.0036

0.0059

27

to þam
hælende

to the
Saviour

36

0.0089

24

0.0029

0.0059

24

Total

1,005

2-gram cweþan to (“say to”) is 203, while the overall result for to is 433, so
quoting explains 50% of the observed surplus occurrences, as illustrated
in (13).
(13)

Drihten
cwæð
to
þam
hundredes
ealdre
Lord
said
to
the
hundred’s
elder
“The Lord said to the centurion” (cocathom1,ÆCHom_I,_8:248.200.1549)

The fact that Ælfric used reported speech structures in his texts is not necessarily a surprising observation. What is interesting is his tendency to specify
the addressee of the message. Out of 3,493 uses of cweþan in Ælfric, 448
(13%) co-occur with the preposition to, while for other texts the numbers
are 6,292 and 473 (7%), respectively. It turns out that Ælfric’s precision in
his use of quotation formulas, combined with some more lexicalised uses
of to, contributes to the unexpectedly high frequency of this preposition in
his texts.
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Adverbial clauses with swa swa

Another feature of Ælfric’s language which distinguishes his texts from the
rest of the corpus is the high frequency of swa (“so”): there are 646 surplus
segments containing this adverb/conjunction in Ælfric’s texts. Nonetheless,
an additional analysis of longer n-grams revealed 867 unexpected uses of
the swa swa (“so as”) 2-gram, that is, Ælfric’s preference for this particular
phrase is more than enough to explain all the surplus occurrences of the
unigram. The OE word swa on its own is very frequent and versatile (it can
function as a relative pronoun, demonstrative, adverbial, and conjunction),
but the doubled form is less common and its use in Ælfric’s texts is surprisingly widespread. Apart from some prototypical comparative uses as in (14),
a very frequent context for swa swa is the formula “as we here/before say/
hear/read,” illustrated in (15) and (16).
(14)

Sume syndan creopende on eorðan mid eallum lichoman, swa
some are
creeping on earth
with all
bodies
so
swa
wurmas doð
as
worms do
“Some creep on the ground with all their bodies just like worms”
(coaelive,ÆLS_[Christmas]:54.41)
(15) ac com
of
ðæs deofles swa swa we
but came from the devil so
as
we
“But (it) came from the devil, just like
(cocathom1,ÆCHom_I,_1:180.51.53)

ær
cwædon
before said
we said before”

(16) & se sealmwyrhta sang be
þam Worde swa
swa we
and the psalmist
sang about the
word
so
as
we
her secgað
eow to
swutelunge
here say you
to
explanation
“And the psalmist sang about the word just like we say here to you as an explanation” (coaelhom,ÆHom_1:79.52)

All these uses seem to follow the same general pattern of a discourse marker
construction, whose function is to remind the reader or hearer that a certain
piece of information has already been presented and discussed earlier and
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to establish a relation with the audience, making it easier for them to follow
the most important parts of the story.
The auxiliary verb weorþan

As already discussed in section 4.1.2, the analysis reveals that Ælfric used
passive constructions with the preposition þurh much more regularly than
other OE authors. This observation should be linked with another marker
identified in our data: an overrepresentation of the auxiliary weorþan
(“become”) in Ælfric’s texts. An additional search in YCOE17 revealed that
out of 1,000 clauses with weorþan and a past participle as many as 569 come
from Ælfric, and 246 can be found in one particular text, namely Lives of
Saints, cf. (17) and (18).
(17)

and
wearð
awend
of
wulfe
to
sceape
and
became
changed of
wolf
to
sheep
“And was changed from a wolf to a sheep” (coaelive,ÆLS_[Eugenia]:98.245)

(18)

and
wearþ
gehæled
þurh
þæt
halige
mæden
and
became
healed
through the
holy
maiden
“And was healed by the holy maiden” (coaelive,ÆLS_[Eugenia]:138.273)

The difference between the number of passive constructions with weorþan
and passive constructions with other verbs18 in texts authored by Ælfric
versus the rest of the corpus is significant (LL p < 0.0001): Ælfric was more
likely to use weorþan instead of beon (“be”) or wesan (“be”) as a part of a
passive construction. Since weorþan is also one of the lexemes that surfaces
in the analysis of Wulfstan’s texts, we looked at passive constructions in
Wulfstan and identified 22 instances of weorþan with a past participle out
of the total of 80 passive constructions. The log-likelihood value obtained
for this proportion is less significant (p < 0.05) than in the case of Ælfric. It
seems that more late West Saxon texts should be analysed to clarify whether
Ælfric’s tendency to use passive constructions with weorþan is somehow
enhanced by a more general dialectal trend. Moreover, as can be seen in
(18), the two markers (weorþan and a prepositional phrase with þurh) may
co-occur, which makes the use of passive constructions in Ælfric highly
author-specific.
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The conjunction ac

The next lexeme which is overrepresented in Ælfric’s texts is the conjunction
ac (“but”). The difference between observed uses of this word in Ælfric and
the value naively expected from its distribution in the other authors amounts
to 430. An initial overview of the clauses containing ac revealed that most
instances are clause-initial. An additional search in YCOE19 showed that out
of 5,178 clauses with ac in the clause-initial position, as many as 2,069 come
from Ælfric and these clauses appear in all of his texts: the use of this marker
is clearly domain- and topic-independent as in (19) as well as (4) and (15)
above.
(19)

ac
hi
nabbað nane lihtinge for ðære
sunnan
but they not-have none lighting for the
sun’s
andwerdnysse
presence
“But they have no lighting because of the presence of the sun”
(cotempo,ÆTemp:1.23.42)

The difference between the number of conjunct clauses with ac and clauses
with other conjunctions (mostly and) by Ælfric vs. other authors is also significant: (LL at p < 0.0001): Ælfric was much more likely to use ac at the
beginning of a conjunct clause. Let us recall that ac also ranked high among
the lexemes typical of Wulfstan. However, the difference between the frequency of clause-initial ac in Wulfstan (121 clauses) and the rest of the YCOE
corpus is not significant (LL at p > 0.05), which suggests that the frequent
use of ac may not be a dialectal feature of late West Saxon texts.
While the frequent use of a coordinating conjunction signalling contrast
is an important stylistic feature of Ælfric’s writing, it should also be emphasised that and- and ac-clauses are subject to an ongoing debate among OE
syntacticians. It has traditionally been assumed that OE clauses introduced
by these coordinating conjunctions follow constituent order patterns
typical of subordinate clauses. This view has been recently challenged by
Bech but defended by Zimmermann, who both fail to differentiate between
and and ac in their analysis. If, however, such a significant proportion of
ac-clauses comes from a single author, this approach should perhaps be
reconsidered.
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The negative quantifier nan

The analysis also shows that the negative quantifier nan (“none,” originally a
negated form of “one”) is used by Ælfric particularly often.
Table 6 . Recurrent Phrases with the Quantifier nan20

phrase

translation

Ælfric

other texts

seg.

prop.

seg.

prop.

zeta

surplus

nan þing

no thing

200

0.0431

215

0.0227

0.0204

95

nan man

no man

210

0.0453

309

0.0326

0.0126

59

nan oþer N

no other N

66

0.0142

77

0.0081

0.0061

28

Total

182

Out of 371 unexpected uses, 182 appear within regularly recurrent noun
phrases shown in Table 6 and illustrated in (20)–(22).
(20)

&
butan
þam Worde nis
geworht nan
þing
and without the
word
not-is done
no
thing
“And nothing happens without the Word” (coaelhom,ÆHom_1:31.16)

(21)

Ne
mæg
þonne nan
man
nahwar
beon behydd
then
no
man
nowhere be
hidden
not may
“Then no one could hide anywhere” (coaelhom,ÆHom_11:391.1688)

(22)

and nis
nan
oðer
God
buton
he
ana
and not-is
no
other
god
except
he
one
“And except for him there is no other god” (coaelive,ÆLS_[Apollinaris]:116.4616)

The frequent use of this quantifier seems to compensate the underuse of
nænig (not any, none), which is consistently avoided by Ælfric and appears
only in non-Ælfrican segments of YCOE. Another negator that Ælfric would
not use is nawiht (“nothing”), which appears in 159 fewer segments than
expected, probably because of his preference for nan þing. Moreover, it is
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interesting that Ælfric also used negated verbs and the basic negative particle ne more often than could be expected: the difference between his texts
and the rest of the corpus is 199 surplus segments for nesan (the negated
form of wesan [“be”], where the negative particle merges with the verb) and
198 for nillan (the negated form of willan [“will”]). All in all, it seems that
Ælfric’s style involved frequent negation, with some quality differences in
the use of particular negators between his texts and the rest of the corpus.
S UMMARY A ND CON CLU SIONS
The analysis presented in section 4 allowed us to identify a number of topicand genre-independent markers of Ælfric’s style: adverbial clauses of reason
introduced by for þam þe, adverbial clauses of comparison with doubled swa
(“so”), passive constructions with þurh (“through”) and weorþan (“become”),
some fully lexicalised prepositional phrases, especially with mid (“with”) and
on (“on”), coordinate clauses with ac (“but”), a preference for specific negative
elements (nan “none”), and a tendency to specify the recipient of a quotation
with a prepositional phrase initiated by to (“to”). Such individual tendencies
should be taken into account in syntactic and phraseological investigations
of OE prose since an overrepresentation of certain structures and phraseological units in Ælfric’s texts may skew the results of quantitative studies.
Finally, it turns out that despite the great diversity of Ælfric’s texts it is
possible to filter out some universal features of his style and the methodology based on Burrows’s Zeta as an operationalization of the concepts of consistency and distinctiveness in authorship studies yields meaningful results
for the analysis of historical English texts. This, in turn, means that stylometric techniques may be successfully applied to the study of OE prose. There
are numerous directions for further study based on these results. First of all,
this analysis takes into consideration only a selection of function words with
the highest zeta score, and some more markers of Ælfric’s style may be hidden among the remaining data. Next, a contrastive stylometric study of individual texts authored by Ælfric may shed more light on the development of
his style. Finally, it is possible to apply stylometric techniques to verify and
supplement the linguistic arguments for non-Ælfrican authorship of certain
lives of saints presented in Magennis (“Contrasting Features”) and to take a
stance on the long-standing debate on Alfredian authorship of certain OE
translations (an attempt by Gill et al. was quite severely criticised by Bately).
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N otes
1. Skeat’s edition of Ælfric’s Lives of Saints, based on the Julius manuscript, contains
also Saint Euphrosyne, Saint Eustace and his Companions, Mary of Egypt and Seven Sleepers,
and early scholars assumed that all these texts were authored by Ælfric (e.g., Bethurum).
However, Peter Clemoes, in his seminal work The Chronology of Ælfric’s Works, dismisses
the possibility of Ælfric’s authorship in the case of these four lives (Corona 171n9), which
is supported by a detailed analysis by Magennis (“Contrasting Features”).
2. Ælfric’s reluctance towards translating Scripture into OE was based on the possibility of incorrect interpretation of the holy book by an unlearned reader. His caution
is also manifested by leaving some parts of the text, such as the sins of the Sodomites,
untranslated in order not to shock his audience (Fox and Sharma 8).
3. A more general definition of style markers was formulated by McMenamin: “the
observable results of the habitual and usually unconscious choices an author makes in
the process of writing” (488).
4. For a discussion of distinctiveness and consistency of linguistic features used in
authorship studies, see Grant.
5. YCOE (Taylor et al.) is not a lemmatised corpus. The lemmatisation was performed
by our project team working for the NCN research grant “The variation of syntactic and
phraseological constructions in Old English prose.”
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6. The differences between the frequencies of these words in Ælfric’s texts and the rest
of the corpus are also significant at p < 0.0001 according to the log-likelihood test (LL).
7. Of course some differences between frequencies or dispersion values are only to be
expected between any two sets of texts. Nevertheless, the basic idea here is to rank words
and phrases by their distinctiveness and consistency of use and this is how the term
surplus occurrences should be understood.
8. Let us recall that the results are based on lemmatised data, so the score of for þam þe
includes all the 3-word spelling forms of the conjunction such as for ðam ðe, for þam ðe,
for ðam þe, for ðæm ðe, for ðan ðe, for ðon ðe, etc.
9. The morphological form of the adjective and demonstrative depends on the noun. If
the noun is not included in the n-gram in Tables 3–6, a singular masculine form is given
as the main variant.
10. All the differences are LL significant at p < 0.0001 with the exception of þurh godes
gast, þurh his gife, þurh his witegan and þurh þone ælmihtigan (p<0.001), for þurh þone
micclan N and þurh drihten/drihtnes N (p < 0.01).
11. node: IP-MAT*; query: (IP-MAT* iDoms VBN|HVN|BEN) AND (IP-MAT* iDoms
BEP*|BED*) AND (IP-MAT* iDoms PP) AND (PP iDoms P) AND (P iDoms +turh|+durh).
12. Only Cura Pastoralis contains a larger number of examples (46 instances).
13. The same query as in endnote 9 but without the last condition was used to extract
all the passive constructions with a preposition. This number minus the number rendered by query from endnote 9 gives the total number of passive constructions with
prepositions other than þurh.
14. The differences are LL significant at p < 0.0001 with the exception of mid manegum
N (p < 0.001), mid eallum his/heora N, mid wordum and mid godum weorcum (p < 0.01).
15. The differences are LL significant at p < 0.0001.
16. The differences are LL significant at p < 0.0001 except for the phrase to me, significant at p < 0.05.
17. node: IP-MAT*; query: (IP-MAT* iDoms VBN|HVN|BEN) AND (IP-MAT* iDoms
BEP*|BED*) AND (BEP*|BED* iDoms w*+t*|w*+d*|W*+t*|W*+d*).
18. The same query as in endnote 12 but without the last condition renders the total
number of passive constructions irrespective of the verb. The number of constructions
with other verbs was acquired by subtracting the numbers.
19. node: IP-MAT*; query: (IP-MAT* iDomsFirst CONJ*) AND (CONJ* iDoms Ac|ac).
20. The differences are LL significant at p < 0.0001 with the exception of nan oþer N
(p < 0.01).
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“the terror of sheer bigness”
Microplotting Immensity in Frank Norris’s
The Octopus
Joseph Hankinson
University of Oxford

ABSTRACT: This article traces the stylistic consequences of the attempt to map
seemingly infinitely expanding networks of trade and value in Frank Norris’s The

Octopus (1901). It focuses on the rehearsal at the level of the sentence of characters’
grappling with the “terror of sheer bigness,” and the complex interrelation of public
and private, political and personal, local and global inaugurated by the railroad’s management of the distribution of wheat. The textures of Norris’s style—his grammar,
syntax, and diction—are implicated in the novel’s interrogation and negotiation of these
dislocations. From the failures of mimetic phrasing spiralling across lengthy cumulative
sentences to patterns of phrasal repetition, the various microplots at work within the
novel’s verbal landscapes represent an essential and often overlooked facet of the force
of The Octopus.
KEYWORDS: Frank Norris, globalisation, style, technology, cognitive mapping

Presley, the young poet of Frank Norris’s The Octopus: A Story of California
(1901), despite an “insatiable ambition to write verse,” is perpetually
unsettled by his inability to access “the first clear-eyed view of things”
(9, 41). His plans for a “great poem,” a “Song of the West,” sit uneasily, he
believes, next to his modernity: it is “the man who is lacking,” he laments;
“we have been educated away from it all. We are out of touch” (40–41). The
word “educated” is here closer to its etymological root, to “educe” in the
sense of “lead or draw forth,” than to “schooling or tuition” (Onions 301).
Presley’s fear is that the social changes he witnesses around him—both the
local railroad monopoly and the multiplication of global markets in the
final decades of the nineteenth century—are leading him away, irrevocably,
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from a clarity of perspective exemplified, he suggests, by the writers of
pre-modernity, such as Homer, Beowulf, and the Nibelungen poets (Norris,
Octopus 41).
These social changes provide the background for the novel’s account
of a long and ultimately bloody conflict, taking place in the early 1880s,
between a group of Californian wheat farmers and the representatives of
the financial interests of the Pacific and Southwestern Railroad. In a letter
to Isaac Frederick Marcosson, dated 22 November 1899, Norris explains the
“situation” on which his story is based:
There is a certain group of farmers who, despairing of ever getting fair freight rates
from the Railroad or of electing a board of Railroad Commissioners by fair means
themselves, set about gaining their ends by any means available. What they want to
do is to cause the nomination and election of railroad commissioners of their own
choosing, with the idea that these commissioners will make proper reductions in
freight rates. (Norris, Letters 93)

A sort of American “social-problem novel,” concerned with “large-scale
problems” caused in part by the competing interests both governing
and driving industrial expansion, The Octopus takes as its starting point
relationships that bind together “society, the social and the individual”
(Guy 67). Yet the apparent particularity of this “situation” to Californian
affairs, its grounding in local political machinations—nominations and
elections, freight rates and commissioners—does not differentiate Norris’s
own ambitions from Presley’s. Similarly to the poet’s “Song of the West,”
Norris had himself intended The Octopus to be the first of a trilogy of
novels depicting what he termed “The Epic of the Wheat,” following the
“huge Niagara of wheat rolling from West to East” (Norris, Letters 73),
from its production in the United States, through its distribution, to its
consumption in Europe and Asia. This “Epic,” at once focused on the local
conflict between the farmers and the railroad—the “story of California” of
the novel’s subtitle—and looking past this conflict to the transnational roll
of the “huge Niagara of wheat” that overruns California’s borders, itself
represents an attempt to narrate complex interrelationships between local
and global events.
This sort of “looking past” recurs throughout the novel. Having ascended
to the “summit of one of the hills—the highest—that rose out of the cañon,”
Presley attempts to look beyond the confusion of ranches and railroads, “a
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mere array of accessories—a mass of irrelevant details,” to the “great earth”
in its entirety (44–47):
Then, as the imagination itself expanded under the stimulus of that measureless
range of vision, even those great ranches resolved themselves into mere foreground,
mere accessories, irrelevant details. Beyond the fine line of the horizons, over the
curve of the globe, the shoulder of the earth, were other ranches, equally vast, and
beyond these, others, and beyond these, still others, the immensities multiplying,
lengthening out vaster and vaster. (46)

Beyond the “irrelevant details” that clutter the “foreground” of Presley’s view,
a “measureless range of vision” extends itself, testing narration’s limits. The
use of repetition— “vast […] vaster and vaster” and “Beyond […] beyond […]
beyond”—and the “multiplying” effect of appositives, attest to a struggle at the
level of the sentence between the mimetic capabilities of syntax and phrasing: the syntactic evocation of multiplying distance is paired, awkwardly, with
phrasing that stammers in face of that very distance. This struggle is further
accentuated by the fact that Norris repeats phrases from this description later
in the novel, when the nomadic Vanamee catches a “distant glimpse,” over “the
curve of the globe, the shoulder of the earth,” of “other ranches, and beyond
these others, and beyond these still others, the immensities multiplying to
infinity” (130). Throughout The Octopus, vision extends itself into blindness:
perspective traces an asymptotic curve away from “mere foreground” into
what is described, later in the novel, as the “terror of sheer bigness” (180). As
the wheat farmers are drawn deeper and deeper into an expanding international network of trade, this “sheer bigness” exposes points of friction between
story, plot, and narration indicative of the novel’s own struggle with the representation of causal networks that are at once local and global.
As such, The Octopus—a novel published at the turn of the twentieth century—anticipates across thematic, formal, and stylistic levels problems and
anxieties of political importance today. Fredric Jameson, for instance, has
recently argued that contemporary confusion between the “global” and “local”
reflects “a dialectic of space acted out on all conceivable levels of postmodernity, from the economic and the social all the way to culture and individual
existence” (American Utopia, 11). “On all these dimensions,” he continues,
entities (seemingly of an institutional kind) which are somehow “larger than life”
and thus unrepresentable in the form of individual existence move further and
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further away from a micro-level of human experience, in which everything seems
to have been reduced to a present of time without a temporal context. The “global”
becomes unimaginable, while the “local” becomes unthinkable and accessible only
to bodily sensation and experience. (11)

This “dialectic of space”—the “unimaginable,” “unthinkable,” and “unrepresentable’”macro-levels of human existence on the one hand, and the daily
“present” of micro-level existence in which the “local” is “accessible only to
bodily sensation and experience” on the other—is central to the stylistic and
formal qualities of Norris’s novel. Even as Norris’s farmers struggle to reinterpret their local experience in terms of invisible and seemingly infinite
market forces, style’s ability to invoke and induce affective responses, “bodily
sensation and experience,” comes under the pressure of a narrative that seeks
to represent “global” forces and relations that are affectively inaccessible.
The main argument of this article is that, far from merely registering
thematically changes to social existence brought about by emerging networks of international trade, Norris’s novel grapples with the unimaginable
and unrepresentable scale of international trade networks, and the rapidly
accelerating development of technologies capable of extending communication and interaction unevenly across the globe, “from the verbal ground up”
(Stewart, Style 6). The novel’s sensitivity to the expanding scales of capitalist
production and distribution—the “sheer bigness” of the social networks that
The Octopus attempts to map—produces a series of significant difficulties at
the levels of the sentence, plot, and narration. Lengthy descriptions of complex local events share space on the page with a narrative arc that pulls the eye
away from such scenes and refocuses it on vast, seemingly infinite networks
and forces: networks of trade and exchange, telecommunication, transport,
as well as market forces, wheat-as-wheat sharing space within the narrative
with wheat-as-value. Yet, at the same time, these networks and forces place
a strain on mimetic phrasing, as stylistic patterning is recruited to measure
what often seems, from the perspective of the farmers, “measureless.”
Consequently, I am here arguing for a stylistic perspective on the sort of
approach exemplified by Richard Menke’s Telegraphic Realism (2008), in
which it is argued that the tension between expanding informational networks and the increasing “conversion of life to information” frequently produced problems for the nineteenth-century imagination (Menke 23). Indeed,
the relationship between “life,” “information,” technology, and infrastructure
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in The Octopus has been well-discussed. Jeff Diamanti, for example, reads
the railroad’s “technological interruption” as an expression of “much larger
transformations underwriting [The Octopus’s] attention to setting, the
physical and cultural source of which are fossil fuels” (392). While my attention here is less on the particular technology “underwriting” the opening
up of local markets to global exchange, Diamanti’s suggestion that this
technology represents “not an endogenous figure but an exogenous force
on literary history” informs my arguments about Norris’s style (392). As the
novel plots this opening up of local markets—and the various and opposing
interests that criss-cross it—this expansionary movement is constantly renegotiated at the level of diction and syntax and exerts an “exogenous force”
on style itself.
By subjecting Norris’s representation of various forms of “technological
interruption” to stylistic analysis, this article will draw attention to various
interfaces between The Octopus’s thematic preoccupations and its distinctive
aesthetic surface, between its plotting and what Garrett Stewart terms its
“microplotting” (Style 132). This is not, however, to ignore Jameson’s warning that “there exists no ready-made corridor between the sealed chamber of s tylistic investigation and that equally unventilated space in which
the object of study is reconstituted as narrative structure” (Fables, 7). As
Jameson continues to argue, “there is always [within criticism] an uncomfortable shifting of gears in the movement from one of these perspectives
to the other” (7). This article traces this “uncomfortable shifting of gears”
within The Octopus itself. As I will demonstrate, Norris’s reliance on mimetic
phrasing—on language tuned to imitate or reflect aurally or visually what
it describes—regularly comes into conflict with his narrative’s interest in
expanding networks of trade that resist mimetic representation. Similarly,
the narrative’s recourse to repetition within scenes characterised by vivid
and lengthy descriptive passages comes into conflict with Norris’s desire to
write a gripping and fast-paced story. Shifting gears between an investment
in style’s ability to delineate clear pictures, and a narrative intent on bringing into play forces and networks for which no clear pictures exist, Norris’s
novel grapples in important ways with a ‘discontinuity’ that, for Jameson, is
an “objective reality” in American culture (7).
As such, this article hopes to shed light on the ways in which the novel itself
makes difficult any shifting of gears between stylistic and narrative-based
analysis, and how this foregrounds an essential and often overlooked aspect
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of Norris’s achievement. What follows, therefore, moves, with The Octopus,
between several significant confrontations—between mimetic phrasing and
“sheer bigness,” plot and scene, different ways of imagining and mapping
infinity—and attempts to focus attention on the slippages, frictions, and tensions that characterise the experience of its reading.
The textures of Norris’s sentences—the “microplotting” of his narrative—
frequently attest to a significant preoccupation with precisely this “working through” the rate and consequences of expanding networks of trade
(Stewart, Style 132). Early in the novel, for example, the office of Magnus
Derrick’s Los Muertos ranch—one of the largest in the area—is represented
as “the nerve-centre of the entire ten thousand acres” (53). Among its furnishings—alongside a safe, typewriter, letterpress, and so on—is a “great
map” of the ranch, depicting “every water-course, depression, and elevation,
together with indications of the varying depths of the clays and loams in the
soil, accurately plotted” (53). In contrast with this local specificity, however,
the “most significant object in the office” is the “ticker” that connects local
production to a global network of exchange that extends, unimaginably, into
the distance (53–54):
The offices of the ranches were thus connected by wire with San Francisco, and
through that city with Minneapolis, Duluth, Chicago, New York, and at last, and most
important of all, with Liverpool. Fluctuations in the price of the world’s crop during
and after the harvest thrilled straight to the office of Los Muertos, to that of the Quien
Sabe, to Osterman’s, and to Broderson’s. During a flurry in the Chicago wheat pits in
the August of that year, which had affected even the San Francisco market, Harran
and Magnus had sat up nearly half of one night watching the strip of white tape jerking unsteadily from the reel. At such moments they no longer felt their individuality.
The ranch became merely the part of an enormous whole, a unit in the vast agglomeration of wheat land the whole world round, feeling the effects of causes thousands
of miles distant—a drought on the prairies of Dakota, a rain on the plains of India, a
frost on the Russian steppes, a hot wind on the llanos of the Argentine. (54)

The verb “thrill,” which tows its older meaning— “perforation, hole, a perture”:
to pierce—behind its evocation of excitement and rapidity, emphasises
both the immediacy and violence with which the “enormous whole” perforates the experience of everyday life (Onions 920). This “whole,” this “vast
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agglomeration,” absorbs Harran and Magnus into a causal network whose
scale far exceeds the processing capacities of the individual mind: and at
“such moments they no longer felt their individuality.” As Diamanti argues,
the ticker “provides a mimetic image not of fields of wheat,” themselves concrete and individual, “but fields of value”—that “vast agglomeration of wheat
land the whole world round” (398). This “mimetic image” is itself “worked
through” rhetorically. The frequency of stylistic “ticks” such as alliterative
descriptions (“distant […] drought […] Dakota”; “wheat […] whole world”),
internal rhyme (“rain […] plains”), and repeated rhetorical patterning
(“a drought on […] a rain on […] a frost on […] a hot wind on”) enact a sort of
stylistic recognition of the connections that the “ticker” manifests. Narrative
discourse evokes affectively the multiplication of causal relationships “the
whole world round.”
Yet these sorts of accordances between plotting and narration—in which
social transformations themselves transform rhetoric—share space in The
Octopus with various tensions between these two levels. In the second half
of the novel’s first book, for example, acknowledging that “there’s things
I got to do in Bonneville before the first of the month” (172), Annixter—
“who worked the Quien Sabe ranch” (24) —has his horse saddled and rides
to the town, repeating to himself his intention to “see Magnus, Harran, old
Broderson and some of the business men” (172), with the particular objective
of convincing Magnus (or at least his son Harran) to support the ranchers’
Committee financially. His route takes him through Los Muertos by way of
Hooven’s holding and Broderson’s Creek, enabling numerous opportunities for Annixter to cast his eye over the “limitless, mud-coloured ocean” of
wheat fields (176):
Then, at length, Annixter’s searching eye made out a blur on the horizon to the
northward; the blur concentrated itself to a speck; the speck grew by steady degrees
to a spot, slowly moving, a note of dull colour, barely darker than the land, but an
inky black silhouette as it topped a low rise of ground and stood for a moment
outlined against the pale blue of the sky. […] As the spot grew larger, it resolved
itself into constituents, a collection of units; its shape grew irregular, fragmentary.
A disintegrated, nebulous confusion advanced towards Annixter, preceded, as he
discovered on nearer approach, by a medley of faint sounds. Now it was no longer a
spot, but a column, a column that moved, accompanied by spots. (176)
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The opposite of Presley’s “first clear-eyed view of things” (41), Annixter’s
“searching eye” struggles—the syntax laden with gradually more specific
appositives—to discern exactly what it is that it sees. The “blur”/ “speck”/“spot”
is, grammatically, the agent of its own various metamorphoses: Annixter
watches as a passive observer, separated by a vast distance from otherwise
familiar local activities (the sowing work of grain-drills) that here appear
instead as a “disintegrated, nebulous confusion.” His trip to Bonneville—
and, it seems, the ordered chronology of plot—is interrupted, and in the
meantime style plots its own association of proximity with clarity: the closer
something is, the easier it is to recognise.
The spots finally resolve themselves into horses working on Magnus’s
ranch, and with the narrowing of distance, cacophonous mimetic phrasing
replaces descriptive indeterminacy:
The horses were in lines, six abreast, harnessed to machines. The noise increased,
defined itself. There was a shout or two; occasionally a horse blew through its nostrils
with a prolonged, vibrating snort. The click and clink of metal work was incessant,
the machines throwing off a continual rattle of wheels and cogs and c lashing springs.
The column approached nearer; was close at hand. The noises mingled to a subdued
uproar, a bewildering confusion; the impact of innumerable hoofs was a veritable
rumble. (176–77)

Patterns of repetition—the “in” sounds of “lines […] machines […] increased
[…] defined,” and the hard “c” sounds of “click […] clink […] work […]
continual […] cogs […] clashing”—suggest both the regimented regularity
of the “bewildering confusion,” and the music of its mechanical cogwork.
As the description continues, litanies of mimetic phrasing expand the
sentence structure. The machines advance, we hear,
like an array of chariots—clattering, jostling, creaking, clashing, an interminable
procession, machine succeeding machine, six-horse team succeeding six-horse
team—bustling, hurried—Magnus Derrick’s thirty-three grain drills, each with
its eight hoes, went clamouring past, like an advance of military, seeding the ten
thousand acres of the great ranch; fecundating the living soil; implanting deep in the
dark womb of the Earth the germ of life, the sustenance of a whole world, the food
of an entire People. (177)
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The cumulative energy of this periodic sentence, its clashing onomatopoeia, its array of gerunds, variety of similes, its parenthetical p
 rolongation
of description, contrasts explicitly with the abstract and tentative way
Annixter’s first glimpse of the scene is described, its language searching for
a means to describe an indeterminate referent. Style’s own elaboration of
the connection between proximity and clarity, however, is counteracted by
the end of the sentence. Syllepsis—the verb “implanting” is divided between
three objects—structures successive noun phrases so as to emphasise a rapid
expansion of connotation. This expansion, its reassertion of “sheer bigness,”
hinges upon the transformation of wheat-as-wheat into wheat as an abstract
value (as abstract, it seems, as the “entire People” it will feed). Style’s own
comfort with proximity—the proliferative intensity of mimetic phrasing that
accompanies description of concrete phenomena—jostles with the plot’s
tendency to pull the reader’s focus away from the concrete, refocusing it on
relationships that extend across the “whole world.”
One of the consequences of this is that The Octopus frequently manifests
what Jameson describes as a “tension between plot and scene, between the
chronological continuum and the eternal affective present” (Antinomies 83).
While Norris’s “scenes” are characterised by an exploration of the textures
of style’s mediation of local depiction, the “chronological continuum” of his
plot depends upon casting a “searching eye” past the horizon of the local,
toward the mapping of global forces that resist style’s mimetic capabilities.
In another letter to Isaac Marcosson, dated 13 September 1900, Norris
addresses, obliquely, these tensions:
Well, the thing is mostly done now and I know when it slumps and I know when it
strikes and I think the strikes are the most numerous and important. I know that in
the masses I’ve made no mistake. You will find some things in it that for me—are
new departures. It is the most romantic thing I’ve yet done. One of the secondary
sub-plots is pure romance—oh, even mysticism, if you like that sort of allegory—I
call it the allegorical side of the wheat subject, —and the fire in it is the Allegory of
the Wheat. The movement of the whole business is very slow at first—don’t really
get under weigh till after the first 15,000 words (it’s about 200,000 words long), then,
with the first pivotal incident it quickens a bit, and from there on I’ve tried to accelerate it steadily till at the last you are—I hope—just whirling and galloping and tearing
along till you come bang! all of a sudden to a great big crushing END, something that
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will slam you right between your eyes and knock you off your feet—all this I hope for.
Sabe? (Norris, Letters 123)

Despite Norris’s confidence in its “whirling and galloping and tearing”
pace, The Octopus remains characterised by a tension between the steady
acceleration towards a “great big crushing END,” and the tendency for
“slumps”—whether long scenes of little narrative consequence, or intricate
“secondary sub-plots”—to upset this acceleration. Annixter’s barn dance, for
example, occupies nearly fifty pages of an “affective present,” and requires
the eventual arrival of “a messenger from Bonneville” (270), bearing news of
the railroad’s latest strategy, to reintroduce “the chronological continuum”
of plot. Similarly, it is only Vanamee’s “sheet of note paper,” again detailing
the railroad’s having “stolen a march” on the ranchers (506), that interrupts
Osterman’s “jack-rabbit drive”—an event explicitly compared to Annixter’s
barn-dance (488). The process of abstraction suggested by Norris’s “Allegory
of the Wheat” serves to exemplify these tensions. Local depictions of concrete events—frequently paired with a rhetorical intensity of narration—
constitute “slumps” insofar as they resist the sort of allegorical interpretation
(wheat-as-value) that Norris’s plot, culminating with appeals to the abstract
“mighty world-force” of “Wheat ,” foregrounds (651).
What are “slumps” from the perspective of plot often involve moments of
intense stylistic clarity. As we have seen, moving from the kind of mimetic
phrasing characteristic of Norris’s descriptions of the daily lives and acts
of the farmers to a perspective capable of situating these acts within global
networks of trade and transport frequently involves losing focus—rapid
expansions of connotation tear the reader’s attention away from the ticking and clattering of machinery, foregrounding instead the abstract fields
of value that lurk ominously behind them. The “slumps” Norris describes
therefore reflect in important ways the tensions between local description
and “sheer bigness” discussed above. Given the relationship established
in the novel between proximity and clarity, distance and blindness—and
the association of the latter pair with the negative impact of rapid societal
change—these “slumps” also come to represent, at both the level of style and
narrative, an encoding of the farmers’ resistance to the octopus of international capitalism. They also help to shed new light on some of the idiosyncrasies of Norris’s novel. For instance, the narrative’s tendency to indulge
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in these “slumps”—to privilege, momentarily, “scene” over “plot,” to develop
intricate descriptions of an “affective present”—provides one explanation
for Norris’s uses of repetition. The quantity of repeated phrases throughout the novel is indicative of a sort of resistance—congruent to the farmers’
resistance—to the teleological pull of the “great big crushing END.” During
Annixter’s barn-dance, for example, we learn that “[t]here was a babel of talk
in the air” (238); later in the scene, we learn again that a “babel of talk was
in the air” (250). Whereas the first babel is “varied by an occasional note
of laughter” (238), the second is “mingled with gusts of laughter” (250).
Surprisingly, later in the novel, Osterman’s “jack-rabbit drive” also features
“a babel of talk” (503). Other repetitions occur throughout the novel, such
as the image of “grooves”: “Outside there, far off, the great grim world went
clashing through its grooves” (140); “the city swarmed tumultuous through
its grooves” (287); wheat itself “moved in its appointed grooves” (448). Each
repeated phrase (itself a repetition—as quotation—of Tennyson’s “Locksley
Hall”) contributes a small interruption to the “chronological continuum” of
plot, foregrounding a self-referential loop that snags narrative momentum.
These kinds of oppositions and tensions—plot and scene, stylistic intensity, and a rapid expansion of connotation, societal change, and rhetorical stasis—are central to The Octopus’s engagement with its geopolitical
context. Even scenes that appear completely removed and sheltered from
the machinations of the farmers and capitalists often reflect a desire to
probe the interfaces between local experience and global networks and
forces. Take, for instance, the novel’s juxtaposition of two different kinds of
infinity—a juxtaposition that unites several themes discussed thus far: repetition, narrative “slumps,” and the “sheer bigness” of expanding networks
of trade. Vanamee, whose wanderings and lengthy spiritual romance do not
contribute in any way to the plotting of the business dispute between the
farmers and the railroad, spends several scenes in the Mission garden—a
place whose timelessness is itself suggested by a “sun dial,” which is “green
with the beatings of the weather, the figures on the half-circle of the dial
worn away, illegible” (140). Walled off from the frantic political machinations
taking place in the nearby ranches, the “quiet, the repose, the isolation of the
little cloister garden was,” the narrative insists, “infinitely delicious” (140).
Later in the novel the garden’s “infinite repose” is once again described as
“delicious beyond expression” (389). This repeated sense of isolation in
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an eternal present, in which time-telling devices are themselves illegible,
is explicitly opposed to the teleological energy of life “outside.” “Outside
there,” the narrative suggests, “far off, the great grim world went clashing
through its grooves, but in here never an echo of the grinding of its wheels
entered to jar upon the subdued modulation of the fountain’s uninterrupted
murmur” (140). The infinity of an “eternal affective present”—such as the
garden’s “infinite repose”—is juxtaposed with the infinity of global trade’s
complex networks of power and control. Style underlines this juxtaposition.
The sibilant and soothing “infinite repose,” “delicious beyond expression,” of
the Mission garden opposes the harsh insistence—“great grim […] grooves
[…] grinding”—of the “world” outside.
Ultimately, these oppositions and tensions reflect Norris’s characters’ confusion about the ways in which aspects of their immediate experience (the
wheat that they grow, for instance) can simultaneously represent or participate in forces that seemingly cannot be represented (wheat-as-value). The
relationships between different infinities, between local depiction (style) and
the global forces that shape and are shaped by local events (plot), become
problems which various characters grapple with directly. The mismatch
between these levels, the blindness that accompanies characters’ attempts
to extend their sight from their farms to the forces and networks which rule
over them, frequently leads to fantasization regarding the relation between
an individual and capitalism’s “sheer bigness.”
This fantasization is reflected in the novel’s foregrounding of forms of
mapping that test style’s ability to provide clear pictures. Its characters
continually struggle to discover methods of mapping the intersections
between individual experience and ever-expanding social networks. The
engineer Dyke for example, who, we learn, had been “fired” by the Pacific
and Southwestern Railroad for refusing to “do first-class work for third-class
pay,” decides to “take up this hop ranch,” with hopes of making a small return
on savings he had accumulated “in the last ten years” (18-20). These hopes
are gradually destroyed by the Railroad, whose power Dyke, with increasing
desperation, attempts to map and understand:
Abruptly Dyke received the impression of the multitudinous ramifications of the
colossus. Under his feet the ground seemed mined; down there below him in the
dark the huge tentacles went silently twisting and advancing, spreading out in every
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direction, sapping the strength of all opposition, quiet, gradual, biding the time to
reach up and out and grip with a sudden unleashing of gigantic strength. (346)

Here, the cumulative sentence serves to suggest a sort of semantic
amplification—absolute constructions “twisting and advancing” with the
octopus’s tentacles—even as its mimetic representation of subterranean
“ramifications” merely multiplies Dyke’s inability to picture the Railroad’s
power in a way that might help him to navigate it. The word “ramifications,” deriving from the classical Latin rāmus, or “branch,” sits uneasily
next to “colossus,” with its connotation of singular enormity. The plurality
of shape-shifting branches, the “multitudinous ramifications” of innumerable “tentacles,” each manifesting itself in local demonstrations of “gigantic
strength,” remain difficult to correlate with the notion of the Railroad as a
singular entity. Consequently, Dyke, “caught and choked by one of those
millions of tentacles,” is only capable of understanding the “sordid injustice”
he experiences through the conspiratorial image of the octopus (352).
For Jameson, writing about postmodern film, this conspiratorial attempt
to map, this paranoid indulgence of the geopolitical imagination, is symptomatic of precisely this inability to unite the local with the global:
In the widespread paralysis of the collective or social imaginary, to which “nothing
occurs” (Karl Kraus) when confronted with the ambitious program of fantasizing an
economic system on the scale of the globe itself, the older motif of conspiracy knows
a fresh lease on life, as a narrative structure capable of reuniting the minimal basic
components: a potentially infinite network, along with a plausible explanation of its
invisibility; or in other words: the collective and the epistemological.
(Jameson, Geopolitical 9)

Throughout The Octopus, characters struggle to unite their awareness of
“a potentially infinite network” with a “plausible explanation of its invisibility.” This is the case even when they are confronted with maps depicting the Railroad’s network on a local scale. As Lyman Derrick studies the
“commissioner’s official railway map of the State of California, completed
to March 30th of that year,” the narrative voice explains that the “whole map
was gridironed by a vast, complicated network of red lines marked P. and
S. W. R. R.,” which (echoing Dyke’s diction) “centralised at San Francisco and
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thence ramified and spread north, east, and south, to every quarter of the
State” (288):
From Coles, in the topmost corner of the map, to Yuma in the lowest, from Reno
on one side to San Francisco on the other, ran the plexus of red, a veritable system of blood circulation, complicated, dividing, and reuniting, branching, splitting,
extending, throwing out feelers, off-shoots, tap roots, feeders—diminutive little
blood suckers that shot out from the main jugular and went twisting up into some
remote county, laying hold of some forgotten village or town, involving it in one of
a myriad branching coils, one of a hundred tentacles, drawing it, as it were, toward
that center from which all this system sprang. (288–89)

The style, here, is characterised by a proliferative energy, successive words
often appearing to have been suggested by the sounds of previous words, as
in the sequence “feelers, off-shoots, tap roots, feeders,” or the rhyme of “San”
and “ran,” and the chime of “Coles” and “coils.” The image of the octopus,
overlaid with a second anatomical metaphor (“plexus,” “blood circulation,”
“jugular,” etc.), animates the railway map:
The map was white, and it seemed as if all the color which should have gone to vivify
the various counties, towns, and cities marked upon it had been absorbed by that
huge, sprawling organism, with its ruddy arteries converging to a central point. It
was as though the State had been sucked white and colorless, and against this pallid
background the red arteries of the monster stood out, swollen with life-blood, reaching out to infinity, gorged to bursting; an excrescence, a gigantic parasite fattening
upon the life-blood of an entire commonwealth. (289)

Once again, absolute constructions— “swollen with life-blood, reaching
out to infinity, gorged to bursting”—offer a mimetic representation of the
organism’s “sprawling,” while remaining incapable of providing more than a
mixed metaphor for understanding the ways in which the “monster” serves
as a zone of interrelation between local and global events (“reaching out to
infinity”). Style thickens only to thicken the sense of confusion surrounding
the precise mechanisms by which the Railroad operates. Yet this thickening itself serves to foreground the ways in which, to borrow a phrase from
Mark Currie, “the only real vision involved in reading is the vision of printed
words” (26). The textures of narration provide their own form of paranoid
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mapping: the “vision of printed words” registering mimetically the “sprawling organism.” If, as Stewart claims, the “prose of prose fiction manifests the
central nervous system of narrative writing” (like Norris’s “plexus”), then its
phrasing rehearses precisely those systemic, subterranean connections the
novel’s characters learn to fear (Style 126). But this rehearsal is insufficient.
As Walter Benn Michaels suggests, “instead of describing the railroad as controlling the flow of wheat from producer to consumer, Norris describes it as
if it were itself the consumer, competing with rather than profiting from”
consumers (185). And it is this confusion—distribution as consumption,
producers themselves consumed—that is microplotted in Norris’s syntactic
complexity, the cumulative shifting of his narrative’s attempts to pin down
the movements of value, the “terror of sheer bigness” provoked by oscillations between wheat-as-wheat and wheat-as-value.
When Presley, late in the novel, passes by the “General Office of the Pacific
and Southwestern Railroad,” he begins to contemplate this “stronghold
of the enemy” (569). It represents—once again echoing Dyke’s diction—
“the centre of all that vast ramifying system of arteries that drained the
life-blood of the State; the nucleus of the web in which so many lives, so
many fortunes, so many destinies had been enmeshed” (569). In plotting
oscillations between different conceptualisations of space (global/local)
and value (use/exchange), The Octopus foregrounds the ways in which its
characters remain “enmeshed” within a network responsible for innumerable points of intersection between private and public, individual and
collective, personal and political existence. Yet these points of intersection remain obscured by the frequency and ferocity of these oscillations,
and Presley’s “first clear-eyed view of things” is consequently rendered
practically unattainable.
It is Presley himself that receives “the sense and significance of all the
enigma of growth,” the “explanation of existence” (634). In an aggressive celebration of the power of abstract value, the narrative voice declares “Men
were naught, death was naught, life was naught; FORCE only existed” (634).
Unable to return to the concrete perspective of Homer, Beowulf, and the
Nibelungen poets, Presley sees only “the vast rhythm of the seasons, […] the
eternal symphony of reproduction” and its “primordial energy […], immortal, calm, infinitely strong” (634). The impossibility of representing mimetically relationships on infinite scales is solved by means of an abandonment
of the visible and the local.
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This is not to say, however, that exchange value and use value never
coincide in the novel. In fact, the “great big crushing END” that Norris
describes is itself the most dramatic example of this coincidence, of a rare
moment of clarity in which concrete and abstract cease to pull in opposing directions. S. Behrman decides, at the novel’s conclusion, to inspect
the “vast hold of the ship” into which came “rushing a veritable cataract of
wheat” for distribution to the Eastern markets (641). Watching the wheat
“plunge into the roomy, gloomy interior of the hold,” it seemed as though
no “human agency” was responsible for “the movement of the wheat,” which
instead “seemed impelled with a force of its own, a resistless, huge force”
(641). Echoing Presley’s “explanation of existence,” S. Behrman is impacted
by the infinite energy of wheat-as-value, spreading across the world’s surface through the arteries of rapidly expanding markets, connecting locations
across hitherto unimaginable distances. Yet his curiosity proves fatal, as,
leaning too far over the railing, he falls into the hold:
Then he began that terrible dance of death; the man dodging, doubling, squirming, hunted from one corner to another, the wheat slowly, inexorably flowing, rising,
spreading to every angle, to every nook and cranny. It reached his middle. Furious
and with bleeding hands and broken nails, he dug his way out to fall backward, all
but exhausted, gasping for breath in the dust-thickened air. Roused again by the
slow advance of the tide, he leaped up and stumbled away, blinded with the agony in
his eyes, only to crash against the metal hull of the vessel. He turned about, the blood
streaming from his face, and paused to collect his senses, and with a rush, another
wave swirled about his ankles and knees. Exhaustion grew upon him. To stand still
meant to sink; to lie or sit meant to be buried the quicker; and all this in the dark, all
this in an air that could scarcely be breathed, all this while he fought an enemy that
could not be gripped, toiling in a sea that could not be stayed. (645)

After several minutes of struggle, all that is left is “the rushing of the Wheat
that continued to plunge incessantly from the iron chute in a prolonged roar,
persistent, steady, inevitable” (646). Following the novel’s logic of justice,
S. Behrman is crushed by wheat-as-wheat after having imposed the dislocations of wheat-as-value on the farmers of Bonneville. The same stylistic
markers—absolute constructions, cumulative sentences, shifting patterns of
gerunds—that typified characters’ confusion regarding the workings of financial markets on global scales here serve to lend mimetic intensity to “that
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terrible dance of death,” as the concrete and local weight of wheat crushes
the railroad’s representative. This justice itself accentuates the importance of
the counterpart of Vanamee’s departing advice— “Never judge of the whole
round of life by the mere segment you can see” (636): just as the “whole”
cannot be judged according to the “segment,” we should never cease paying
attention to the dynamic network that connects the “segment” to the “whole.”
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ABSTRACT: This is a review essay of Monika Fludernik’s Metaphors of Confinement:
The Prison in Fact, Fiction and Fantasy (2019). It examines Fludernik’s methodological
approach to historicizing imaginaries, and, in particular, the carceral imaginary.
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We are, and we have been for a long time, drawn to images of confinement.
That this is so can be gleaned from any number of examples: in Plato’s cave,
for instance, we are prisoners of illusion, shackled by the chains of necessarily inadequate representations—a state we can break out of, emerging into
the light of true and everlasting forms, but only if we give up the sophistic arts and join Plato’s philosophical academy; alternatively, sometimes we
need to be chained up for our own good, as Odysseus had to be when he was
tied to a mast so as not to be bewitched by the songs of sirens. These are but
two images of confinement in a rich carceral imaginary that has accompanied us for millennia. They indicate not only that images of confinement can
be negatively or positively marked (i.e., that they are ambivalent—a point
I shall return to) and variously affectively valanced, but also that they can
carry ethical knowledge as well as have considerable political effects. This is
perhaps obvious in Plato’s allegory and its disciplinary politics, but it is also
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present in the binding of Odysseus, and its powerful gender politics, with
mysterious, far-away women luring male heroes into traps.
How can we historicize imaginaries, and do so in a way that keeps track of
their entanglement of aesthetics, ethics, and politics? How can we do so, further,
in ways that pay attention both to continuities and discontinuities of the elements of such imaginaries? Indeed, how ought we to conceive of the elements
of imaginaries—the forms that make it up, given that they too have histories?
For example, do we focus on particular linguistic or visual expressions and
examine their work in and across particular contexts, or do we seek, instead,
to identify kinds of experience to which various kinds of representation, across
genres and media, attach? How, moreover, do we characterize the relations
between imaginaries and the realities they both feed on and transform?
These are, needless to say, devilishly difficult questions. They are also
being confronted in all kinds of arenas of scholarship: for example, the recent
interest in the work of Hans Blumenberg, at least in the English-speaking
academy (see Blumenberg), has raised questions about the prospects of a
historical metaphorology, and what its relation might be to other nearby
endeavors, such as the history of concepts or intellectual history, which is
innovating in its own ways (consider, for instance, the work of Joel Kaye
on the “model” of balance); work within the history of knowledge, which is
breaking far out beyond the traditional domain of the history of science, and
which tracks the development of abstract languages from everyday embodied practices, thereby raising old questions about the relations between technology, politics, and aesthetics in new ways (see Renn; Lugli; Holland); and
research in the philosophy and history of imagination, building on but also
extending, pioneering works by Benedict Anderson, Cornelius Castoriadis,
Charles Taylor, and others on the political history of social imaginaries, or
the social history of political imaginaries, which is equally provocative and
vibrant (see Bottici 2014; Browne and Diehl 2019).
The possibilities within these studies are a little dizzying: for example,
one could focus on one kind of image (the metaphor of the world as a book,
say, or shipwrecks or lions, in the case of Blumenberg); or on a network of
images that change over time in relation to one mode of experience and
practice (balancing, in the case of Kaye); or, differently yet, on a concept and
the debates around it, examining the influence of, as well as contests over,
certain images in it (e.g., metaphors for the mind in Pasanek; the imagery of
trees in debates over rights and their genealogies in Marks; or images put
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to ideological work in relations between England and Scotland in Hutson);
or, finally, examine an entire political tradition as a meeting place of many
different kinds of images, often contradictory, releasing the kind of energy
needed for a tradition to flourish (see Stacey).
Monika Fludernik has, of course, her own sources of inspiration. Her
new, monumental—in every sense—work on the carceral imaginary finds
methodological precursors in the work of Robert Curtius, and his notion
of “historical metaphorics” (see Curtius); new developments in Conceptual
Metaphor Theory (CMT), especially the blending theory of Gilles Fauconnier
and Mark Turner; and work in what we might call “figurative ideology,”
examining the work of metaphor in ideological discourse (see e.g., Münkler;
Musolff ). More specifically, with respect to the carceral, Fludernik draws on,
but also distinguishes her approach from, Michel Foucault’s Discipline and
Punish and John Bender’s Imagining the Penitentiary, among others.
Given the range of influences and inspirations, it is perhaps unsurprising
that from the outset we encounter difficulties around how to frame, or name, the
method Fludernik employs. The title of the book is Metaphors of Confinement,
but although metaphor plays a central role, important walk-on parts are also
played by metonymy and simile. More pointedly, alongside the central role
of metaphor the reader will also encounter “images,” “tropes,” “topoi,” “conceptions,” “symbolizations,” “fantasies,” “commonplaces,” “allegories,” “motifs,”
“clichés,” and “formulas.” Fludernik is of course aware of the sometimes very
different genealogies and associations of these different terms. And she is
careful to specify that her focus is on “the combination of (1) metaphors; (2)
tropes that have become topoi through recurrent use; and (3) thematic topoi in
prison-related literature,” all of which join to generate “the carceral imaginary”
(41). Nevertheless, the reader does get the impression that systematic methodological and theoretical reflection matter less in this book (in part also because
Fludernik has addressed metaphorical theory, in detail, elsewhere).
What really interests Fludernik is the recurrence, and thus often anachronistic persistence, of certain images, associated loosely with certain kinds of
linguistic and visual expressions, and their cultural and political effects, which
are by no means straightforward. Indeed, one might put this more strongly:
Fludernik’s real interest is in the ambivalence of certain recurring metaphorical topoi, and in bringing this ambivalence to the surface in close readings
of texts. This Fludernik does with a rigor, thoroughness, and range that is
truly Herculean. It is difficult to imagine anyone, ever, having the capacity
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or energy to produce a richer, better-evidenced, more nuanced history of the
carceral imaginary in English literature than Fludernik has done.
Let me dwell on this notion of ambivalence, as it plays a key part in
Fludernik’s book. A carceral space, like a room, or a house, “can be perceived
as a refuge, a home, or as enforced retirement or prison” (Fludernik 595).
Fludernik is careful to point out that “carceral settings and situations of
deliberate retirement often give rise to experiences of security, protection,
and a valued absence of worry, stress, and interference” (596). Similarly, the
imagery of constraint is appealed to in positively valanced ways in a variety
of different contexts and discourses, for example: the enabling constraint of
form in the practice of literature (one need only think of the OULIPO movement), and the virtuous constraint of norms and rules in theories of law,
morality, and government (e.g., the railings that the Kantian moral subject
holds on to in order not to be swayed by self-interest, emotion or desire; or
the famous rope that binds together the officials of the state in Ambrogio
Lorenzetti’s Siena frescos: The Allegory of Good and Bad Government, 1338).
On the other hand, there is no shortage of a very different experience of
carceral spaces, of dehumanization and humiliation, of boredom and
cruelty, of anonymity and shame, of isolation and exclusion, of filth and
disgust, of suffering and death. This inherent ambivalence of carceral spaces
(e.g., either “womb” or “tomb”) extends not only to the subjects who experience them, but also to observers of them, including readers of literary
works that describe such experiences. Here, likewise, there is a mixture of
“love and hate . . . eliciting both disgust and secret fascination, both horror
and sympathy” (623). As Fludernik articulates it, what she does throughout
the book is show “how the fundamental ambivalences of imprisonment are
being played out” (624) in various metaphors:
Prisons as homes and homes as prison; love relationships that are based on bondage
or on tender ties that bind willing partners together in a chain of affection; marriages
as patriarchal institutions of female confinement or as fetters imprisoning men;
factories that smack of incarceration and prisons that turn into sweatshops; cages
as happy prisons for some birds or as dungeons for savage and strong predators.
(624–25)

According to Fludernik, it is precisely attention to metaphor that allows us
to notice the “liminality” of imprisonment, and its associated “dialectics of
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self and other, human and animal, human and object, the abject and the
sublime” (Fludernik 625).
Fludernik’s sensitivity to the ambivalences of the carceral imaginary are
very important, but it does raise some questions. For instance, is metaphor
really the best, or even a good way, of capturing that ambivalence? As
Fludernik notes about other metaphorical topoi, such as the “ship of state”
or the “state as body,” these “are notable for their political conservatism: they
underscore a message of obedience to the monarch, teamwork among different social classes for the benefit of the community as a whole, and a clear
condemnation of individual dissent and refusal to cooperate” (41). At least
some (if not many?) metaphors are themselves not so ambivalent—perhaps
especially ones that get repeated and put to cultural and ideological work
over and over. It is thus not entirely clear that attention to metaphorical
topoi (as distinct from other figurative devices, or less well-worn metaphors)
can help us bring out, or bring out better, the ambivalent character of certain
domains of experience.
Further, there is somewhat of a disjunct between Fludernik’s assertion
as to the ambivalence of carceral spaces and Fludernik’s own position.
Indeed, it is fair to say that despite the importance ascribed to ambivalence as a theme in the book, Fludernik herself is far from ambivalent
about imprisonment. The horror of it speaks much more to her than any
secret fascination. In fact, she ends the book by arguing that it is “high time
to think about a substitution of prisons by different institutions” (645), and
the book certainly can be read as unearthing and displaying the varieties of
trauma imposed on individuals when they are incarcerated. It is certainly
not right to portray the book as but a one-sided survey of literary critiques
of prison practices—there is real attention to ambivalence throughout it—
but there is also no doubt that the balance is tilted very much towards
critique. It feels petty to say so, given how much of an achievement this
book is, but there might have been something to be said for a little more
attention to the positively valanced imaginary of the carceral, especially in
moral, political and legal (including constitutional) discourse. Odysseus
bound to the mast, persons bound by their promises, judges bound by
precedents, the executive confined by rules and procedures, moral agents
held to the straight and narrow by railings, poets freed by constraints—
these images have a very powerful hold on our languages and theories of
morality, law, and government. Of course, Fludernik is focused on literary
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discourse, but it could be argued that such imagery also pervades literary texts, and has done so, persistently, for a very long time (see, e.g., on
binding language: Kerrigan).
The earlier quote from Fludernik already gives a sense of the range of
metaphors examined in this book. The book’s chapters are organized around
certain recurring images, the ambivalence of which Fludernik then traces in
close readings of a variety of different kinds of texts and from many different
periods. These recurring metaphorical topoi include the prison as world and
the world as prison (chapter 1); the prison as home and the home as prison
(chapter 4); the prison as cage and, relatedly, the prisoner as animal (chapter
5); the prison as hell as well as the prisoner as slave (chapter 6); love as prison
(chapter 8); and femininity as prison (chapter 9). To this are added chapters
on writing in prison, often autobiographical, ranging from Thomas More
and John Bunyan through to Brendan Behan and Ken Saro-Wiwa (chapters 2
and 3, which could easily have constituted a short book of their own), as well
as work by writers, reformers, and theorists of imprisonment, particularly in
the critique of the capitalist prison, for example, William Godwin and Upton
Sinclair (chapter 7). In addition, there are appendices illustrating the findings of statistical research, tracing the presence of c ertain metaphors and
associated lexemes (such as jail, prison, cage, bars, wall, shackles, chains,
manacles, treadmills) in literature from Chaucer to Conrad (via the English
and American Literature database), in twentieth-century fiction and newspapers (in the British National Corpus database) and in The Guardian database
for 2009–2010. The bibliography alone is 80 pages. The work as a whole:
over 800.
Readers may well find it a challenge to read the book from cover to cover.
Indeed, having done so myself, I am not sure that it is the best way to experience the book. An alternative approach is to begin with the extensive
conclusion (which brings out the central theme of ambivalence better than
the introduction), and then to read oneself into whichever specific metaphor
(e.g., femininity as prison) or metaphorical relation (e.g., prison as world,
and world as prison) takes one’s fancy. Each chapter is a world unto itself, and
each contains extensive case studies, including some wonderfully patient
readings that bring out the distinctive significance of reading through metaphor. There are many gems of readings, themselves clearly informed by
deep and thorough research in their relevant scholarly literatures: More’s
and Bunyan’s use, and consolation through use, of prison metaphors in
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chapter 2; the plays of Behan, and their uniquely comic version of carceral
poetics, in chapter 3; Emily Dickinson’s “self-incarceration” in her home,
and its double-edged character, both blissful and despairing; the wonderful
(though also disturbing) account of metaphorical cages and birds (among
other animals) in literature, for example, in Eugene O’Neill’s The Hairy Ape
(chapter 5); the discussion of colonial surveillance, and the carceral character of colonialism in general, in Rudyard Kipling (chapter 6); and the truly
incisive, original and important treatments of love as prison, and femininity as prison, for example, in Mary Cholmondeley, Jean Froissart, Angela
Carter, John Dryden, Susan Glaspell, and many others (in chapters 8 and 9).
There is something here for readers and critics of all stripes, especially those
interested in gender, capitalism, and colonialism.
It has been a special experience to read this book at this time—the time
of COVID-19. Many of us have had ample—all too ample—opportunity to
reflect on the “curtailment of autonomous physical movement” and “containment in enclosed space” (6), as well as restriction in our freedom of associating with others. In having had—and still, at the time of writing, having—this
experience, perhaps we have edged a little closer to the experiences of those
who, down the ages, have suffered the punishment of incarceration. Perhaps,
experiencing Fludernik’s great sweep of the carceral imaginary, we can better
notice forms and varieties of the carceral experience that we may not otherwise have, and indeed have too often, for too long, been blind to, such as the
imprisonment of women in their homes and the imprisonment of colonized
peoples under colonial government. Perhaps we will come to recognize the
truly inhumane and degrading treatment involved in the lack of privacy,
activity, agency, and social contact in so many contemporary prisons, most
notoriously in maximum security facilities. Perhaps—let us see how long the
lessons last. At the very least, if we forget, we now have Fludernik’s tome to
remind us.
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Scott Newstok. How to Think like Shakespeare: Lessons from a
Renaissance Education. Princeton: Princeton UP, 2020. xv + 185 pp.
ISBN: 9780691201580. $19.95.

Scott Newstok aims to reclaim the language-based, rhetorical education of
the Renaissance for twenty-first century teachers. Each of the very brief fourteen chapters contrasts some aspect of Renaissance schooling with modern
education, with a special animus towards electronic/media instruction. The
chapters, however, do not merely defend Renaissance education; they exemplify it. Each chapter models the copia that was the aim of Renaissance education by weaving into the text a tapestry of quotations and references from
classical and Renaissance writers. Newstok footnotes these quotations and
references, but he also provides something more useful for his target audience: the last section of the book contains a brief annotated bibliography of
modern theoretical and theoretical works that support Newstok’s argument
in each chapter.
Newstok’s first chapter, “Of Thinking,” justifies his method and sets the
agenda for the whole book. Shakespearean thinking, he says, demands “a
deliberate engagement with the past to help you make up your mind in
the present” (11). He first points out that Shakespeare usually figured thinking as a craft, like pottery or forging metal (3). He contrasts this with the
educational theory of the “No Child Left Behind” legislation and the practice of Bill Gates’s digital instruction, which see education as merely transferring information. Instead, he argues for that mainstay of Renaissance
education—the commonplace book. Recording striking passages and one’s
impressions for further use is an active educational practice and more valuable than the passive reception of electronically transmitted, prepackaged
information.
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The author continues his assault on contemporary education in chapter 2,
“Of Ends.” Newstok attacks the managerial approach to education, not with
statistics but with anecdotes. For example, he recounts how he asked his
seven-year-old daughter if she had learned any new words at school; she
replied “assessment” (18). To replace assessment-driven instruction the
author proposes rhetoric, the art of language that comprised nearly the
whole curriculum of Renaissance education. He segues from rhetoric back to
“craft” in chapter 3. He explores and explains the ramifications of education
as a craft: the craftsman as a maker, a creator; the craftsman as p
 articipating
in a tradition; the necessity of a master–apprentice relation. All these he
contrasts with the passive, nonpersonal practice of contemporary instruction. Chapter 4, “Of Fit,” is in fact a defense of the Renaissance concept of
decorum, the “fitness” of expression adapted to a situation or audience, as
opposed to the “one size fits all” approach to “critical thinking.” Chapter 5,
“Of Place,” defends the medieval and Renaissance collegium, the place in
which communal (and convivial) learning takes place, as opposed to the isolation required by “personalized instruction.”
Newstok’s attack on current education theory and practice continues
in chapters 6 and 7 which are a frontal assault on educational technology.
Chapter 6, “Of Attention,” repeats the modern complaint that media have
created an information overload that makes careful attention to any one
thing extremely difficult, and chapter 7, “Of Technology,” is an appropriately
erudite defense of books and reading as superior to electronic media.
Halfway through the book Newstok shifts from a critique of current
education to a defense of (updated) Renaissance practice. Chapter 8 defends
imitation as a beneficial educational technique, what the author calls
“creative imitation” (75). Newstok even prescribes a vernacular version of
the Renaissance practice of double-translation in which students rewrite an
older text into modern English—and then back again! Newstok amplifies
this recommendation in chapter 9, “Of Exercises,” in which he urges his
readers to resurrect the classical progymnasmata, especially recommending
those exercises that require a student to compose on both (or more) sides of
a theme or subject. His defense of this practice as an antidote to adolescent
certainties is eloquent and persuasive. The next chapter, “Of Conversation,”
continues his defense of dialectical thinking, this time in conversation rather
than in written exercises. Then in “Of Stock,” he refers back to chapter 3 and
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defends “stocking” one’s mind with ideas, phrases, and longer pieces. The
author’s emphasis on memory and recall flies in the face of much modern
educational theory and practice that emphasizes mental “skills” or b
 ehavioral
objectives rather than knowledge retention.
The final three chapters deal with larger, more general themes than the
pedagogical prescriptions of the earlier chapters. Here Newstok challenges
the contemporary fascination with creativity on the one hand, exemplified
by creative writing courses, and the contemporary fascination with physical
objects on the other, exemplified by STEM courses. These chapters, “Of
Constraint,” “Of Making,” and “Of Freedom,” defend training students within
formal limits. He argues that the idea of creativity should be replaced by
the idea of making; the former implies absolute freedom to make something out of nothing, while the latter means producing something out of
something else and according to a prescribed pattern. Newstok eloquently
defends his rhetorical model of education as leading to real freedom through
empowerment, and he concludes the last chapter by citing Dr. Martin Luther
King’s use of Shakespeare in the famous “I have a Dream” speech, bringing
his work to a “fitting” conclusion.
This stirring paean, however, is not the end of the book. In the last section,
Newstok supports his recommendations with a select, annotated bibliography organized chapter by chapter. These books and articles provide the
readers with current theoretical support for the author’s arguments in each
chapter as well as with practical sources that will help them follow Newstok’s
recommendations. This bibliography also shows that the book’s argument is
not as dated or reactionary as it may appear at first glance. However, there
are some aspects of Renaissance education that Newstok glosses over and of
which a contemporary enthusiast for rhetorical education should be aware.
Oddly enough, Newstok does not mention the rhetorical topoi. These are
a systematic way of “inventing” material on any subject: definition, cause
and effect, contraries, etc. This mainstay of rhetorical education ought to
have played a major role in Newstok’s chapters on invention and “making.”
Newstok also does not allude to the adversarial nature of Renaissance education. Rhetoric was studied in the context of debate and controversy. Scholars
of Renaissance rhetorical education like Walter J. Ong have remarked that
“thinking” in the Renaissance usually meant thinking for or against somebody or something. Controversy was the backbone of the Renaissance’s
own assessment method. Students were continually engaged in competitive
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recitations, and advanced students engaged in debates with each other and
sometimes with their teacher on prescribed traditional topics like “Is it lawful
to kill a tyrant,” a school exercise familiar to every grammar school student
when Brutus and Marc Antony debated it in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar.
Newstok leaves open the question of whether the Renaissance methods he
advocates can or should be practiced without their adversarial tone. Third,
the Renaissance classroom was the scene of appalling brutality and physical
abuse. Whipping and caning were accepted without question. Newstok does
not address whether contemporary students would accept Renaissance educational practices, or if they would be successful, without the coercion that
marks their history. Finally, despite Newstok’s and others’ hymns to the virtues of liberal education free of mundane concerns with future employment,
Renaissance rhetorical education was openly vocational. The curriculum
prepared students for careers in government, the law, or the church, careers
for which there was a sustained demand during the Renaissance. The realities of the marketplace would have to be confronted before Newstok’s ideas
could be widely adopted.
The chief advantage of this book is the author’s replication of the
Renaissance style he advocates. He makes his case with a hurricane of citations, references, and analogies that would have made Erasmus proud. The
reader, carried along by this erudition, will find it difficult to withhold assent
to the argument, and it is an argument, participating in the adversarial nature
of Renaissance rhetoric even if the author does not avert to it. And perhaps
this may be the strongest argument for rhetorical education: the Renaissance
model may prepare students for the rough and tumble of social media far
more effectively than the privatized, isolated pedagogy of the media based
classroom.
John D. Schaeffer
Northern Illinois University
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Jia Pingwa. Broken Wings. Trans. Nicky Harman. London: ACA, 2019.
231 pp. ISBN: 978-1-910760-45-1. $ 9.31.

Jia Pingwa is arguably the only contemporary Chinese novelist who
compares favorably to Mo Yan in terms of literary reputation, quality, and
prolificacy. In effect, debates regarding whether Mo or Jia is the leading
novelist in contemporary Chinese literature never ceased before Mo Yan
won the Nobel Prize for literature in 2012 and still persistently remain so
as far as Chinese readers and critics are concerned. Not a small number of
Chinese critics argue that the very reason that Jia Pingwa has been slow to
attract international attention lies in the fact that his works haven’t been
consistently translated into English the way Mo Yan’s works have. The bulk
of Mo Yan’s works were translated by Howard Goldblatt by 2012, which
contributes enormously to his reception in the world and accordingly to his
Nobel Prize.
In contrast, only one of Jia’s major novels, Turbulence, originally published
in China in 1987, was translated by Goldblatt into English in 1991, which
immediately won Jia the Pegasus Prize for Literature the same year, but it
wasn’t until fifteen years later that another of Jia’s major novels, and perhaps his most controversial, Ruined City, originally published in 2003, was
translated by Goldblatt and published in 2016. The urgency and necessity of
translating Jia’s works into English has never been more keenly felt than after
Mo Yan’s Nobel Award, and recent years have witnessed consistent translation of Jia’s three novels, one of which is Ji Hua (2016), translated as Broken
Wings (2019) by Nicky Harman.
Nicky Harman is a UK-based translator of contemporary Chinese
literature. Of the ten Chinese writers she has translated, such as Anni
Baobei, Han Dong, Xu Xiaobin, Xu Zhiyuan, and Yan Ge, to name just a few,
Jia Pingwa is the only major novelist. Jia’s Gao Xing (2007) was previously
translated by Harman as Happy Dreams (2017). In Broken Wings, Jia draws
attention to the great impact of urbanity on the country. The story is told in
the first person by a young woman called Butterfly, who is kidnapped and
sold as a bride to a young man in a remote village where young men cannot
find wives because most young women have left for the city.
The emphasis of the story is not human trafficking as the author makes
clear in the afterword, “I did not want to write the story of a simple
kidnap . . . What I wanted to explore was how the cities grew fat while the
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villages fell into destitution . . .” (Jia, Broken 226) However, one must admit
that compared with his contemporaries, Jia’s works are more difficult to
translate, which is perhaps one of the reasons that Goldblatt switched to
focus on Mo Yan’s works after Turbulence (1991). The difficulty of Jia’s works
seems to be a major factor that has intimidated potential translators and
consequently delayed international transmission of his works for almost
two decades. In translating Broken Wings, Harman’s biggest challenge arises
from Shaanxi dialect and Shaanxi folk culture.
To begin with, Jia comes from Southern Shaanxi, and he speaks and writes
only in Shaanxi dialect. He never speaks Mandarin, which, in Chinese,
literally means “common language.” Mo Yan commented positively on Jia’s
dialect at a conference:
Pingwa once said that only common people speak common language. Did Chairman
Mao speak common language? Did Premier Zhou speak common language? They
didn’t speak common language. In this light, we must say Jia Pingwa is a great writer
because he doesn’t speak common language. On a personal note, I consider the relationship between Shaanxi dialect and his writing a valuable research topic. (47)

Although Shaanxi dialect is not entirely different from Mandarin, not a
small number of terms, concepts, expressions, and slangs can only be understood by a Shaanxi local. For this reason, Jia’s works are difficult, to varying
degrees, even for domestic readers who are not from Shaanxi, not to mention English translators. Harman did actually mention the difficulty of translating dialect in Happy Dreams in 2017:
As I launched into the translation, I discovered a whole series of challenges that I had
somehow failed to anticipate. First and foremost, I had to understand the dialect,
I mean really understand it, not just well enough to read and enjoy the novel. . .the
Xi’an dialect also conspired to make it hard to understand what was going on. (Asian
Books Blog, 2017)

Here “the dialect” and “Xi’an dialect” both refer to Shaanxi dialect. Broken
Wings, without exception, is written in Shaanxi dialect and the difficulty
Harman encounters in Happy Dreams continues in Broken Wings, directly
resulting in not a small number of mistakes in her translation. In the original
text, for instance, “只说” (45) means “I thought” while Harman translates it
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as “I said” (43); “胡扑” (64) means “bum around” while Harman translates it
literally as “flap around” (66); “躁”(39) means “restless” while Harman misunderstands it as “thirsty” (36), to list just a few. Apart from the phrases, a
great number of Shaanxi proverbs, slangs as well as folk songs, have caused
serious problems with her translation.
The latter part of the novel is full of folk songs sung or articulated by
an old woman who is good at paper-cutting. Take Harman’s translation of
one of the folk songs for example: “He’s a fixer for everything. / He ploughs
his furrow far and wide, / He blows his trumpet loud and clear, / He fills
a donkey muzzle with piss” (164). This four-line folk song is the old woman’s comment on the village head that he is a brazen braggart. Except for
the last line, Harman mistranslates the first three lines which are filled
with imagery of country life and which she obviously has a lot of trouble
understanding.
Here I offer my translation of the folk song in order to display how Harman’s
translation strays from the original text: “He can throw chicken feathers far
away, / He can pull the arch of the plough straight, / He can blow up a piece of
cow hide, / He can fill up the donkey muzzle with piss.” This folk song, similar
to many other folk songs in the novel, is full of humorous imagery and piercing
sarcasm for the purpose of criticism or/and illumination. The folk songs are
more difficult to translate, for they are a combination of Shaanxi dialect and
social criticism which is only indirectly conveyed. As a literary t ranslator myself
and as someone from Central Shaanxi, I’m well aware of the great challenges
Harman must have faced in wrestling with the dialect.
Harman’s next challenge concerns Shaanxi folk culture. Shaanxi dialect is the carrier of Shaanxi culture, and Jia’s works are a kaleidoscope of
Shaanxi folk culture. Shaanxi, currently one of the 23 provinces in China,
with Xi’an as its capital city, consists of three areas: Northern Shaanxi,
Central Shaanxi, and Southern Shaanxi, and yao culture is the very thing
that makes Northern Shaanxi well-known. In Broken Wings, the author sets
the story in Northern Shaanxi, which features the famous yao culture. Yao
is the traditional housing architecture of Loess Plateau in the northwestern part of China, scattered in provinces such as Shanxi, Shaanxi, Henan,
Gansu, and Ningxia, which indicates people’s creativity and wisdom in
adapting to the plateau environment and is regarded as a type of green
architecture. The reason that yao culture is considered as an indispensable
part of traditional Chinese culture lies in the fact that yao is “the earliest
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underground housing design, which can be traced back to over 4500 years
ago” (Wang, 194).
As an environmentally friendly housing design, “Yao is the historical
heritage of Chinese civilization and continues to play a unique part in
people’s life today” (Kang, 56). Furthermore, yao is the central image of yao
culture which also involves kang, window lattice, millstones, papercutting,
and folksongs, and which strings together the overall story in the novel.
Therefore, a thorough comprehension of yao culture is indispensable to any
English translators. According to Red Star Over China (2005), Edgar Snow
stayed in Pao An, Northern Shaanxi, for a short period in the 1930s and he
wrote about the representative housing architecture in which Chairman
Mao used to live:
The Reds were putting up some new buildings in Pao An, but accommodations were
very primitive while I was there. Mao lived with his wife in a two-room yao-fang with
bare, poor, map-covered walls. He had known much worse, and as the son of a “rich”
peasant in Hunan he has also known better. The Maos’ chief luxury (like Chou’s) was
a mosquito net. (113)

Notice that Snow employs “yao-fang” to describe the architecture, “fang”
being the pinyin (Chinese pronunciation) for “house.” Obviously, Snow then
considered “yao” as a type of “house” and accordingly coined a compound
word “yao-fang” to depict the architecture. Snow was neither prejudiced
against yao, nor did he regard Yao as a symbol of poverty despite that people back in the 1930s did live under harsh conditions in Northern Shaanxi.
Harman, to one’s surprise, simply translates yao as “cave,” which seems to
me her most serious mistake. The word “cave” is rather misleading in that
English readers are very likely to associate “cave” with the cavemen in The
Croods (2016) in which the pre-historic humans were living in a cave. Even in
today’s context, “yao” is still a symbol of civilization in Chinese culture while
“cave” too easily reminds one of primitive society and barbarity, and I doubt
that English readers will understand yao culture properly through the “cave.”
Furthermore, what Harman changes most about the novel is the p
 aragraph
structure. Jia is meticulous about the arrangement of paragraphs, which
leaves one the impression that there seems to be a hidden logic behind each
paragraph he carefully arranges, while in Harman’s translation, she takes liberty to reorganize the paragraphs. Her guiding principle seems to indicate
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that she almost always restarts a paragraph whenever she encounters a
dialogue in the middle of a paragraph, but there are also times when she
rearranges a paragraph which does not involve any dialogue. As a result,
Harman has largely reshaped the structure of the whole novel, including
even the author’s afterword, by steadily following her principle. Take the
beginning of the novel, for example:
EVENING.
I made my one hundred and seventy-eighth scratch on the cave wall.
The roosting crows spattered shit all over the ground.
Good-Son’s dad topped himself.
And I got to know Great-Grandad. (1)

In the original text, the above paragraphs are actually the content of the first
paragraph, and if I were to restore the original style, the translation might
look something like this:
That evening, I made my one hundred and seventy-eighth scratch on the cave wall.
The roosting crows spattered shit all over the ground. Good-Son’s dad topped himself. And I got to know Great-Grandad.

The content of Harman’s translation and my rearrangement barely differs
while the latter better conforms to the original structure. In the original text,
the second paragraph consists of 17 lines while Harman divides it into five
separate paragraphs. One must admit that Harman’s strategy of reorganizing
the paragraphs damages, to a considerable degree, the fiber and logic of the
original text.
Literature is the essence of culture, and it is needless to say that literary
translation plays a critical role in crosscultural communication. However,
literary translation presents huge challenges to translators when it comes
to rendering culture. The linguistic and cultural challenges Harman encounters force one to consider whether Chinese scholars’ participation in the
process of translation may contribute to the quality of translation, for even
Goldblatt has received constant advice and help from his wife Sylvia Li-chun
Lin, who has cotranslated a great number of books with him. In fact, most
of Harman’s mistranslations in Broken Wings could have been avoided had
she been aided by some Chinese scholar who is familiar with Shaanxi dialect and culture. As a passionate and dedicated translator of contemporary
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Chinese literature, though Harman’s translation of Broken Wings might not
be as satisfactory, her efforts and courage are highly admired and respected.
Weina Fan
Zhejiang International Studies University

weina fan is a Chinese poet, translator, and academic. She is author of
two collections of poetry, Poetic Wildness (2010) and Against the Sun (2012),
published in Chinese and translator of Wild Nights! (2011) by Joyce Carol
Oates, Grimms’ Fairy Tales (2014) and Landline (2018) by Rainbow Rowell.
Her translation of Bruce Springsteen’s Born to Run (2016) will come out in
2021. She received her PhD from the University of Western Australia in 2015.
She teaches English poetry at Zhejiang International Studies University. Her
key areas of research are twentieth-century English poetry, literary modernism and literary translation. (newhelen_1214@126.com)
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Irving Goh, editor. French Thought and Literary Theory in the UK.
Routledge, 2020. xv + 177 pp. ISBN 978-0367408220. Hardcover,
$140.00.

Sexual intercourse began in 1963, but it seems that its deconstruction commenced only three years later. With that came a whole new sort of bargaining, as Larkin had it, between the humanistic tangles of literary appreciation
and the more masterful categorisations of human science. So at least runs
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the by now mythological story of theory’s explosion, repeated dutifully in
the editor’s short introduction to this collection of essays, concerning how
the 1966 Johns Hopkins conference on “The Languages of Criticism and the
Sciences of Man” introduced the young Jacques Derrida onto the international intellectual scene with an iconoclastic force that announced a new era
for “theory.” At the same time, the editor’s gloss queries this event’s singularity, to justify a focus on how deconstruction survived specifically in UK
academic departments and publishing outlets. This is in implicit if heavy
contrast to the beginning of deconstruction’s end on the North American
campus, marked with equal drama by the posthumous revelation that the
Belgian-born critic Paul de Man had been a wartime contributor to Nazicontrolled newspapers. Derrida’s torturous ethical response to this scandal
merely confirmed in the eyes of certain intellectual antagonists the inherent
tendency of deconstruction to apolitical sophistry.
This is one of several limitations that the volume internalises or leaves
unaddressed. For the national difference that is more evoked than analysed
preserves other categorical problems. The volume is not actually concerned
with the fissiparous field of French thought, but seeks overwhelmingly to
highlight the survival of Derrida-influenced readings among UK academics. Nor does it offer much comment in passing on Derrida’s challenges
to phenomenology, psychoanalysis, structuralist linguistics, feminisms,
or postcolonial theorisations, which would provide contrast and context.
It therefore falls to individual contributors to spell out the historical and
ideological usages of “French” thought, and the manner in which Derrida’s
tactical approaches and analytic inspirations were driven precisely by resistance to categorisation, as well as contributions made to the general field by
decidedly different thinkers such as Latour or Virilio. By the same token,
the decision to review an internationalist practice “in the UK” based on the
observation that one could “do” it there in contrast to personal experience of
a North American institutional resistance, glosses more grounded accounts,
such as Laurent Milesi’s recollection of the now-closed Centre for Critical and
Cultural Theory at Cardiff University, and the often political overdeterminations of what was termed continental thought; just as it ignores Derrida’s
writings on autoimmunity or monolingualism of the other, which would
immediately present such exceptionalism as problematic. Again, individual
essays differentiate themselves from the rather binary view of national and
cultural delineations suggested by the volume’s “Opening Remarks.”
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Finally, the announced conjunction of French thought with literary theory
may indicate where theorisations found immediate sympathies in UK
academia, but the volume offers no sustained examples of transformative
literary practice even if certain writers such as Khatibi, Cixous, or Darwish
(none French) are evoked as exemplary. So the opening postulation of
French thought living on (there is no reference either to that essay by Derrida
on Blanchot) in literary analysis, whether in pure deconstructive form or
more often through rejuvenating hybridisation, is not demonstrated by any
of the contributors. This in turn points to one final unfulfillment that is perhaps most telling: there is no compelling vision of how either to continue
with such an intellectual revolution in an age of totalising dissemination or
to construe the proper thanatography of this period of critique. The collection’s presiding mood, then, is of a wake that gathers consoling recollections
of intellectual challenge and residual commitment. This may give the essays
an affective coherence; but pitched deliberately against François Cusset’s
2008 French Theory: How Foucault, Derrida, Deleuze, & Co. Transformed the
Intellectual Life of the United States, these reminiscences manage neither to
confirm the volume’s premise nor to dispel all memory of the occasionally
mundane and even cynical mystifications of Derrida for which the Cusset
book is criticised, but which equally occurred in UK contexts.
In no obvious order, eleven chapters present a memory or continuation
of this theoretical drive in UK academia. The unnumbered first and last
contributions represent the avant-propos and envoi for bracketed accounts.
Robert J. C. Young’s “Theory, Philosophy, Literature” sets the scene for a
“British” adventure while establishing an escape from impending definitions
by presenting himself as an unlikely James Bond figure racing through the
night in the back of a car driven by an unknown “foreignness.” This exotic
evocation of vertigo and desire gives way soon enough to a longue durée definition of French theory in the UK as deriving from the 1789 Revolution and
its reception by eminently national writers such as Burke and Wordsworth.
This permits Young to suggest why radical politics remain associated with
theory in Britain, up to the cultural upheavals of the 1960s and 1970s. He
argues intriguingly that Anglo-American philosophy departments, reacting
to demands for institutional decolonisation and diversity, became more
accommodating towards “minority and non-Western philosophers” as long
as they were not “continental.” His own presentation of The Oxford Literary
Review stresses its general eclecticism; but in referring forward to essays
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by Royle and Hiddleston he specifically isolates the self-reflective mode
of theoretical writing in its ability to foreground the literariness of critical
thinking, and its gradual and increasing testing of its own European definitions. In this way, Young’s essay evades the volume’s core presumptions, just
as it points without nostalgia towards new possibilities for critical thought
introduced to the UK via French theory in the form of writers awaiting profound interpretation such as Darwish.
The title alone of Laurent Milesi’s essay “‘We Are All Theorists Nowadays’:
The ‘Institutionalisation’ of (French) Theory” makes clear that he dissents
from collective positions but will work through them to resume the contextualisations and ambitions that explain a polemical denunciation of the current “destruction of the once robust British university system.” Beginning
this time with Welleck and Warren, Milesi fast-forwards through critical and
personal situations to the point where he accompanies a generation of academics in the late 1970s and early 1980s promoting an agenda within universities for the related issues of class, gender and race, on the one hand,
and canon and ideology on the other. In Milesi’s account, the gradual dissemination of theory through a widening curriculum then coincides with an
increasing corporatisation of higher education conducted from the period of
the Blair Labour governments on, such that postgraduate recruitment to theory courses collapsed, less in his view because of internal forms of decline
than because of students’ internalised risk aversion to career-inhibiting
choices. This criticism concludes with two seemingly self-defeating refusals, to both the UK university obsession with funding, and the generalised
adoption of what is designated merely fashionable theory that abandons
true subversion or radicality and so misses the point of what doing theory
should involve—or at least did, once.
Stepping away from the history of defeat, the next essays detail precise
lessons learned from Derrida’s attentiveness. Signalling his dissension with
the Cusset approach, Nicholas Royle stresses the writerly nature of deconstruction and its focus on irrecuperability. Prefiguring his recent book on the
subject, Royle locates the continuation (even prediction) of Derrida’s practice
in the work of Hélène Cixous. Receiving the baton from Royle (who is cited
approvingly), Clare Connors offers a “Histori-Manifesto” for the developing
phenomenon of “creative criticism.” Using Derrida’s reading of Foucault’s
reading of Descartes as a template that retains the marks of involvement
with its object, Connors presents Sarah Wood’s essay “Try thinking as if
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perhaps” in order to propose five increasingly ungoverning manifesto
thoughts, concerning indiscipline, dislocation, admission, invention, and
“desirousness.” Derrida is then further relocated by Judith Still. Reprising
the general subject of her 2015 book on Derrida and Other Animals, Still’s
“Thoughts from France on the Animal-Human Borderline” traces Derrida’s
dissension with animal rights advocates based on their imposition on animals of juridical concepts derived from human rights and concepts of human
subjectivity. In an approach combining the interest of Young with the attentiveness of Royle, the following essay, “‘French Thought,’ Postcolonialism,
and Islam: Jacques Derrida and Abdelkebir Khatibi” by Jane Hiddleston,
equally prefigures her recent book on the subject. Charting Khatibi’s extensive engagement with Derrida’s thought, Hiddleston points up how a deconstructive foregrounding of othering is exemplified in Khatibi’s anti-dogmatic
inhabitation of all the spaces between Arabic and French.
With Mark Featherstone’s essay on “Paul Virilio’s Global Britain,” we
move back from intelligent quietude to political preoccupations. Extracting
ecological, environmental and human ethics from Virilio (rather than
from Derrida), Featherstone looks back through Adam Smith and Locke to
Hobbes, in order to locate the emergence of a philosophy of speed in early
British global capitalism. Using Virilio’s notions of dromological apocalypse
to understand Thatcher’s Britain allows Featherstone to connect histories
of enclosure, capitalism, neoliberalism, and worldlessness, and to situate
within “dromocracy” the contemporary “accelerated” university. What is fascinating about this essay is the unheimlich anticipation of the current pandemic context, where the “stupidity” of informatics and techno-scientific
processing, including in universities, has been forced into a slowness that
Featherstone designates as a precise ethic of resistance. The implications of
such a politics of regeneration remain undeveloped by the following two
essays, however. Eschewing commentary on the peregrinations or accelerations of continental philosophy in UK departments, Simon Morgan
Wortham’s “Critiquing Poststructuralism. The Recent Politics of French
Thought” focuses on rebuffing “reductive characterisations” through channelled criticisms of early Žižek on “deconstructionism” and Rancière on
Lyotard, before concluding (perhaps symptomatically, certainly somewhat
cryptically) with ruminations on Derrida’s post-mortem essay on Lyotard
that itself ruminates about resisting organised mourning and its “forms
of political limitation.” Martin Parker’s “The Business School and French
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Philosophy” offers less claustrophobic and more honestly instrumental
views of the revivification of critical management studies by postmodern
and poststructuralist ideas concerning concepts of organisation, fixity,
order, and so on. In itself, the essay exposes absolutist generalisations about
the bad neoliberal university versus its oppositional theorisation, pointing
up thoughtfully via reference to several thinkers including Latour how institutions and organisations remain imbricated with qualities and values that
produce institutionalisation, being themselves prime sites of theoretical
production. The final numbered essay, by Joanna Hodge, on “Inheriting the
Question of Technology. Grammatology, Originary Technicity, Ecotechnics,”
also appreciably moves away from fixation with Derrida, in its tracing of
Jean-Luc Nancy’s responses to Derrida, Stiegler and Heidegger on the
question of technology, with a refreshing adherence to Nancy’s pursuit,
(notwithstanding Derrida’s criticisms) of the potentiality of political economy reconfigured as ecotechnics.
As it readily acknowledges, the final, unnumbered contribution has the
impossible task of rounding off a medley of retrospective essays that take
their leave of one another as of the volume’s stated counterhistorical claim,
agreeing only on the non-finitude that constitutes the Abgrund of their
practice. As Naomi Waltham-Smith puts it in “Après-coup – Deconstruction
Is/In the UK,” this could only sound like an “after-after-afterthought,” to
which she adds her own mourning. She turns to Derrida’s descriptions of
the archive’s preoccupations of the future and geopolitical projections of
“America” or “Europe” to envisage a deconstructive space for the typically
awkward and belated arrival of the UK. The open conclusion seems to view
this belatedness as typifying the inherent nachträglickeit of the “French
thought” differently registered by contributors as influential and anticipatory. But this generalisation does not dismiss the sense that the collection
offers funerary cakes rather than future sustenance. While the absence of
key relevant theoretical preoccupations and the presence instead of proficient exegesis or intellectual history may be due to editorial management,
some essays betray terminal symptoms: a retreat into abyssal reading that
offers resistance to economics only as a rival abstraction; an occasional disdain for the civic university and its unthinking products; a once liberating
lexicon that now dismisses, denounces, or despairs. Ironically in a collection seeking to evidence the vitality and influence of a certain moment and
movement, the best essays manifest in individual ways the ongoing exercise
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of skepticism, reflexivity, and ethical unsettling learned during a privileged
period of intellectual explosion.
Seán Hand
University of Warwick
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Hermione Lee, Tom Stoppard, A Life. London: Faber, 2020. 977pp.
ISBN 97805 71314430. £30.

Hermione Lee undertook her lengthy life study of Tom Stoppard with his
approval, if not encouragement. Unlike other accounts of Stoppard, including my own, her approach, while claiming independence, incorporates
certain Stoppardian guidelines: be bright, be light, be right. The work,
despite its length, largely succeeds because of its access to Stoppard’s extensive archive, mostly at the Harry Ransom Center (HRC) in Austin, TX, to
people close to Stoppard throughout his entire career, and because of Lee’s
expertise in matching information to narrative. To be clear, Stoppard asked
Lee to write his life and over several years participated in conversations and
even reviewed the typescript for factual errors. To her credit, Lee admits (on
the penultimate page of the biography) that this is not a definitive life and
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that there can be no such work. Her biography can do no more than capture
“one aspect of him” (p. 864). Every biography, she knows, is incomplete.
Opening with a Stoppard Family tree indicates the level of detail Lee
provides offering background, as well as foreground, noted by grandchildren one of whom was born as recently as 2017. The text itself begins with
the first things Stoppard might have remembered, creating a narrative role
and presence for Stoppard from the opening sentence. He is not so much a
subject as a participant in the story. This is a dramatic and effective role, in
its way theatrical. It also offers a wide beginning since Lee addresses the fate
of Czechoslovakian children at the outset of WWII, sent around the world,
as were the Sträusslers, Stoppard’s original family name, sent by the Bata
shoe company to Singapore. The issue of his wavering Czech identity then
becomes her subject, pointing out that Stoppard has not always favored that
identity but that it was, in his word, “ineradicable,” as was his Jewishness,
only discovered in the early 1990s. The introduction of the Jewish theme at
the outset is important (p. 4).
But Lee likes scenes and a great deal of the biography constructs them:
when Stoppard’s father Dr. Eugen Sträussler is told of the German invasion
of Czechoslovakia and the need for Jewish doctors of Bata Shoes to leave,
she creates the moment the doctors gathered at the home of a Dr. Albert and
learned the news. The doctor’s wife was present and “she saw the doctors,
all smoking, all sweating with fear” offering a kind of you-are-there scenario
(p. 12). Lee then reconstructs the well-known scene of Stoppard visiting
Kenneth Tynan to discuss the possibility of a National Theater production
of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead. The focus is on a good deal of
stuttering and discussion of Tynan’s yellow shirt. Another scenic moment
is the brief meeting between Laurence Olivier and Stoppard, the young
playwright telling Olivier how to play the Player King. OIivier did not pursue the role (pp. 143–44). Dialogue from fifty years ago is also reproduced
with supposed dramatic authority (see p. 137), even with scenes that appear
to enter Stoppard’s mind: “he hated first nights. To encourage himself, he
bought a new blue suit for the event [the opening of R &G]” (p. 149).
There is even a theatrical structure to the biography with semi-dramatic
cliffhangers as Lee moves from one section to another. Part one ends with
the curtain going up on the National Theater’s first night of Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are Dead. Part two ends with remarks on art, politics, and
the independence of the artist as expressed in Travesties which foreshadow
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“plays soon to come about repression and censorship” (p. 295). Like Stoppard,
Lee then quickly switches register to focus on jokes, music, and dancing,
ending with the awkward locution that “a rabbit is magicked out of a hat”
(p.295). Part three concludes with the drama of Stoppard finishing his work
on Spielberg’s Empire of the Sun script “just before his fiftieth birthday” (p.
453). Part four ends with a new change in his relationship to his past and
sense of self with the September 1999 publication of his essay “On Turning
Out to be Jewish” which revealed a surprising series of personal feelings as
he started his new and biggest work, The Coast of Utopia, a trilogy of no less
than “revolution, exile, loss, hope, and change” (p. 639).
More drama as part five, the final section of the biography, concludes
with Stoppard’s skepticism about biography, an attitude rampant throughout his plays with his most perceptive critique on the topic Oscar Wilde.
In The Invention of Love, Wilde responds to a newspaper report concerning the inquest of a suicide that “‘it’s only fact. Truth is quite another thing
and is the work of the imagination’” (Invention [FABER 1997]: pp. 95–96;
Lee p. 861). In the final pages of her biography, Lee reveals Stoppard’s own
questionable attitude toward her project and her final effort at summing
up which follows seems more a convention rather than a genuine effort to
piece everything together (pp. 861–63). She senses that it’s an impossible
task. Nevertheless, her sense of an ending when writing about a living subject is incisive, as is her choice to leave the final words of her lengthy text
to Stoppard alone.
But imposing a dramatic structure upon the life, likely influenced by
Stoppard’s own plays, appears at times an enforced conceit, undermined
by her repeated efforts to place Stoppard within a broader social, political
and even international context. Yet distracting detail often interferes with
this move: when he receives a knighthood at sixty, we learn the names of
others in the arts also honored with Orders of Merit that year (p. 617). Does
it matter? Is it essential to the narrative? Stoppard’s accomplishments, she
implies, seem to gain currency only in comparison to others. But contesting
her expansive views is the often excessive detail as in the description of the
medieval village of Lacoste and his house for what Lee mysterious calls his
“hidden life” soon revealed as his lengthy affair with the actor Sinéad Cusak
(pp. 624–25).
The text repeatedly wavers between narrative progress and scenic stasis
often controlled by a drive for information, a contest between “exposition
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and exhibition” (p. 477). Is it necessary, for example, to know the marriages
and divorces of Sabrina Guinness’s—she became his third wife in 2014—
siblings, as well as her nieces and nephews (p. 790)? Or the type of stove
Stoppard favored in his new home in Dorset with Sabrina (p. 797)? But for
dramatic effect, certain details are compelling, no more so than when we
learn the fate of his father’s parents sent to Theresienstadt and then to their
death in the ghetto at Riga, or the fate of Stoppard’s extended family in the
Holocaust, their names inscribed on the walls of the Pinkas Synagogue in
Prague (pp. 25, 635).
Yet the style of the biography is often arch: “Stoppard leapt on these
ideas with excitement and poured them into his play” (p. 554); “he was
deeply pleased to be Sir Tom, though he never made a song and dance
about it” (p. 617). The “suave editorial hand of Robert Silvers” improves his
talk “Pragmatic Theater” when it appears in the New York Review of Books
(p. 625). Stoppard was furthermore “keyed up as anyone” at the Oscars when
Shakespeare In Love unexpectedly won best picture (p. 629), an achievement
highlighted by such gossipy details as his agent Kenneth Ewing traveling
from party to party in a limo with the Oscar “clutched between his legs” (p.
630). The w
 riting can even be patronizing as in a reference to John Smith on
sharing a typewriter with Stoppard at the Bristol Evening World in 1958: “that
boy had gone far” (p. 630). Who offers the remark? Smith, Lee? Too often
the rhetoric and language interfere with the thought: noting Stoppard’s energetic activity in his mid-seventies and demands on his time, we learn that
he was “greedy for quiet thinking time, at once private and famous” (p. 787).
Friendships are “steadily and affectionately sustained” (p. 787).
Lee also cannot pass up a good story. David Leveaux, director of a number
of Stoppard’s and Beckett’s plays, was with Beckett in an East Berlin pub,
when an eager fan interrupted them and told Beckett that he’d read his work
for the past forty years. After a pause, a quizzical Beckett looked up and said
“You must be very tired” (p. 631). The amusing incident distracts from Lee’s
fundamental narrative. Other moments seem pitched for a travel brochure:
as Stoppard journeys by train from Prague to his childhood home, Zlín, we
read that in the “deep, wooded river valley” that surrounds the town, houses
were “climbing up the picturesque hilly slopes” (p. 635). For whom is this
written?
Throughout the text there is a persistent theatrical undertow—late in
the volume Lee even refers to the page as “your stage of written words”
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(p.864)—buttressed by a constant, Stoppardian habit of chance and probability. But the effort to be dramatic underscores narrative gaps. Throughout,
when uncertain of a particular act or event, “probably” appears, as when she
postulates on the Sträussler’s route as they traveled to Singapore, their first
port of refuge when escaping Czechoslovakia (13). Later, there is slight confusion about how Stoppard met Miriam Moore Robinson, later to be Miriam
Stoppard: did Miriam boldly introduce herself to Stoppard or did her then
husband make the first move (p. 137)?
Remarkably, there are few inaccuracies in such a long book. One of them,
however, is Stoppard’s sale of his archive not to the University of Austin,
as noted on pages 527 and 973, but to the HRC at the University of Texas
at Austin. And surprisingly, for all the importance of Stoppard’s discovery
of his Jewishness, the subject appears only in the indexical reference to his
mother Marta on page 970. In the text, however, pp. 580–85 are key for the
subject but Judaism or Jewishness does not appear as a separate Index entry.
There are, however, eight references to his support of Soviet Jews (p. 974).
And visually, Major Kenneth Stoppard appears only once, in a photograph
where he is seated next to Marta and Stoppard on the young playwright’s
March 1965 wedding day. He looks to his right, away from the camera; both
stepfather and stepson hold cigarettes.
At the end of this textual journey from Czechoslovakia to Singapore to
India and England, do we get inside Stoppard? The British drama critic
Ivor Brown rephrased the question when he said of Noël Coward that we
know what he does but do we know who he is? For Stoppard, the question
remains unanswered. For the biographer, there are too many competing
concerns to settle on one theme or style with the result a shifting pendulum between narrative detail and scene.1 But neither dominates the text
and if one asks which is in control, the answer is Stoppardian: “probably
both.”
Ira Nadel
University of British Columbia
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Modernism’s Second Act. He has also edited The Cambridge Companion to
Ezra Pound and Ezra Pound in Context. (ira.nadel@ubc.ca)
N ote
1. N. F. Simpson’s play One Way Pendulum (1959) was an early influence on Stoppard.



William Baker and Jeanette Roberts Shumaker. Jewish Writing: A
Reference and Critical Guide to Jewish Writing in the UK. 2 vols. I: xiv +
266 pp.; II: x + 253 pp. Brighton, Sussex: Edward Everett Root, 2019.
ISBN: I: 978191224098; II: 978191224104. €55 per volume.

Usually, if a topic is underresearched, there are good reasons for the neglect
it suffers. British Jewish writing is a field of research that has long been met
with indifference by the mainstream of English literary studies. The two
volumes of the Reference and Critical Guide to Jewish Writing in the UK by
William Baker and Jeanette Roberts Shumaker impressively vindicate the
happy few engaged in research into this particular field of inquiry. Yet it is
not only to this little band that the authors address their Guide; rather, they
seek to direct it also at a general audience. Inevitably, such an enterprise
entails a precarious balancing act, which Baker and Shumaker nevertheless
master with aplomb.
The two volumes of Baker and Shumaker’s Reference and Critical Guide
to Jewish writing in Britain cover in much detail an impressive spectrum of
Jewish writers from the nineteenth century to the present. Of course, and this
is another indication of the significance of this particular segment of literary
production in Britain, no publication of this sort can ever be e xhaustive.
Significant lacunae are accordingly acknowledged by the authors (I: xii).
They include Lily Tobias, Frederick Raphael, and Clive Sinclair, to whom
might be added other contemporary writers: Simon Louvish, whose simultaneously cerebral, macabre, and ribald, as well as darkly comic, writing sadly
and unjustly appears to fade into oblivion; the playwrights Ronald Harwood
and Stephen Laughton; the highly diverse women writers Michelene
Wandor, Tamar Yellin, Rachel Lichtenstein, Naomi Alderman, and Charlotte
Mendelson; émigré writers, such as Arthur Koestler and George Steiner; and,
as representatives of earlier decades and centuries, Brian Glanville as well as
Celia and Marion (Hartog) Moss. Even so, the presumption of listing such
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lacunae becomes quickly apparent because they too, inevitably, leave other
lacunae.
If the list of lacunae threatens to become unwieldy, so does the list of
those in fact included by Baker and Shumaker in their comprehensive Guide.
Beginning with “Pioneers” in chapters one (the Palgraves: Sir Francis, Francis
Turner, William Gifford, Reginald Francis Douce) and two (E. O. M. Deutsch,
B. L. Farjeon, Israel Gollancz, Leonard Merrick, Lazarus Aaronson) of the first
volume, they then proceed to “Four Critical Voices” (Vivian de Sola Pinto, Jacob
Isaacs, Q. D. Leavis, David Daiches), “Novelists” (Louis Golding, Alexander
Baron, Gerda Charles, Bernice Rubens), “Poets” (Karen Gershon, Dannie
Abse, Jon Silkin, Ruth and Harry Fainlight, Philip Hobsbaum, A. C. Jacobs),
“Three ‘East End’ Writers” (Bernard Kops, Arnold Wesker, Harold Pinter), and
“Three Others,” i.e. Tom Stoppard, Gabriel Josipovici, and A. A. Alvarez.
The second volume, conveying the sense of an afterthought, adds to these
chapters on “Three Pioneering Writers of Sephardic Origin” (Grace Aguilar,
Isaac D’Israeli, Benjamin Disraeli), “Three Prose Writers” (Sidney Lee,
Frederick Boas, Philip Guedalla), “Late Nineteenth-Century Women Writers”
(Marion Bernstein, Amy Levy, Julia Frankau), “Fin de Siècle to Mid-Twentieth
Century Writers” (Israel Zangwill, Isaac Rosenberg), “Twentieth-Century
Writers” (Wolf Mankowitz, Leila Berg, Anita Brookner, Dan Jacobson, Elaine
Feinstein), “Contemporary Writers” (Julia Pascal, Linda Grant, Andrea Levy,
Neil Gaiman), and, in a concluding chapter of his own, “Howard Jacobson.”
The profusion of British Jewish writers is complemented with a very useful
bibliography and a comprehensive cumulative index to both volumes.
If perhaps unwieldy and admittedly “arbitrary and personal” (I: xii),
the list of British Jewish writers, dramatists, and poets – include, men and
women of letters in a more general sense who are crucial to an appreciation of the sheer scope of the two volumes under review. Focusing on much
biographical detail, the authors’ “historical and chronological” approach (I:
xiii) is accessible and offers an abundance of readings of representative
works of individual writers. That these are frequently to some extent descriptive and, occasionally, speculative should not detract from the practical value
of this cornucopia. Demonstrating extensive knowledge and infused with
an enthusiasm and a passion which, though perhaps sometimes in danger
of being smothered by too much detail, are vividly communicated also to
the reader, the authors’ Reference and Critical Guide offers in broad strokes
and some intricate detail a truly fascinating, if perhaps somewhat pointillist,
portrait of British Jewish writing.
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The chapter sequence of volume one suggests an initially systematic
approach, amalgamating a chronological and genre-oriented structure, which
appears then to have been expanded to accommodate the more consistently
chronological mode of the second volume – the afterthought mentioned
above. The resulting chronological parallel structure is potentially confusing
but at the same time opens the publication up to the conceivable addition of
further volumes. While this may be an advantage, the shifting focal points
of both volumes and the resulting “pointillism” to some extent challenge
the coherence of the narrative presented by the authors. A more rigorously
developed general introduction to both volumes might have established
this coherence with the elaboration of the wider historical context and the
identification of salient lines of development. And yet, to forego such a contextualisation was a deliberate choice of the authors, who acknowledge that
“contextualising the complex interrelations between Anglo-Jewish literary
and cultural expression and the history of British Jewry” as well as the “complex notions of British and Jewish identity” have been avoided, because of
their complex nature (I: xi). This frequently leaves readers to draw their own
overarching conclusions beyond the more or less generic conclusions at the
end of individual chapters.
A further corollary to this deliberately limited approach is that Baker
and Shumaker “eschew inflexible or theoretical formulations such as post-
colonialism or perceiving Anglo-Jewish literature from the perspective of
the Holocaust” (I: xi). In this instance, the resulting interpretive openness is,
if anything, delimiting. The Holocaust and its impact on individual writers
and their texts are not disregarded by the authors, and while it certainly is
true that Jewish literary creativity after the Holocaust can hardly be fully
separated from the oppressive shadow of the historical occurrence, they
nevertheless refuse to allow it to usurp interpretive precedence. The postcolonial approach to Jewish literature in general, and British Jewish writing in
particular, has proven its productivity in recent years. But this, too, is only
one more approach among the kaleidoscope of methodological and theoretical attempts to enhance our understanding of what Jewish writing and
its parameters are. In this sense, it is, perhaps, only consistent for Baker and
Shumaker to adhere to their more conventional course.
At the base of their understanding of British Jewish cultural production
is the contention, as argued by Anthony Julius in his critically acclaimed
Trials of the Diaspora: A History of Anti-Semitism in England (2010), that
latent and manifest antisemitism has informed Jewish life in Britain since
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the Middle Ages and that “with certain notable exceptions, such as in the
case of Benjamin Disraeli, the flaunting of ethnicity has been shown to be
unwise and counterproductive” (I: xi). This corresponds to some extent to
Bryan Cheyette’s suggestion to take note “of the national context” in which
British Jewish writing is produced because most Jewish writers in Britain
“have had to write against the dominance of an oppressive Englishness”
(xii). They have therefore opted for some form of displacing their narratives
from England—or for removing themselves from the country, a phenomenon the critic designates as “extraterritoriality.” More recently, it has been
suggested by Ruth Gilbert, that in contemporary, multicultural, Britain
“Jewishness is one difference among many” and that contemporary British
Jewish writers accordingly “highlight the desire to identify the particularity of their difference, whilst acknowledging that such difference is neither
fixed nor final, but always open to change, re-signification and re-interpretation” (220). Even more recently, noting a new proliferation of Jewish writing in post-referendum Britain (2016), Sue Vice has argued that there is a
tendency to adopt “aspects of Jewish history as a cautionary model for the
dangers of the populist sentiment embodied by the Leave vote and Trump’s
electoral success” (116). She concludes that the “fictive gaze” in these works
is directed “at Britain’s relations with Europe, the USA and beyond, a scenario in which Jewish characters are ‘metonyms of the wider liberal order’
that is under threat.”
Baker and Shumaker seem to anticipate a further volume, or volumes
(II: 157), to their Guide. This is something to be welcomed and, indeed, to
be hoped for. The recent developments outlined in the previous paragraph
certainly would make it worthwhile to add further ingredients to this ‘box
of delights’ which may be somewhat haphazardly assembled but is full to
the brim with tasty morsels, which should recommend their topic not only
to scholars of British Jewish and English literature but also to a g eneral
audience. It unquestionably has its uses for all of these readerships by
affording exciting insights into the lives and works of a large number of
British Jewish writers from the early nineteenth century to the present.
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With the rise of disability studies in the humanities in the last decade
of the twentieth century, critics such as Rosemarie Garland-Thomson,
Lennard Davis, David T. Mitchell, and Susan L. Snyder have had discourses on d
 isability. Still, Martha Stoddard Holmes’ Fictions of Affliction:
Physical Disability in Victorian Culture (2003) had been the only booklength study that investigated disability in late nineteenth-century British
literature.
Now comes Clare Walker Gore’s Plotting Disability in the NineteenthCentury Novel (2020). Gore fills in the missing piece of the puzzle with
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her eye-catching and valuable study that examines disabled characters in
a broad range of Victorian novels. Adopting an interdisciplinary critical
approach, Gore emphasizes “understanding the fiction itself ” (11) rather
than an overtly political dimension by delving into the nuanced interplay
“between disability as a social identity and disability as incapacity in
novelistic c haracterization” (2). By “examining what disabled characters do
in novels” (3) and by tracing “how disability has shaped novelistic characterization, and how the attribution of social disability to a character narratively
dis/ables them” (6), Gore not only offers fresh insight into Victorian literary studies, but also uncovers the potential of disability studies in literary
criticism.
Indebted to Holmes’ focus on the association between disability and
excessive emotion, Gore’s book provides a new perspective—the association between disability and plot—on interpretation of Victorian novels.
Impressively concerning a wide range of genres including melodrama, the
sensation novel, the feminine domestic novel, and the late Victorian r ealistic
novel, she explores how the representation of disability varies in different
forms. To fulfill this ambitious and worthy task, Gore features not only
canonical writers like Charles Dickens, Wilkie Collins, George Eliot, and
Henry James, but also minor writers like Dinah Mulock Craik and Charlotte
M. Yonge. Besides “Introduction” (1–20) and “Coda” (232–37), the main body
of Gore’s book is divided into four interrelated chapters.
Chapter 1, “A Possible Person? Marking the Minor Character in Dickens,”
examines the peripheral positions of disabled characters in Charles Dickens’
novels. In his fictional worlds, Dickens establishes a close connection
between the physical disability and the marginalized disabled characters.
As Gore claims, “Dickens trains his readers to understand physical distinctiveness and impairment as indicators of minor status” (15). However,
it should be noted that Dickens never connives at such narrative injustice.
Gore argues that “[Dickens] uses this connection in subtle ways to highlight
the cruelties of the narrative order” (15).
Gore begins her analysis with the crippled Smike in Nicholas Nickleby
(1839), Dickens’ third novel. For Gore, the primary narrative function of
Smike, to borrow René Girard’s term, is to move the plot forward as “the
scapegoat” (32). Smike is used as the passive “object of affect” (32), whose
suffering could elicit the gazer’s—here, the protagonist—sympathy and
caring, therefore promoting the protagonist’s sentimental development
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without letting him suffer. As a marginalized character, Smike is never
allowed to get involved in the marriage or family plot. Instead, “[g]etting
out of the way at the right moment is a crucial part of Smike’s narrative
work” (32). This narrative order, however, is sometimes destabilized by
Dickens himself. By exposing the possibility of characterizing Smike as
“the true sentimental subject” (35), Dickens arranges this sidelined character to resist “his narrative role as a sentimental sacrifice” (33), posing
“a subtle challenge to the novel’s sentimental and melodramatic plot
structures” (33).
Gore’s reading of The Old Curiosity Shop (1840) paves the way for a
detailed analysis of Bleak House (1853) and Little Dorrit (1857), in which
Dickens’ representation of the disabling femininity is brought into focus.
Little Nell and the Marchioness in The Old Curiosity Shop prefigure Dickens’s
later ideal heroines (Esther Summerson and Little Dorrit) through whom
Gore goes deep into “the disabling nature of feminine goodness” (57).
In both cases, Gore finds that the heroines’ self-effacing functions are prerequisites for their central roles. Gore also argues that the self-effacement
is deliberately externalized by Dickens as Esther’s disfiguring scar and
Little Dorrit’s unusual stature. On one hand, the main narrative celebrates
the heroines’ selfless goodness. On the other hand, there exists a counter-
narrative of the “disfigurements,” Gore argues, which is in fatal tension with
the main narrative and ironically reveals the mental sufferings of these ideal
females. In this way, Gore discloses the true disabling power of ideal femininity progressing beneath the main narrative. Coincidentally, such a writing strategy is named by Prof. Dan Shen as “covert progression behind plot
development,” which refers to “a very different and powerful dynamic that
runs at a deeper and hidden level throughout the text” (147). According to
Shen, “[t]he covert progression is often ironic in nature, and it either supplements or subverts the plot’s thematic drive” (148). This view echoes with
Gore’s analysis of Dickens’ disability plot.
Chapter 2, “At the Margins of Mystery: Sensational Difference in Wilkie
Collins,” is devoted to Collins’ mystery novels. Gore is interested in how the
disability plot sustains mystery and how it produces sensation. According
to Gore, Collins establishes the sensational tradition of treating the body
as an unreliable sign of identity in detective novels. To put it another way,
characters’ unstable relation to the plot, which remains unknown or unclear
to readers until the entire riddle is revealed, becomes key to the sensational
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effect. Collins “engage[s] the reader’s preconceptions about a disabled
character’s relationship to plot so that he can perform sensational reversals at the novels’ conclusions” (15). Gore analyzes Collins’ masterpiece The
Moonstone (1868) to illustrate this point. While the able-bodied philanthropist Godfrey Ablewhite surprisingly turns out to be the real criminal, the
disabled characters, Rosanna Spearman and Ezra Jennings, create suspense
throughout the novel. Collins challenges the literary tradition of characterizing the disabled as the marginalized other, thereby complicating the
plots of detective novels. As Gore states, “[gender], class, race and, above
all, disability are no longer fixed hierarchies that are written on the body
for us to read” (77).
Gore progresses further in her analysis of The Law and the Lady (1875).
For Gore, disability “enables Collins to put sensation to affective work” (15)
in his characterization of legless Miserrimus. Collins refuses to characterize
Miserrimus as a flat sign of deformed villain without any subjectivity or feeling. Instead, Collins successfully invests this disabled character with intense
emotional complexity by exposing his desperate desire for love and his
ambition to manipulate the detective plot. From the affective perspective,
Miserrimus is by no means incomplete or “less than human” (97). He is the
despicable villain who causes the death of Sara while, to readers’ surprise,
he’s also the unlovable and pitiable invalid who suffers from the physical
incompleteness. The ethical ambiguity of Miserrimus thus forces readers to
reassess the inequity of narrative hierarchy. In Gore’s words,
Miserrimus’s interrogation of what it means to be a ‘cripple’ speaks not just to the
politics of disability, but to the politics of plotting: by the end of the novel, we are
no longer confident that we understand who is beautiful, who is loveable, who has
the right to play detective or romantic lead, or who must be consigned to narrative
oblivion.” (93)

In Gore’s discussion of Collins, disabled minor characters, like Rosanna and
Miserrimus, are unusually presented as affective subjects that herald the
later narrative centrality of Lucilla in Poor Miss Finch (1872). In this regard,
Gore’s analysis of Collins’ “politics of affect” (91) paves the way for further
discussion in the following chapter.
Chapter 3, “(De)Forming Families: Disability and the Marriage Plot
in Dinah Mulock Craik and Charlotte M. Yonge,” mainly deals with the
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disability plot in two Victorian female writers’ domestic novels. Unlike
mainstream male writers discussed hitherto, both female writers took a bold
move to position disability at the center of the narrative. Gore delves into
this phenomenon and explores how the authors treat disability “as a central,
rather than a marginal, human experience” (118).
In Gore’s view, there is an affective turn in both female writers’ novels.
For both writers, physical disability functions as the narrative strategy to
foreground the “affective responses” (122) and emotional development of
the disabled characters. In John Halifax, Gentleman (1856), for example,
Craik is thought to deliberately choose a disabled narrator, Phineas, to tell
the life story of John Halifax from an impoverished orphan to a successful
tradesman. According to Gore, though structurally sidelined as a bystander,
Phineas is placed at “the sentimental center of the narrative” (135) and
“remains a troubling character” (136) to the main plot. Again, to borrow Prof.
Dan Shen’s theory, what Gore implies here is that Phineas’ suppressed pains
and desires should be understood as the “covert progression,” an undercurrent in parallel with the main plot of John’s journey to worldly success, which
affectively and effectively pulls readers into the story. The affective approach
also applies to Craik’s A Noble Life (1866) and Yonge’s The Heir of Redclyffe
(1853).
What’s worth mentioning is the feminist approach that Gore adopts
to analyze both female writers’ disabled characters. For Craik and Yonge,
disability expands their narrative scope in expressing femininity. Their disabled figures are the ones endowed with the “ideal” femininity to affectively
influence and morally unite the communities. Influenced by her evangelical
beliefs, Craik held women should be self-sufficient, which was opposed to
the Victorian stereotype of passive angelic roles. At the same time, she was
not that progressive; she firmly clung to the tradition that the true calling of
a woman should be domestic (126). Craik’s “true form of femininity” (125),
which was difficult to achieve in reality, is fully embodied in her disabled
heroine of Olive (1850), who is a self-made woman and the perfect complement to her husband’s ideal masculinity (125–26). Disability actually
becomes the perfect carrier of Craik’s ideal femininity. Sparing Olive from
the pursuit of physical loveliness and girlish flirting, the disabling experience equips her with praiseworthy qualities of “inexhaustible patience
and stoicism” based on “religious faith” (126), facilitating her material and
spiritual independence while surprisingly maintaining her meekness as
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the perfect daughter and wife. In Gore’s words, disability enables Craik to
“expand the narrative possibilities of the ‘feminine novel’ without jettisoning the very femininity she seeks to vindicate” (123). As for Yonge, a pious
Tractarian, ideal femininity is staunchly conservative, as reflected in the
disabled character Margaret May in The Daisy Chain (1856). Margaret’s spiritual bildung is only realized through her experience of disability, which
prepares her for the devotion to God, and enables her to become the moral
example to those around her. In this way, Yonge’s treatment of disability,
never disentangled from femininity, is believed to be “both metaphoric and
metonymic of all Christian experience” (152). It’s important to acknowledge
that both writers’ ideal forms of femininity are problematic to some extent.
Gore indicates that their idealized femininity is rendered possible only
when accompanied by the distorted sense of inadequacy, the core experience of disability.
Chapter 4, “Terminal Decline: Physical Frailty and Moral Inheritance
in George Eliot and Henry James,” analyzes the reconstructed redemptive disability plots in the works of George Eliot and Henry James from
the ethical perspective. Redemptive disability plot usually refers to a narrative that treats disability “as an experience enabling moral growth and
endowing the disabled character with a moral legacy that they need to pass
on” (175). While confronting an increasingly materialistic world in which
faith was declining and Darwinism rising, both George Eliot and Henry
James departed from their Victorian predecessors, reshaping the redemptive disability plot “in ways that reflected their diminishing readiness to
offer narrative solutions to social and moral problems through the neat resolution of plot” (176). For Gore, their writing strategies are entangled with
a strong sense of “proto-modernist anxieties about heredity and futurity”
(176), which mirrors the “increasing skepticism about the possibility of creating plots that were both morally satisfying and, in any meaningful sense,
realistic” (176).
Gore starts with how Eliot rewrites the disability redemptive plot in The
Mill on the Floss (1860). She emphasizes Eliot’s realist representation of
“the difficulty of living in the world” (176). The plot of moral redemption
is evident because the disabled character, Philip, achieves moral growth
through his sufferings. Meanwhile, Eliot arranges a counter-narrative of “the
Darwinian plot of evolution” (187), making Philip, the moral heir, excluded
from marriage and biological inheritance as a result of the “natural” selection.
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In this case, the moral legacy could not be passed on any further. The inner
opposition between moral inheritance and biological disinheritance, from
Gore’s perspective, testifies to Eliot’s gloomy view that reality is shaped by
natural evolution rather than moral inheritance (187). Gore observers that
disability “acts as a potent symbol for the injustice of a world in which those
who are morally fitted to further ‘the onward tendency of human things’
may be biologically unfit to do so” (187). This idea is further illustrated in
Gore’s subsequent reading of Daniel Deronda (1876). Gore splits the novel
into “realist and non-realist halves, with the latter structured by the redemptive disability plot”(191) in which Mordecai, the embodiment of “the archetypal disabled angel with a legacy”(190), manages to pass on his moral
and spiritual inheritance to the able-bodied protagonist, Daniel, while he
himself fails to survive. Probing into the ethics of Mordecai’s “yearning for
transmission” (187), Gore points out that Mordecai is not altogether selfless
because he secretly desires to live on through Daniel, the physically fit one
“who will inherit the earth” (201). In this way, the ethical ambiguity in Eliot’s
writing not only deconstructs the Victorian image of “the saintly invalid,”
but also draws readers’ attention to “the plight of the losers in the struggle
for existence” (201).
Gore attends to the same topic in Henry James’ masterpiece novels, The
Portrait of a Lady (1881) and The Wings of the Dove (1902), with a different
conclusion. In Gore’s reading of The Wings of the Dove, the redemptive disability plot is completely broken down; the tragedy of Milly’s illness-caused
death is not compensated by the moral elevation she has expected. Instead,
James plots against her goodness and forgiveness by making them eventually rejected by the heroine, Kate, whose lack of morality reveals to readers
that the law governing this fictional world is “the mere aesthetic instinct
of mankind” (223). According to Gore, the damaging effects of such aesthetic instinct are subtly implied by James with his disclosure of pervasive
revulsion against physical disability throughout the book. Therefore, Gore
highlights James’ ethical reflection on the “willed and systematic blindness”
(224) toward disability, a byproduct of the rising eugenic thinking in the
Victorian era. It is only in this light of ethics that James’ writing is “anti-eugenicist, a kind of lament for the values that social Darwinism would accord
no place in the modern world, testifying to the ongoing need for the moral
scrupulousness, charity and forgiveness that such a world-view largely
discounts” (223).
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In general, by “[plotting] disabled characters across the field of
Victorian fiction,” Gore has “discovered them in the act of performing
an astonishing variety of narrative work, the social identity arising from
their impairments actually enabling them to play a host of necessary plot
roles”(3). Gore’s work is highly valuable in the following aspects. First, she
notes that the narrative roles of disabled characters in nineteenth-century
fictions evolve from the assistive ones to leading ones. Second, her analysis highlights the affective turn as well as the ethical one in Victorian
writers’ treatment of disabled characters. Third, through a feminist reading of disabled females in the works of Dickens, Craik and Yonge, Gore
discloses the disabling aspects of ideal femininity in nineteenth-century
culture through deconstructing the cultural image of Victorian angelic
roles. Last but not least, Gore’s analysis of the disability plots in texts like
Bleak House, Little Dorrit, John Halifax, Gentleman and The Mill on the
Floss echoes Shen’s theory of “covert progression.” As Shen puts it, “[i]f we
miss the covert progression, we may only get a partial (in the supplementary case) or distorted (in the subversive case) picture of the thematics,
the characters, and the narrative’s aesthetic value” (172). Likewise, Gore’s
discussion presents a fuller picture of nineteenth-century social, historical and cultural views, offering an important clue to the interpretation of
Victorian literary texts.
Still, Gore’s study is not without flaw. Some of Gore’s discussion lacks
detailed contextualization. For example, Gore claims that “disability was frequently characterized as feminizing in fiction of the period” (95). But why
were male disabled characters labeled “feminine” in that certain period?
Was that related to the debates concerning “who is fit to work”? Gore simply
states an argument without providing necessary background information,
leaving readers unfamiliar with this field confused. As for her reading of
Henry James’s eugenic anxiety, Gore’s argument would certainly be more
convincing and clearer if she could elaborate on James’s familiarity with
nineteenth-century evolutionary science.
In sum, featuring richness in content and profoundness in thinking,
Plotting Disability in the Nineteenth-Century Novel is an innovative, comprehensive and inter-textual study. Moving the much-explored Victorian novels
into a fresh realm of literary disability studies, Gore offers a new interpretation of these nineteenth-century texts and characters. Firmly grounded in
current disability studies, she actively puts her discussion in dialogue with
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other important scholars in this field. Her effort not only pushes the discipline of literary disability studies further, but also opens up new vistas for
future researchers in this area.
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